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Abstract:

This study is concerned with exploring the impact of financial liberalization on monetary

policy effectiveness in terms ol real CDP gro\\rth, investment, exchange rate. price level and

unemployment detemination for Pakistan for the period 1972-2010.

On the basis of literature review this study first identifies the conditions for thc effectiveness

ofmonetary policy and then analyzes these conditions at both aggregatc and sectoral levels.

This study uses modem cointegmtion techniques, namely, Johansen (1988, 1991), Pesaran

(1996, 2001) for estimation purposes.

This is found, at aggregate and sectoral levels, that the interest elasticity of real money

balances and of investment are low. Thus. the second condition for the effectiveness of
monetary policy does not hold for Pakistan. Morcover, using the Johansen methodology, at

aggregatc level, this is found that Ml and interest rates do not cause GDP. Fufthermore M2 is
found to be an endogenous variable within the Vector Error Correction Model. This result is

also consistent with sectoral level.

Moreover, neither pricc nor unemployment levels are dominantly atTected by monetary

aggregates. Furthemore, there is weak evidence lound for the existence ofthe McKinnon

Shaw (financial rcpression) hypothesis. While saving and interest rates are significantly

positive related, there is no evidence of a significant association between interest rate

variations and investment and, GDP groMh.

Furthermorc, dummy variable of financial liberalization is also found insignificant and has

negative impact on GDP growth. Moreover, the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests show that

financial liberalization does not change the parameter's value over time - parameters are

consistent in both pre and post linearization periods. Thus, financial liberalization has no

impact on the effectiveness ofmonetary policy in Pakistan.

The monetary policy based on credit planning is proposed as an alternative of market based

monetary policy.
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Chapter l: Introduction

The objectives of monetary policy - employment, growth, price stability, exchange rate

stability and balance of payment equilibrium - may vary depending on the situation and

problems of the country.

This thesis examines the impact of financial liberalization on monetary policy effectiveness

for Pakistan. This study is primarily concerned to explore the impact ofvariations in monetary

policy variabies (M1, M2 and interest rates) on real GDP growth, investment, exchange rate,

price and unemployment while the financial liberalization effect is incorporated.

This thesis contributes to the literature in several aspects. The impact ofpre and post financial

liberalization on effectiveness of monetary policy has not been examined so fcr in the

literature for Pakistan for the period 1972-2010. This rhesis lulfils this gap.

This study systematicaliy examines the effectiveness of monetary policy in pakistan. This

thesis first tests the preconditions of the monetary pol;cy effectiveness which is guided by

economic theory. Then this study tests exogeneity and causality simultaneously of monetary

aggregates for Pakistan using modern econometrics techniques at both aggregate and sectoral

levels.



Chapter 1 : Introductton

Finally this thesis identifies the effect of monetary aggregate on price level, unemployment,

saving, investment and GDP glowlh.

The annual data are used for estimation purposes. The published data are taken from the

foliowing sources:

State Bank of Pakistan

World Development Indicators

Intemational Financial Statistics

Intemational Labor Organization

Publications: Three research papers, based on earlier finding, have been published

aecognized research journal. This thesis examines the issues in greater detail.

1.1 Organization of Study:

This study is organized in six chapters as follows:

Chapter 1 examines monetary policy initiatives historically. It describes periodic changes in

the policy regimes and the association between GDP groMh, inflation and monetary

aggregates in the different periods. Chapter 2 reviews thj literature on monetary policy. This

chapter has two sections- Section I consists review the literature on measuring the monetary

policy effectiveness. It also investigates the Keynesian and monetarist preconditions for the

effectiveness of monetary policy while section II contains rcviews on impact on macro

economy. Chapter 3 assesses the relationship between interest rate elasticities of real money

rn



Ch a pter 1 : I ntr o du ctio n

balance and investment. The Johansen methodology is used to estimate direction ofcausation

between monetary aggregate changes and changes in GDP and exogeneity of monetary

aggregates. Chapter 4 explores the impact ofmonetary policy on macro economy in tems of

price level and unemployment, GDP growth, saving and investment. Chapter 5 proposes an

altemative to liberalized monetary policy. Finally, Chapter 6 provides conclusion.

1.1 Monetary Policy Initiatiyes Historically:

This study also examines monetary policy initiatives historically. lt describes periodic

changes in the policy regimes and the association between GDP groMh, inflation and

monetary aggregates in the different periods. In Pakistan, monetary policy has varied over the

years. Three monetary regimes can be identilied:

(i) Pre Credir Planning Period

liit Credit Planning Period

(iii) Post Credit Planning Period (Liberalization) -

1948 - 1971.

r972 r988.

1988 - to date.

Pre Credit Planning Period (1948 7l):

At the time of independence, Pakistan mostly produced raw materials and impofied

manufacturing goods. Thus, Pakistan's economy was dependent on other countries especially

on lndia for trade (Zaidi, 2000). The main problem during that time was seen as maintaining

l



Ch a p te r 1 : I ntr o du cti o n

balance of payment (BOP) equilibrium. Thus,

achievement ofBOP equilibrium during 1948 -
We can further decompose this period intoi

the main objective of monetary policy was

1971 (Meenai and Ansari,2010).

> t948 58

> 1959 - 65

> 1965 7t

Korean war, boom, recession and devaluation ofcurrency

Industrial boom

GroMh slowdown

Korean Boom, Recession and Devaluation olCurrency (1948 - 58):

During this period monetary policy was concemed to protect the rupee value and ensure

financing of essential impoits. Therefore, Pakistan did not devalue its currency in terms of

pound sterling as India did in 1949. lnstead, State Bank ofPakistan (SBP) used adjustments in

margin requirements for credit on imports of various commodities. SBp expanded credit to

support trade and industry (Ahmad and Amjad, 1984). To stimulate credit, bank rate was left

at 3 per cent and reserve requirement at 5 per cent. Liquidity ratio was maintained at 20 per

cent. Forward foreign exchange rate transactions were banned in August 1950, and high

deposit requirements were imposed for opening letter of credit (i.e. 35 per cent). ln 1951,

these measures were gradually withdrawn as the BOP improved when exporls increased by

I6.6 percent due to the Korean boomr.

1 
These foreign reserues were used 1(] finance private seclo. machinery imports. These foreign exchdse resenes

were also used to set up the Pakistan lndustrial Developmenl Corporation (plDC) and the pakisran tndusrrial
Credit Investmenl Corporation (PICIC) and the Pakisran Industrial Fi.ance Corporation (prFCO). These
corporations used to eslablish public induslrial unils, which were rhen rransferred ro the private sector (Meenai
and Ansa.i2010).
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ln late 1951, after the Korean war, the demand for raw materials (major expoft ofPakistan)

and their prices started to decline (Zaidi, 2000). The foreign exchange reserves were reduced

drastically to $183 million. At that time, SBP imposed high deposit requirements for opening

letters ofcredit on jmports. However, current account deficit remained high.

Table 1.1
Selected moneta measures and economic indicators:

M]
M2

M1/M2

GDP (s)

AP (c)
IP (c)

sP (c)

0.94 0.92

-4.84
3.3

1.9

0.2
8.8

2.3

0.89

,5.00

4.8

1.7

-2.8
t0_2

5.0

0.89

3.72
4.8

3.5

2.3
10.5

2.9

5469.0

6038.0

0.91

13.99
4.8

0.89

l.9l
4.8

2.6

2_1

5.7

2_3

0.91

t"

1.0

1.5

9.2

3.4

3609.0 t685.0 3974.0

3852.0 3989.0 4408.0

0.90

-8.82
3.3

4254.0 4948.0

,1773.0 5530.0

5860.0 1542.7

6560.0 5021.4

lnlatiot o,4 
10.29

E (Rs"$) 3.3

-1.7

-8.3
I t.6

4.0

10.0

14.9
12.0

4.0

2_9

2-0
5.8

3.1

where, Ml= Ml definirioD of onel, M2 = Monetary Asseis, E = Exchange rate (Rs.iS) AP (g) = Ag.icultue
Secior Production srowlh, lP (g) = Induslrial Sector Production sro$1h. SP (g) = Serlices Sector Production
gro*,1h ard GDP (g) = GDP growth.

Table 1.1 shows that, during !953 55, money supply and monetary assets increased at an

annual rate of 15.40 per cent and 19.6 per cent, respectively. The demand for credit by the

private sector was low. The banking sector built up considerable quantity of idle funds. SBP's

inefficiency was also proved by the devaluation of 1956 current account deficit remained

large except for 1956. After devaluation during 1956 - 58, monetary assets increased. The

State Bank coutd not influence government expenditure levels and the excess liquidity

vear 1952 1953 l9s4 1955 1956 l9s7 1958 Averase

5
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position ofthe banks. The State Bank restricted its initiatives to influencing the composition

(rather than the size) ol bank credit (Meenai and Ansari. 20i0). This showed that SBp was

inefficient in terms ofinfluencing banking sector perlormance and BOp equilibrium.

Over afl, dudng 1952-58, money supply increased by 62.37 per cent. Monetary assets

increased by 70.3 per cent. Average rate of growth of monetary assets was 4.33 per cent per

year. The average growth of real CDP was 2.98 per cent. The average annual rate of groMh

of real industrial production and rcal services sector production were 9.22 per cent and 3.37

per cent, respectively. However, current account deficit was high.

Industrial Boom (1959 - 1965):

This period statted with the imposition of strict controls on prices and attempts to eliminate

the black economy. In 1959, SBP increased bank rate from 3 per cent to 4 per cent. However

liquidity ratio and cash reserve requirements remained the same. In 1960, prices were de

controlled. Trade liberalization was undertaken in 1963 and private investment was

recognized as the main engine of groMh. Several policy measures - deliberate over valuation

of rupee (Zaidi,2000), control on agriculture prices, tax holidays, accelerated depreciation

and interest subsidization - were adopted. These measures promoted industrial sector groMh.

On the other hand, in 1962, SBP increased the liquidity rario arom 20olo to 25yo. I^ 1963,

credit quota was also introduced, which was fixed at 50 per cent ofaverage level of statutory

reserve requirements. However, small loans (up to a specific limit) and counter financing by

6



Chapte r 1 : I ntr o d u cti o n

commercial banks were exempted. Banks could borrow in excess of their specified quota at

high rate of interest. However, as Table 1.2 shows monetary expansion was rapid monetary

assets increased by 84.85 per cent- Annual average rate of groMh of monetary assets was 9.8

per cent per year. The money supply increased by 54.48 percent. Furthermore, the Table 1.2

also shows larger vulnerability in the case of monetary assets than in the case of money

supply. SBP can thus be seen to be less successful in influencing the behavior of deposit

taking institutions.

measures and economic indicators:

M1
M2

M1412

E

GDP (g)
AP (c)
IP (S)

SP (C)

a/t

Rs.4

6047.0 6351.0 6375.0
6800.0 7299.0 7603.0

0.89 0.87 0.84

-6.4t l 1.30 4_0'/
4.8 4.8 4.8

5.5 0.9 4.7
3.8 0.8 0.4
6.9 1.5 18.,1

7.1 0.8 6.0

6612_0 7539 _0

8l19.0 9474.0

0.81 0.80

-1.46 -0.18
4.8 4.8

5.6 7.0
6.0 1_9

9.3 12.7
3.9 7.0

9342.0 1260.9
12570.0 8919.3

0_74 0.82

4_42 2.38
4.8 4.8

9.5 5_7

5.0 3.4
I1.3 t0-7
13.2 6.3

8558.0
10990.0

0.78

4.83
4.8

6.6
3.8
15.0

6.3

Foohote: see table L I

The average growth of real GDP was 5.68 per cent. The average rate of groMh of real

industrial production and real agriculture production are 10.72yo and 6.34%, respectively.

This average rate of groMh was higher than during the previous period (1952-58). However,

average current account deficit as a percent of GNP was 1.17 per year. Foreign exchange

Table 1.2

1
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reserves increased ftom $219 m in 1959 to $102 m in 1963 and then declined2. overall

foreign exchange reserues decreased by 8.67 per cent from 1959 to 1965.

Growth Slowdown (1966 - 71):

After the 1965 Indo-Pakistan war, loreigr loans dried up and due to a series of bad harvests

the gro\ath of real CDP and particularly the growth of real agricultural production and real

industrial production decelerated. Theretbre, import controls were re-imposed by SBP. On the

other hand, in 1965, the bank rate was increased form 4 percent to 5 percent. However, cash

reserve requirement and liquidity ratio remained the same. Macroeconomic planning was

effectively abandoned in 1967 and the proposed shift towards deeper import substitution the

transition from consumer to capital goods dominated industrial structure could not be

achieved. So "easy" import substilution policy became ineffective.

Annual credit budgeting was introduced in 1968. Heavily subsidized industrial credit was

made available to private sector (Meenai and Ansari,20l0). In January 1971, the credit quota

system was re-introduced and margin requirements against imported consumer goods were

raised. Margin requirements were also imposed on advances on opening letters of crcdit and

on advances against deposits and realestate.

Table 1.3 shows that, during 1966-71. money supply increased by 53.12 per cent. Annual

':Foreign exchange reserves increased due to foreign assistance - foreisn loans plus forcign grants and exporl
*mings. Expori eamings were enhanced by the introduction ofthe export bonus scheme and other incentives,
after 1963, it was constrained by the liberalization ofimpod (Meenai 3nd Ansari 2010).
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average rate of Ml-growth was 8.66 per cent per year. Monetary assets increased by 57.26 per

cent. Annual average rate of growth of monetary assets was 10.61 per cent per year. The

average

Table l-3
Selected mon measures and economic indicators:

MI

M1/M2

E

GDP (e)

AP (s)
IP (C)

sP (c)

10571.0 11146.0
14610.0 16286.0

o_72 0.68

3.45 8.78
4.8 4.8

0.9 6.0
7-9 l.,l
lt.7 2.0

12990.0 14r20.0 I6187.0
1919t.0 21235.0 22975.0

0.68 0.66 0.'10

0.33 4.19 5.0
4.8 4.8 4.8

6.1 9.1 1.0

4_2 9.r -2.8
t2_2 r4.5 6.2
s.6 6_7 2.3

I I549.0
t'7482_0

0.66

t.99
4.8

6.9
11_7

5.0
3.5

12760.5
18629.8

0.69

3.90
4.8

5.6

8.2
5.3

(%)

Foolnote: see table l.l

Ml/M2 ratio was 0.68, which is lower than the previous time period. On the other hand, the

average gro\,",th of real GDP was 5.6170. The average rates of groMh of real industrial

production and real service production were 8.22 per cent and 5.28 per cent, aespectively.

These are marginally lower than 1959-65. Average current account delicit as a percent of

GNP was 3.25 per year. Overall, foreign exchange reserves decreased by 24.9%. Foreiga

exchange reserves continuously decreased except in 1968 and 1969.

Monetary Policy, During 1947 - 71, an Assessmentl

During 1947-1971, SBP used indirect quantitative and qualitative measures of monetary

policy to regulate bank credit. During this period, g.adual and modest movements were made
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in the bank rate, the reserve ratio and the liquidity ratio. Open market operations were

extremely limited due to the very weak securities market- Margin requirements for credit on

imports were used more frequently. Due to these measures money supply and monetary assets

increased. However, real GDP $o\vth rate was 5.77o during 1960-71 and inflation remained

low during this period, so in this sense, monetary policy could be described as successful. On

the other hand, SBP could not play a significant role in terms of maintaining extemal account

- BOP equilibrium.

Credit Planning Period - 1972-1988:

1912-1977 |

During this period, the main objective of monetary policy was economic development of

Pakistan. Monetary policy was used as a tool for national planning. The government switched

over from its reliance on indirect policy measu.es to credit planning. AII Pakistani banks were

nationalized in 1974, and the National Credit Consultative Council (NCCC) was also

established in that year. The volume and distribution ofbank credit was to be regulated with a

view to ensuring accelerated gro\vth and equitable distribution among key secto6. Periodic

targets (supposed to be closely linked to the Annual Development Plans (ADPS)) were set for

credit allocations for agriculture and small enterprises by the scheduled banks. An attempt

was made to align the rate of monetary expansion closely to the rate ol groMh of rcal GDP

and sectoral output grcMh.

This era began with a massive devaluation ofthe rupee and 100% incrcase in agricultural

l0
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procurement prices (Zaidi,2000)- The increase in exports and foreign exchange reserves led

to a substantial increase in monetary expansion (about 25% in 1972-73). However, the banks

faced an acute liquidity shortage. Interest rates rose and margin requirements were imposed

against imports. Bank rate and liquidity ratio were increased to 6% and 30% respectively. tn

1973, these two measures were further increased to 80/o and 3570 respectively. Bank rate was

further increased to 9olo and l0% in 1974 and 1977, respectively.

Table 1.4
measures and economic indicators:

M2

M1/M2

E

GDP (e)
AP (s)
IP (s)
sP (c)

Rt-/$

16652.0
24519_O

0.68

5.97
4.8

2.1

2_8

-t.8
3.3

208,12.0 21545.0
30516.0 30679.0

0.68 0.70

15.17 23.9
7.3 9.9

6-7 7 -0

1.7 3.8
I0.4 8.3
95 9r

22655_0 27681.0
13074.0 41651.0

0.68 0.66

22-58 11.81

9.9 9.9

3.3 1.4
2.s 4.5
2.4 5_2

8.3 1.8

35254.0 24104.8
51773.0 3s368_7

0.68 0.68

10_62 t 5.l
9.9 8.6

3.0 2.2
2_7 4.5

Footnoter see table 1.1

Table 1.4 shows that money supply increased by Jll.7l per cent and monetary assets

inoeased by I I L 15 per cent. The average M1/M2 ratio was 0.68. Average rate of groMh of

monetary assets was 14.96 per cent per year.

On the other hand, the average growth of real GDP was 4.2 per cent. The average rate of

growth ofreal industrial production and real services sector production were 4.54 per cent and

5.78 percent, respectively.
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These were lower than during the period 1966 - 71. Average real agriculture production

gro\ 4h was the lowest 2.2 per cent per annum and real industrial production groMh also

fell. Private sector disinvestment accelemted during 1974-?7. Therefore, government invested

on a large-scale. Public sector borrowings from the banking system also skyrocketed after

1974-75. lt seemed impossible for SBP to contain govemmenr borrowings (Ahmed and

Amjad 1984). In 1977, price indexes showed high level of inflation. Income distribution

actually worsened dvring 19'12-77. Thus, inappropriateness of state initiatives was most

graphically evident in the field ofmonerary managemenr (Zaidi 2000). Credit planning proved

ineffective since medium-tem national planning was abandoned. Average current account

deficit as a percent of GNP was high during 1973-77. Rupee devalued from 4.8 to 9.9 per

dollar dtnitg 1972-77.

Thus, monetary policy was seen ineffective in terms of maintaining real output growth, price

level, and exchange rate stability. improving rhe income distribution and BOp equilibrium.

1978 - 88:

The Zia-ul-Haq regime embraced a pro-private sector ideology but it moved cautiously in

dismantling the initiatives ofthe Bhutto era. The credit planning system was being utilized as

a tool of monetary policy for development purposes, despite inc.easing World Bank pressure

for denationalization and discontinuation of the credit planning system (Meenai and Ansari,

2010). Banks and DFIS were not denationalised, the capital and intermediate goods public

industries continued to operate much as before. During this period, bank rate, cash reserve

12
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rate and liquidity ratio remained unchanged. After l98l 82, under the instructions from the

World Bank and IMF, Covt. of Pakistan switched its deficit financing strategy. This lead to

increased interest payment on Government debt and the fiscal deficit rose. lnterest rate also

rose. lnitiative for the Islamization of the financial system during the early l98os by Zia

Govemment was supported by IMF and World Bank. This was so because lending and

botowing operations of the Government, inter bank operation and foreign transactions were

remind excluded from Islamisation and more importantly IMF and World Bank used

Islamisation forjacking up interest rates through out the system (Meenai and Ansari,20lO).

By 1987 - 88 public sector interest payments were accounting for over 70 per cent of the

increase in the debt GDP ratio. The external debt to GDp ratio rose from about 31.2 per cent

to about 34.5 percent during l98l 88.

On the other hand, long-term public capital inflows grew with massive military aid for the

support of the Afghan jihad (Zaidi, 2000). Private sector credit expansion exceeded rarget

levels, but this was matched by the decline in public corporations' borrowings. Fluctuations in

national savings were high but remittances soared, Remittances were in some years the most

impoftant source offoreign exchange eamings (Zaidi, 2000).

Table 1.5 shows that money supply (Ml) increased by 338.7 per cent and monetary assets

increased by 323.37 per cent. The average M1/M2 ratio was 0.67. On the other hand, average

growth of real GDP was 6.56 per cent. The average rate of growth of real industrial

production and real services sector production were 8.57 per cent and 7.2g per cent,

respectively. The average growth of real GDp was the highest in the history of pakistan.

l3
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Rupee devalued by 88.38 per cent in terms of the dollar. Inflation was lower than previous

time period.

Table 1.5
Selected moneta measure,s and economic indicators:

M1
M2
M1/M2

E

GDP (s)

AP (c)

IP (C)

sP (c)

ht 42149

m 63659.0

0.66

% 9.03
Rs,/$ 9.9

7.8

3.5

9.5

10.3

10.13 10.46 9.59
9.9 9.9 9.9

6_9 6_2 7.6

5_9 3_9 1.7

10.8 9.3 t0_7

5.9 6.3 7.9

96542 l034il5

t46425 163267

0.66 0.63

5_26 9.63
l2-7 t3 -s

6.8 ,+.0

4-1 -4.8

4-9 7.t
9.2 7.9

52992 61989 73560 80926

786t2_0 92424.0 104621 I16510

0.67 0.67 0.70 0.69

5.28
9_9

5.6

3_4

'7 _6

6.2

I18968 [483r 159625 r85080 100922.5

183905 2llul 240021 269514 l5l?88.3

0.65 0.64 0_67 0.69 0.67

4-4s 3-t4 4.46 9.55 7.4
15.2 r6.t t7.2 17.6 12.9

8.7 6.4 5.8 6.4 6.6

10.9 5.9 3.3 2.7 4.0

7_8 8.1 8.6 9.8 8.6

7_9 5.8 5.9 6.8 7.3

Footnoter see table 1.1

Post Credit Planning Period (Liberalization) - 1988 - to date:

This era started with the first major IMF shuctural adjustment program approved by the

Pakistan People Party Govemment.

The main features of this IMF reform program as it affected the financial sector are as

follows:

'l- Issuance ofprudential regulations by SBP to scheduled banks:

2- Expansion of SBP autho ty to supervise modarabas, investment and

leasing companies;

3- Improvements in the legal system for debt recovery;

4- Privatization ofnationalized banks and development finance institutions;

1,1
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5- Establishment of new adequately capitalized private banks and other

financial institutionsi

6- Settlement of non-performing loans ofNCBs with government guarantees

and deemed to be un-collectable. (This was originally a condition for the

eflectiveness ofFSAL but was significantly relaxed);

7- Restructuring ofthe House Building Finance Corporation (HBFC):

8- Reduction by 1991-92 ofthe fiscal deficit ro 4.8 percent ofcDp and ofthe

rate ofinflation to 6 percent;

9- Establishment of an auctioning system for government debt and the

development ofa secondary market for govemment securities;

l0- Achievement ofpositive real lending rates under all concessional credit

schemes and reduction ofthe size ofthese schemes;

11- Establishment of a credit bureau at SBp to investigate financial

institutions;

l2- Re-capitalization ofNCBs before their eventual privatization;

13- Elimination ofmandatory margin requirements for opening import letters

ofcredit;

14- Long-term policy targets included:

i. Government debt to be priced and sold at freely determined market rates;

ii. All monetary targets to be achieved through SBP market opemtions;

iii. Sectoral credit allocation to be determined on the basis ofmarket criteria;

iv. Strengthening the SBP'S capacity for supervision and prudential

regulation of all financial institutions;

t5
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v. Diversification of 'financial market' (Meenai and Ansari,20l0).

Thus, the govemment of Pakistan is now committed to meeting quarterly macroeconomic

targets set by the lMF. The key features ofthe successive SAF/ESAF/EFF/PGRF agreements

are as follows:

'l-Reduction in the level ofmilitary expenditure;

2-Competitive devaluation;

3-Privatisation and dc-regulation of the economy;

4-Liberalisation oftbreign trade and elimination ofcontrols on capital flows;

5-Reduction in the consolidated budget deficit;

6-Curtailment of the groMh of high-powered moley and of domestic credit

and linking domestic interest rates to international money markets - i.e., the

marketisation of monetary policy;

7-Fiscal and monetary policies are constrained by these commitments and

economic planning has been abandoned.' (Meenai and Ansari, 2010).

Zaidi (2000) argued that financial sector adjustment refoms have led to drastic re-structuring

and re-orientation of the financial system. From I988, SBp staded the auctioning of treasury

bills, but the amounts were very small at that time. In 1991, SBp stafted the auctioning of

government debt and raised the interest on treasury bills to 13 per cent. On the other hand,

long term instruments in the shape of federal investment bonds (FlBs) with a maturity of

three, five and ten years were also introduced. From 1992, SBp discontinued the system of

l6
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credit ceilings. Bank credit was than regulated by changes in the bank .ate and the liquidity

ratio, the credit-deposit ratio (CDR) and most importantly by the instrument ofopen market

operations (OMOS). The CDR ratio was subsequently abolished on 30th September 1995.

Hencefofth, OMOs became the major instrumeot of market based monetary policy -
govemment is supposed to raise lunds at the market rate of interest through the auctioning of

govemment secu ties.

Kemal (1994) argued that, during 1988-92, the structural adjustment progmms contributed

very little towards stabilizing the Pakistani economy. There was no correlation between

changes in the fiscal deficit and the inflation rate. The employment situation fu(her worsened.

Thus, income inequality and the proportion ofthe poor increased in pakistan.

Hasan (1998) showed that financial liberalization in Pakistan during 1988-96 led to rapid

monetary expansion, and a sharp acceleration in inflation, BOp crises, stagnation ofdomestic

saving and investment, sharp drop in the average groMh of real income as measured by per

capita GNP groMh, continuous decline in remittances in absolute and relative terms, modest

but steady increase in interest payments on foreign debt and other net investment income,

decline in real wage and a worsening of income distribution, and an increase in the incidence

ofpoverty- Hasan also argued that the growth of lbreign cunency deposits led to an increase

in the vulnerability ofthe banking system. This reduced the effectiveness of monetary policy.

Husain (1999) argued that in the 1990's a combination of increase in govcrnment borrowing,

abolition of credit ceiling resulting from financial liberalization and the increase in liquidity

t'l
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ratio to 45 per cent, led to increase in the money supply and thus inflationary pressure.

This period may broadly be divided into two sub-periodsl

1988 to 1993 - Transition from credit planning to a liberalized monetary policy

1993 onwards. - The period of the dominance of the IMF over Pakistan's financial

system.

During 1989 92, money supply increased by 46.75 per cent. Monetary assets increased by

74.06 per cent. Liquidity ratio was increased to 45 per cent. However, reserve requirements

and bank rate remained unchanged. The average of M1/M2 ratio was 0.67. On the other hand,

average real GDP groMh decreased to 5.66 per cent during 1989-1992 from 6.56 per cent

during 1978-88.

Table 1.6
measures and economic indicators:

MI
M2
1l{I/M2

E Rs./$

GDP (g)
AP (g)
IP (g)
sP (c)

206359.0
290457 _O

0-7 |

8.44
t9.2

4.8
6.9
4.',l

3.8

24015 7 _0

3,11251.0
0.70

6.14
21.5

4_6

3.0
6.4
4.5

26514)_0
.{0064,1.0

0.66

13.24
22_4

5.6
5.0
6.9
5_2

102908.0
505569.0
0.60

10.16
24_8

9.5
'7 _7

6.8

25364t.3
384480.3
0_67

9.55
22_0

5_7

6.1

6.4
5.1

Footnote: see lable 1.1

The teal average rate of growth of real industrial and services sector production decreased to

t8
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6.42 per cent and 5.06 per cent in 1989-92 from 8.56 per cent and 7.28 per cent in 1978-88,

respectively. Average current account deficit, as a percent of GNP and the rate of inflation

were high. Rupee devalued by 30 per cent, in telms ofthe dollar.

Table 1.7
Selected mo measures and economic indicators:
Year 1993 199,1 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Average

MI
M2

MI/M2

tr

GDP (g)

AP (e)

IP (e)

sP (c)

m 327822

m 595390

0-55

("/,) s.86
Rs./$ 26.0

2_3

-5.3

5.5

1_6

358768 423D9

703399 824733

0.51 0.51

)2.6) 13.51
30.2 30.9

4.5 5.2

5_2 6.6

4.5 .1.8

4_2 4.8

448009 443551

938680 1053234

0.48 0_12

8.27 13.3

33.6 39.0

5_2 1.7

5.8 0.r

5.4 1.0

4.8 2_1

482962

1000367.1

0.49

9_2

38.7

3.8

2.8

4.2

4.1

480331

1206323

0.40

7.82
46.2

3.5

4.5

6.1

3_6

643013

r280546

0.50

5.80
51.6

3.1

2.0

2-5

4.1

719033

1400632

0.51

1.63
52_2

4.8

7.2

1.3

Footnole: see table 1-l

During 1993-2000, liquidity ratio was decreased to 15 % in 2000. Bank rate fluctuated

frequently. However, reserve requirements remained the same. External debt, as a per cent of

CNP became 49. I per cent. Table 1 .6 shows that money supply increased by 125.43 per cent.

Monetary assets increased by 135.25 per cent. M1/M2 ratio averaged 0.49, which is the

lowest in the history of Pakistan. On the other hand, real CDP growth rate decreased to 3.8

per cent during 1993-2000 from 5.7 per cent in the previous period. Real manufacturing,

commodity and services sector production gro\\.th also decreased to 1.57 per cent,4.45 per

cent and 4.48 per cent during 1993-2000 from 9.98 per cent 6.12 per cent and 6.77 per cent in

the previous period, respectively. The rate ofinflation was high. Rupee devalued from 26.0 to
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52.2 per dollar.

During 2001 2010, over all, money supply increased by 372 per cent. Monetary assets

increased by 271 per cent. Average rate of groMh ofmonetary assets was 27.10 per cent per

year.

Table 1.8

Selected monetary measures and economic indicators:
vear 2001 2002 2003 200.1 200s 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Avemse

M1/M2

E Rs./$

GDP (s)
AP (e)

IP (s)
sP (e)

lll6266 1334%9

1925353 226:15ll

0.57 0.6t1

2.463 4.43

58.5 57.21

3.1 4.1

0.t 4.1

2.7 4.2

4.E 5.2

1684r78 2.169914 2849975

2121 81 6 I 1 914 I 6 16601 26

0.6t1 4.112 0.118

7.74 7_02 10.46

59.12 59.82 60.91

7.5 9.0 5.8

2.4 6.5 6.1

16.3 12I 4.1

5.8 8.5 6.5

961011

16432t3

0.5E4

7.891

60.86

2.0

-2.2

4.t
3.r

1198406 33t9513 1859121 4549,t00 25594?5

4142699 1632293 51159?9 6ll6r99 1587039

0.115 0716 0.725 0.143 0.690

1.65 16.24 r9.9r 1t.96 9.58

61.22 79.09 84.26 85.71 66.67

6.8 7_2 3.6 4.4 5.40
,l.l 1.0 4.0 2.0 2.84

8.8 1.4 -1.9 4.9 5.68

7.0 6.0 1.6 4.6 5.29

Foolnote: s€e table Ll

The average growth of real GDP was 5.40 per cent. Fufihermore, larger vulnerabilityl in the

case ofmonetary assets than in the case of money supply is found. SBP can thus be seen to be

less successful in influencing the behavior ofdeposit taking institutions.

The average annual rate of groMh of real industrial production and real services sector

production were 5-64 per cent and 5.29 per cent, respectively. Overall, current account deficit

as a percent ofCDP was 1.5. Rupee depreciatod by 41 percent in terms ofthe US dollar. This

rSlandard deviaiion formula is used.

20



average rate of growth was higher than during the previous pe.iod (1993-2000). Foreign

exchange reserves increased from $3640 m in 2001 to $14044 m in 2007 and then declineda.

Average rate of growth of foreign exchange reserves was 29 per cent from 2001 to 2010.

Avemge current account deficit as a percent ofCNP was L5 per year.

Table 1.9
Selectiye monetary measures and economic indicators (average):

l9'72-1990 199r-2010
MI
M2
M1/M2

E

GDP (s)
AP (s)
IP (s)
sP (c)

94934.16
139255_67

0.68

9.90

r 3.39

5_71

3.55

6-97
6_61

r560424.03

2256144.40
0_66

10_72

52_61

4.91

3.69
4_94

4.90

Footnole: see table I.l

Thus, table 1.6, 1.7, 1.8 and I.9 show that, market based monerary policy has been

accompanied by low ofoutput groMh, high exchange rate depreciation and price instability in

Pakistan.

During 1991-2010, these reforms led to a significant deceleration of output groMh and

industrialization, stagnation ofsaving and investment rates, large current account deficit, wide

fluctuations in exchange rates and external capital flows, double digit inflation, declining

share of large-scaie manufacturing employment, higher govemment bank borrowing, large

budget deficit, deterioration in terms oftradc, deterioration ofthe recovery position of banks

a Foreign exchoge reserues increased duc 1o foreign assisr ce fo.eign loans plus foreign granls in.l expon
earnings. Expon eamings were enhanced by the inlroduclion ofthe expod bonus scheme and other incentives,
afler 1963, it was constrained by the Iiberalization ofimport (Meenai and Ansari 2010).
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and DFIs, and financial intermediation ratio stagnation (Meenai and Ansari 2010).

In this section, this study described monetary policy initiatives in Pakistan over the period

1948-2010. For evaluation purposes, we decomposed the time period into sub periods. This is

found that monetary policy, overall, was ineffective in Pakistan.

22



Chapter 2: Review of Literature

This study is aimed at investigating the impact of financial liberalization on monetary policy

effectiveness for Pakistan. This chapter reviews literature on the impact ofmonetary policy on

the economy as a whole and its indicators. This review of literature consists, on the one hand,

of the analyses of direct effects of monetary policy on the outplrt, groMh, unemployment,

price level, saving and investment, and on the other hand, analyses ofspecific hypotheses, for

example preconditions for the monetary policy effectiveness, exogeneity of monetary

aggregates and McKinnon-Shaw's financial liberalization hypothesis. This chapter is

organized into two sections:

2.I Models for Measuring the Monetary Policy Effectiveness

2.2 Impact on Macro Economy

2.1Models for Measuring the Monetary Policy Effectiven€ss

fhis section has following subseclions as:

2.1.1 Interest Rate Model

2.1.1.1 Money Demand Model

2.1.1.2 InvestmentModel

2.1.2 Money Supply Model
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2.1.1 Interest Rate Model'

Economic theory identifies certain conditions in tems of interest rate elasticity for the

effectiveness of monetary policy in tems of output, price level, employment, saving and

investment determination. This section is concerned with evaluation of the extent to which

these conditions hold in existing literature.

2.l.l.l Monetary Policy Effectiveness: The Theory2

Classical monetary theory assumes the neutrality of money. It's underlying key assumptions

are (1) economic agents are motivated by "pure" self interest they are utility and profit

marimizers, (2) pure competition exists in all markets (completely flexible wages and

prices), and (3) economic agents do not suffer from money illusion. Given these assumptions

it is shown that money does not play any role in the determination ofoutput and employment

levels, it serves mainly as a medium of exchange - equation of exchange. A key conclusion

derived from the classical and new classical models is that even though nominal money

demand is the main determinant of aggregate demand, monetary policy actions are neutral in

their effect on real economic activity.

Keynes disputed four features ofthe classical approach. He criticized their views on (l) the

functioning of the labour market (where existence of unions, minimum wage law, and long

term legal contracts result in wage gidity), (2) the demand for money function (ignoring

I Earlier version of this secfion was published in Pakiskn Business Review (lndexed and Abslracted by
ECONLIT,Indexed by EBSCO,USA, and HEC approvedjoumal (Y))

':This sec,tion is based on Miuer and VanHoose (1991).
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money's role as a financial asset), (3) their identification of the determinants of saving and

investments, and (4) the difference between short run analysis and long run analysis. In the

Keynesian model, the aggregate suppjy schedule has a positive slope and aggregate demand is

influenced by monetary policy and fiscal policy. Monetary policy and fiscal policy affect the

rcal economic variables. Hence money is non-neutral in a short run sense (there is ofcourse

no "long run" analysis in Keynes' own work).

The Monetarist school regards the classical theory of aggregate demand as a good

representation of real world behavior. They believe that the factor k in the Cambridge

equation is usually stable and, thus, the speculative motive for holding money is an

empirically unimportant determinant of money demand.

Monetarists claim that fiscal policy has little effect on the economy, while monetary policy

has pronounced effects during the short run. In the long run, however, the real effects of

monetary policy actions dissipate. The only economic variable that ultimately responds to

change in money stock is the level ofprice. In the long run, workers have perfect information

and their expectation adjustment about price level and inflation rate usually cancel out policy

effects. In the short run, full infomation is not necessarily available. Hence money is non-

neutral in the short run.

According to new classical theorists, systematic, predictable monetary policy actions will

have neutral effects on the economy, even in the short run. These theorists incorporate

rational expectations in their models individuals fully use all available past and current
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information and have a basic understanding of how the economy works. Only unsystematic,

unpredictable monetary policy actions can influence the level of real output and employment

in the short run. In the long run, money is neutral as argued b], the monetarists.

Post Keynesians accept new classical assumptions about rational expectations but also assume

that pure competition does not exist. Therefore, wages and prices are inflexible and are not

always market detemined because rational contracts make the nominal wage, at least partially

rigid during the contract period. Therefore monetary policy affects economic activity at least

in the short run.

Keynesian model explains through liquidity effect that how real output increases as money

supply increases increase in the money supply leads to decline nominal interest rate. This

fall in the nominal interest rate increases investment expenditures. This increase in the

investment increases aggregate demand and thus increases real output. This is possible if

interest rate elasticity of real money demand is low (inelastic) and nominal interest rate

elasticity ofinvestment is high (elastic).

Monetarists believe that, interest rate elasticity of real money demand is very low (inelastic)

and interest rate elasticity of investment is very high (elastic) in the short run. Hence, the main

determinant ofreal output is money supply in the short run.

From this theoretical perspective, it can be concluded that following two conditions should

hold for the monetary policy effectiveness:r

I 
There is consensus on this issue between the Kevnesians and the monelarists
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l) The nominal intercst rate elasticity of real money demand should be low (inelastic),

and

2) The nominal interest rate elasticity ofinvestment should be high (elastic).

2.1.1.3 Empirical Studies:

The above lwo elasticities ofthe interest rate can be estimated through the money demand and

investment functions. Following sections contain a review of literaturc on money demand and

investment functions. These estimated functions are analyzed with reference to (i) interest rate

elasticities and (ii) the effect of linancial liberalization on money demand and investment

functions.

2- 1- l -3.1 Monev Demrnd tr'Irnctioni

Bahmani-Oskooee and Pourheydarian (1990) estimated money demand function through OLS

for USA, Canada and Japan for the pe od l973ql-1987q4. They specified real money

demand (M1) as a function of real income (GNP), nominal interest rate (Treasury bill rate)

and exchange rate. All variables were deflated by implicit GNP deflator and were in

logarithmic form except the interest rate variable. Data were seasonally adjusted. Results

showed that interest rate coeflicient was very high in all three cases. Thus, the one condition

for the monetary policy effectiveness, low interest rate elasticity, does not exist for USA,

Canada and Japan.
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Norrbin and Reffett (1997) investigated money demand function through Johansen (1988) and

Park (1992) methods for USA for the period 1959q1-1992q2. All variables are deflated by

GDP deflator and divided by population of above sixteen years of age except interest mte

variable (three months govemment bond rate). They estimated real money demand functions

(Ml and M2) and its components: borrowed reserves, non-borrowed reserves, float, currency,

checking, and time deposits. The analysis revealed that only time deposits were cointegrated

using both methods. Where, the interest rate had positive significant sign.a Thus, the one

condition for monetary policy effectiveness does not exist

Bahmani-Oskooee, Niroomand and Martin (1998) estimated the real money demand models

for Spain for the period 1974-1992 using quafierly data and Johansen (1991) ptocedure They

initially specified real money demand (MI/CPI and M2/CPI) as a function of real income

(real industrial production) and nominal interest rate (short run rate of interest) then they

added nominal effective exchange rate variable in the models.5 All variables were in

logarithmic form. They concluded that initially interest rate variable was elastic and

significant in real money demand (MI/CPD model. However, as exchange mte variable was

added in the model interest rate variable was found insignificant On the other hand, in real

money demand (M2/CPI) model interest rate became more significant with theoretically

consistent sing as exchange rate variable was included. They also applied Hansen and

Johansen (1993) procedure which indicated the stability of real money demand (M2) model

with exchange rate variable. Thus, the one condition for monetary policy effectiveness holds

with reference to M2 for Spain.

a It should be significandy neSative.

'See for details Bahmani-Oskooee (1995) for elTeclive exchange.ale.
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Dekle and Pradhan (1999) evaluated long-run money demand models for the ASEAN

countries - Indonesia, Malaysi4 Singapore, and Thailand - for the petiod 1974-1995 They

used Johansen (1988) procedue with the restrictions 
6 They specified real money demand as a

function real income, nominal intercst rate,? time trend and a dummy variable Deflated M2

and GDP were used as a proxy for real money balance and real income' respectively To

captwe the effect of financial liberalization simple linear time trends and a dummy variable

were used as a proxy of secular and more sudden changes in the financial systems'

rcspectively. Results showed that time trend was significant for only Indonesia and Thailand'

which indicated the significant positive effect of financial liberalization on money demand -

money demand increased slightly 0.07 and 0.01, respectively On the other hand, interest rate

variable was found inelastic in the cases of Malaysia and Thailand' Thus, the one condition

for monetary policy effectiveness, low interest rate elasticity, holds for Malaysia and Thailand

for the period.

Bahmani-Oskooee and Martin (2000) estimated money demand function for unified Germany

for the period 1969-1995. Data were quarterly. They specified real money demand (M3) as a

function of real income (real GDP) and nominal interest rate (govemment bond yield) All

variables were in logarithmic form and seasonally adjusted. They applied Johansen and

Juselius (1990) procedure. VAR (2) was selected using Akaike lnformation Criterion (AIC)'

They also applied the Cumulative Sum of Recursive Residuals (CUSUM), and cumulative

Sum ofSquare of Recu$ive Residuals (CUSUMSQ) tests on Error Correction Model (ECM)'

6 PPP restrictions: dom€stic price/intemalional price = exchange rale
I Nom;nal interesi rale = money market rate - time deposit rate weighed by the share ofquasi-money in broad

money for all cases except Singapore For SiDgapore, 3-month dollar LIBOR ' expecled depreciation ofthe

Singapore dollar in termi or rhi u.S. dollar. which was calculated bv the s-vear moving average of actual

exchange rate changes.
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Result based on CUSUM showed that in the shoft run model's parameters were not stable-

However the interest rate was found inelastic. Thus the one condition for the monetary policy

effectiveness holds in the short run.

Hondroyiannis, Swamy and Tavlas (2001) analyzed the long run money demand function for

USA for the period 1870-1989 using vector effor correction (VEC) and mndom coefficient

(RC) models developed by Johansen (1991) and Swamy et al. (1980, 2000), respectively.

AIC, Schwarz Information Criterion (SBC) and Sims tests were used to identify the VAR

structure. AIC selected lag length 3 but SBC and Sims test selected lag length 2. They

estimated VAR (2) to avoid the problem of over parameterization. The authors used real

money balances (M2), real GDP and nominal interest rate. Commercial paper rate and

corporate bond yield were used as a proxy of interest rate. They also used groMh rate of

nominal GDP in RC model as suggested by Friedman and Schwartz (1982) for the period

1867-1975. They also reported the results of Friedman al el (1982) and Hafer and Jansen

(1991). All results were consistent and indicated that interest rate coelficient had negative

sign and less than one. Thus the one condition for the monetary policy effectiveness holds for

USA.

Tang (2002) explored money demand function using Pesaran et al. (2001) Autoregessive

Distributed Lag (ARDL) method for Malaysia for the period 1973-98. He specified real

money demand (M3) as a function of disaggregated components of real income - expenditure

on final consumption, expenditure on investment (total gross fixed capital formation), and

exports - domestic interest rate (money market rate) and exchange rate. All variables were
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logarithmic form except the intercst rate variable. VAR (1) was used due to limited data (26

observations). He also used CUSUM and CUSUMSQ on ECM that showed the stability of

the model. Results showed that interest mte variable had positive sign. Thus the one condition

for monetary policy effectiveness, low interest rate elasticity with negative sign, does not hold

for Malaysia.

Pradhan and Subramanian (2003) specified money demand function for tndia for the period

1970-2000. They used monthly data with Johansen (1988, 1991) methodology. They started

with VAR (12) including the constant tems, linear trends, seasonal dummies and an impulse

dummies for the 1995m10, which was used tbr interest rate deregulation. The trace test was

repeated by sequentially reducing one lag at a time until the model without over-

parameterization problem was chosen. In ADF test, the SBC criterion was used.8 They used

nominal income (index of industrial production for general (llPG)) instead of real income

other variables were: real money defined narowly (M1) and broadly (M2), wholesale price

index (wPI), long-run nominal mte of interest (prime lending rate), real exchange ratee and

US treasury bill rate (TB). All variables arc in logarithmic form. Result of interest rate

deregulation was not repo(ed.ro On the other hand, result showed that Indian interest rate

variable had positive sign. Thus, the one condition for monetary policy effectiveness, low

interest rate elasticity with negative sign, does nol exist fbr India.

James (2005) investigated the effect offinancial liberalization on the money demand function

3 The maximum lag lenelh was 12 then progressively reduced unl;l the SBC criterion value was the smallesl and

also the last lag ofthe tem included was significan! at typical significanl level.

'This was not defined.
r0 They also showed the structure change for cointegration relation using the methodology of GreSory d
Hansen (1996). But they did not estimate the models with this nructure cbange.
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through Bounds testing procedure of pesaran et al. (2001) for Indonesia lor the period

1983q1-2000q4. They used the real monetary aggregate M2, reai gross domestic productrr,

domestic interest rate (money market rate), the foreign interest rate (j_months US T_Bill rate),

and a simple Iinear time trend (for the index of financial liberalization). AII variable were in

logarithm except interest rate and time trend. They also estimated shoft run model

unrcstricted error corection model, which is based on VAR (1) using the AIC and SBC

criteria and two impulse dummies for two outliers in the data.l2 Results for both models

showed that time trend hand positive signitjcMt sign. Thus, financial liberalization increased

the money demand. Domestic interest rate had negative significant sign, it value was less than

one. The CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests on UECM including impulse dummies were applied

that showed stability ofthe model for the period. Ihus the one condition for monetary policy

effectiveness, low interest rate elasticity, holds for the both per and post financial

liberalization periods for Indonesia.

Akinlo (2006) examined the real money demand (M2) function rhrough ARDL approach of

Pesaran (2001) for Nigeria for the period I 970q 1-2002q4. He specified real money demand as

a function of index of industrial production deflated by Cpl, nominal interest rate and

exchange rate. Results showed that interest rate is inelastic and significant. In the short run,

the CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests were applied on ECM. The SUSUMSe test showed

structure instability duing 1986-1990 due to introduction of financial liberalization

programme. Thus, the one condition for the monetary policy effectiveness. low interest rate

elasticity. e\ils for only long run in Nigeria.

rr 
Consruner price index (with the base I 991) was Lrsed as a deflaio..

': D90q4=l (lor Sumarin shock) and D98q2:t (tbr Asian c.isis)
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2.1.1.3.2 Empirical Studies with Reference to pakistan:

Mangla (1979) examined the demand for money function in pakistan, through Ordinary Least

Square (OLS), for the period 1958-1971. His model was based on a log-linear form with mid

year observations. Mangla used inter-bank call money rate at Karachi and long-term retums

on govemment bond as proxies of the interest rate. He used deflated GNp, weighted sum of

nominal GNP and M1 definition ofmoney as a proxy ofreal income, permanent incomels and

money demand, respectively. Results show that the interest elasticity of money demand is

significant and less than one, thus the one condition for the monetary policy effectiveness

(low interest elasticity ofreal monev demand) holds for per financiai liberalization period.rc

Khan (1980) estimated the determinants ofmoney demand function in Pakistan for the period

1959 to 1978. He found that besides income and interest rate on time deposits, expected rate

of inflation and degee of monetization (number of bank branches) appear to be the most

important explanatory variables. He estimated the money demand function with both real and

nominal variables. Permanent and nominai GNP were used as proxies of income. He used a

dummy variable for the separation ofEast Pakistan.rs Results showed that the separation of

East Pakistan had significant consequences on the structure of the Pakistan economy.

Nominal interest rate variable was not significant in the real money demand model. Thus, the

condition oflow interest elasticity for the monetary policy effectiveness does not exist for pre

fi nancial liberalization period.

rr Mangla(1979) esaimated pemanent income asr

w€ishted sum ofnominal GNP (YJ:0.4Y,+0.3Y, r+0.2Y i,+0.1Ylr.rr Financial liberalization lakes place in Pakhtan from 1990 as Saucture Adjushent Programme (SAP) was

15 East Pakistan was sepet ed zf\et lg72-
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Khan (1982) estimated the money demand function for six developing countries including

Pakistan, for the period 1959-78. He used inter-bank call money rate and average interest rate

on time deposits as proxies of nominal interest rate. GNp at the price level of 1960-61 was

used as a proxy for real income. He also used permanent income and expected inflation mte in

his model on the basis of an adaptive expectation model. Results showed that the time

deposits interest elasticity of real money demand (Ml and M2) was negative, less than one

and statistically significant for Pakistan. This shows that low interest elasticity exists in the

money demand function for Pakistan lor per financial liberalization period.

Khan and Raza (1989) estimated the money demand function for the period 1972 - 1987 fot

Pakistan. They used quarterly data and also introduced seasonal dummies in their models.

They specified money demand as a function of real income, interest rate, expected inflation

rate and seasonal dummies. In another form of the model, they also used the lagged term of

the dependent variables. Results showed that nominal interest elasticity was statistically

significant and less than one. But there is a problem of model specification, and assumptions

made in estimation ofquarterly data for GNP.16

Khan and Ahmed (1990) examined the demand for money function for Pakistan lor the period

1959-60 to 1986-87. They used fairly robust econometric techniques that permit parameters to

vary over time. They specified the money demand function in logarithmic form. For the proxy

of real income, they used deflated CNP. For a proxy of interest rate, they used weighted

average of interest rate on time deposits and inter-bank rate. They also employed multiple

interest rates (both average rate on time deposit and call bank rate) to estimate money demand

r6lt is nol available in Pakisran.
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function. Results revealed that call money interest rate elasticity of real money balance (M1)

and average time deposits interest rate elasticity of reai money balance (M2) was negative,

less than one and significant for the period 1959-60 ro 1970-70 and 1959_60 to 1980-gl,

respectively. Thus, the one condition ofthe monetary policy effectiveness, low interest rate

elasticity, exists for Pakistan for pre financial liberalization period.

Khan (1992) attempted to estimate the demand for money function by using both Ml and M2

estimates in Pakistan and India over the period for 1967 to 1987 with log-linear and linear

forms. He used national income at market prices as a proxy of income and call money market

rate as a proxy of interest rate. In the other form of the money demand function, the author

also incorporated the inflation rate. A problem of model specification was found in this study

because the money demand function should include real income not nominal income.

Furthermore, the Durbin Watson test indicated the existence of auto conelation in this

estimation for Pakistan's money demand function. However, results showed that the

coeffrcient of the interest rate was not statistically significant for money demand (M2) for

both Pakistan and India. Thus, overall, the one condition for monetary policy effectiveness

does not hold.

These studies (with reference to Pakistan) suffer from following methodological deficiencies

as: Time series properties, stationarity, of the variables were not examined. Therefore,

regrcssion analyses based on OLS regression were might be misleading - spurious regression.

Khan (1994) estimated a money demand function for Pakistan for the period 1971q3 to

1993q2 by using the Engle-Granger (1987) technique. He used log-linear form for real money
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balances with quarterly GDP and interest rate (on deposit ofshort term and long term maturity

periods). Khan estimated money demand as a function of real income, nominal interest rate

and inflation. He also specjfied real money demand as a function of real income and real

interest rate. The theory predicts money demand to be a function ofreal income and nominal

interest rate. Therefore, the economic interpretation is somewhat difficult with reference to

nominal interest elasticity. There is also a serious data problem because quarterly data for

CDP or GNP are not available for Pakistan.rT

Hossian (1994) estimated the money demand function for Pakistan using the cointegration

technique. He specified money demand as a function ofreal income and nominal interest rate.

The coefficient of the rate of interest has a positive sign during 1959 to 1991 for both real

money balances (MI/CPI, M2ICPI). However, for the period 1972 to l99lr8 the interest

elasticity is negative and less than one. Thus, one condition for the monetary policy

effectiveness holds for pre financiai liberalization period.

Khan and Ali (1997) estimated the money demand function by employing cointegration

methods for the period 1972-90 for Pakistan. They found that money demand function was

not cointegated with reference to Ml. However, it was cointegrated with reference to M2.

They estimated real money demand as a function of real income and real interest rate. In

another form of the model, they used real money demand as a function of real income,

nominal interest rate on time deposit and the inflation rate. They found that the real interest

rate variable was significant. However, nominal interest rate variable was insignificant. Thus,

'r He also used dummy variable for nnancial liberalization that was found insignificant.
13 

Since East Pakistan uas separated nr 1971.
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this shows that the one condition for the monetary policy effectiveness, low interest mte

elasticity, does not exist.

Tahir (2000) examined the real money demand functions for pakistan for the period 1972-

1999. They used real money balance (M1, M2), real GDp and nominal interest rate. Money

market rate, bank rate, govemment bond yield, saving deposit rate, time deposit rate were

used as a proxy of nominal interest rate. They analyzed the time series prope(ies of the

variables and found that variables \\,e.e cointegrated. Results showed that money market rate

and bank rates were significant in money demand function (Ml). Saving deposit, govemmenr

bond yield and time deposit rates were statistically significant and inelastic. Thus the one

condition for the monetary policy effectiveness, low interest rate elasticity, holds for the

period.

Qayyum (2005) analyzed real money demand function by utilizing Johansen (t991) method

for Pakistan for the period 1960-1999. He specified real money balance (M2) as a function of

real GNP, inflation rate based on implicit GDP deflator, call money rate and long term go\4.

bond yield. AIC and SBC criteria were used ro identily VAR (2). Results showed two

cointegrating vectors but he reported only one. All variables were significant, long term go\t.

bond yield had negative sign but call money rate had positive sign. On the other hand, nn

ECM which represents the short run model the interest rate variable was not included. The

CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests showed the stability of the model. Thus, ir is difficulr to draw

the conclusion about the monetary policy effectiveness.
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Hussain et al (2006) investigated the money demand function for pakistan for the period

1972-2005 through OLS with the test of ADF.le They specified real money balances (reseffe

money balances (MB), narrow money balances (Ml), and broad money balances (M2), and its

one year lagged term) as function of real GDp, inflation, interest on time deposits and

financial innovation va.iable (M2/Ml). CDp deflator was used for deflating. All variables

except inflation and interest rates were in logarithmic form. The coefficient of interest rate

was Iess than one and significant. This shows that the one condition for the monetary policy

effectiveness, low interest rate elasticity! exists for the whole period.

2.1.1.3.3 To sum up:

Studies of Mangla (1979), Khan (1980), Khan (1982). Khan and Raza (1989) and Bahmani-

Oskooee and Pourheydarian (1990), Khan (1992) rrtay be suffered from the following

methodological deficiencies: Time series properties, stationarity, of the variables were not

examined. Therefore, regression analyses based on OLS regression are misleading - spurious

regression.

Studies of Khan (1994), Hossian (1994), Khan and Ali (1997), Tahir (2000) may be suffered

from the invalid specification of model. Since, they did not consider the possibility of

multiple cointe$ating vectors (Thomas 1997).

i'Johansen (1988) methodolos/ did nol identillr the cointegration.
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Results in terms of low interest elasticity of money demand, on the whole. are mixed. This

review also reveals some interesting t'acts that only a few studies explicitly incolporate some

measures to examine the impact offinancial liberalization on money demand function.

With reference to Pakistan, this rcview also provides some evidence that the empirical

research focused on testing the stability of tle money demand function. Only a few studies

provide the model specification according to the monetary theory. None ofthe study used any

explicit measure that examined the impact of financial liberalization on money demand

function. Thus the present study will differ from other studies ofmoney demand function for

Pakistan in the following ways:

l. This study covers sample periods of both pre and post financial liberalization in

Pakistan.

2. This study examines the impact of financial liberalization on money demand function

at both aggregate and sectoral levels.

3. This study incorporates time series econometrics analysis systematically.
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Chapter 2: Review ofLiterature

2.1,1.3.4 InvestmentFunction:

Money demand function has analyzed with reference to interest rate elasticity and financial

Iiberalization in previous section. This section reviews the literature on investment function.

Rittenberg (1991) analyzed the relationship between interest rate and investment in both

financial repression and financial liberalization periods for Turkey for the period 1964_19g4

using OLS. He specified real investment as a function ofreal income (GNp) groMh rate, real

exchange rate,2o real interest rate (deposit rate), money supply groMh rate, one year lagged

ereal income (logged), one year lagged term ofdependent variable and dummies tbr financial

repression, liberalization periods and the positive values of interest rate.2l They excluded

money supply groMh rate and one year lagged real income g.oMh rate variables from the

model because these were found insignificant. He estimated models for real investments (real

private non-housing investment, real private manufactudng investment, and real private

transpo( investment). Results showed that dummies for financial repression and liberalization

had positive and negative signs respectivery. The dummy variabre for interest rate had

negative sign and its coefficients value was larger than the positive value ofthe coefficient of
real interest rate. Thus, monetary policy and financial liberalization are found ineffective in

terms ofstimulating investment for Turkey.

Erenburg and wohar (1995) investigated the investment function for us for the period 1954-

1989 through Generalized Least Squares (GLS). They employed the Multiva.iare Cranger_

r0 \ominale:rch:nge mre r domejric cun enc) pLrdo a r(pl(so,tdl Cptldome,IL counrn,
I ney alsumed that al inleresr rale is /ero ar equitibnum te\ et.
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9!!!!er 2: Review of Literdture

causality testing procedure2z combined with the FpE criterion2r on annuar data. They
specified gross private investment in equipment to tornl (equipment plus strucrure) private net
capital stock ratio as a function of real corporate income (after tax profit) to total private net
capital stock ratio, gross govemment sector investment to total private net capital stock ratio

and real interest rate.24 They mentioned that Engle and Granger (19g7), aad MacDonald and

Kearney (1987) had pointed out the imponance of testing for cointegration prior to
conducting causality tests. Since VAR estimates derived from differenced data are

misspecified if the variables are cointegrated becaLrse the error correction term is excluded.

They first appiied, before Granger causality test, the Johansen and Jesulius (1983, 1990)

procedure which showed that no cointegration relationship did exist among the variables.

Thus, in the short run, real interest rate variabie was significant and its coefficient was erastic

but no long run stable relationship between interest rate and private inveslment exited in the

long run. Thus, monetary policy has limited application in the case of lIs.

Ribeiro and Joanilio (200r) anaryzed private-sector investment for Brazir for the period 1956_

96. They applied Johansen's method (1988). They used private secror gross lixed capital

formulation, credit, CDp,25 real average interest rate on federal bonds, public_sector gross

fixed capital formulation. extemal deht to GDp.atio, exchange rate, uncertainty variable

(change in inflation rate). Results showed that exchange rate and interest rate variables were

stationary at level. Therefore these variables were excluded from cointegration model. Thus

:: uuhirariare framework for causarirj l.sting was used to avoid estimation biases due to rhe ,,omitted 
variabte,,problem.

:'This 
crirerion does nor necessarv chose .ommon tag lengths in alt equations. Since comnon lag lensrh is notconsistenr.wirh rheory and can disiorr rne esrimates. irr," i, r""a.,.,i;"i."ii"" i"i".#lJi"ini", -o,r..(1965, and Thomron and Banen (1985)1.

" for the monetary poticy effecriveness, rhe nominal inleresr rare is the retevant va.iabte. However we anatyzedrealr eren rdre a a proxJ ior ir since nom:ndl rnrere,trd,evdriabtesa\nolu\ed
uur used ror the prory ofdemxnd tevet
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Chapter 2: Review ofLiterdture

no long run relationship was found between interest rate, investment and exchange rate. On

the other hand, in Elior Correction Model (ECM) interest rate and interest rate variables were

included. But interest rate variable was insignificant. Thus, the second condition lbr monetary

policy effectiveness, high interest rate elasticity ofinvestment, does not exist for the period.

Akkina and Celebi (2002) investigated investment behavior for Turkey for the period 1970_

96. They specified real private fixed investment as a function ofchange in moving average of
real CNP of the previous three years,z6 real domestic credits granted to the private secror,

uncertainty or instability variable,2T second year lagged terms of real gross public fixed

investment of both infrastructure and non-infrastructure investment, one year lagged term of

real private sector capital stock, one year lagged term ofreal privet sector net investment, real

investment goods imports, medium telm nominal interest rate and a dummy variable for

financial liberalization.z8 They found that interest rate was significant. Dummy variable was

significantly negative. They also estimate the model without one year lagged tenn of real

privet sector net investment, real investment goocls, imports variable and one year lagged term

with summation of both public fixed investment. Results showed that interest rate was

insignificant. Dummy variable was significant but again had negative sing. This shows that

monetary policy is ineffective and financial liberalization decreased investment in 
.furkev.

:6 Formula: AQ: fiae)L-r+ tAe), ,+(^e)L rrl' Prrc€nt change in inflation based GNp jmpticit deflator was used for a proxy for uncertainty or instability

'?8 
Dummy variabte for financial libe.alizarion had I Ibr I 983 -96 and 0 othenvise.
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r 2: Review of Literature

2.1.1.3.5 Empirical Studies with Reference to pakistan:

Masih (1979) estimated investment fLrnction for pakistan. He specifiecl private investment as a

function of one year lagged term of foreign exchange reserves, one year lagged term of

borrowing of scheduled banks from the central bank, change in loans and investments of

specialized credit institutions (including the House Building Finance Corporation, HBFC),

deficit financing by govemment, one period difference lagged term of excess liquid-assets

holding by banks, change in government loans from scheduled banks, nominal GDp and

nominal interest rates (interest rate on govemment securities or interest rate on time deposits).

He used a dummy variable for the Ayub era (1959_1965). He also estimated investment

function for the large scale manufacturing sector with the same specification. He used gross

private fixed investment expenditure as a proxy for private investment. Results show that all

variables had positive sign except lagged term of borrowings of banks from the SBp. The

interest rates variables had positive signs in his estimations. Thus, the second condition for the

monetary policy effectiveness, high interest rate elasticity of investment, does not hold for the

period.

chaudhary and Ahmed (1996) investigated the determinants of investment for pakistan for

the period 1974-92 using oLS. They specified total private investment as a function real

output (GDP), price lever (cpr) and interest rate. AII variabres were in rogarithmic form.

Results showed that output and interest rate variables had positive and signilicant signs. Thus,

tle second condition for the monetary policy effectiveness, high interest rate elasticity of
investment, does not exist.

48
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These studies (with reference to pakistan) sulfer from following methodological deficiencies

as: Time series properties, stationarity, of the variabres were not examined. .fherefore.

regression anaiyses based on OLS regression were might be misleading - spurious regression.

Ghura and Goodwin (2000) investigated the determinants of private investment for the

countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and Asia including pakistan, for the period

1975-1992 using random effect estimation proceclure.2e They specified private investment to

GDP ratio as a function ofreal world interest rate,3o real GDp growth, govemment investment

to GDP ratio, domestic credit to private sector to GDp ratio, domestic credit to government

sector to GDP ratio, inflation rate! groMh in real exchange rate, broad money to GDp,

freedom index,sl extemal debt stock to exports, external debt service to exports, groMh rate

of terms of trade and primary school enrolment ratio. Results showed that real interest mte

was insignificant in Latin America and Asian groups that included pakistan. Thus the second

condition for the monetary policy effectiveness, high interest rate elasticity of investment,

does not hold for Pakistan.

Tahir (2002\ estimated investment function ror pakistan for the period 1972-1999. They

specified real gross domestic capitai formulation plus change in inventories as a function of

real GDP and nominal interest mte. Money market rate, bank rate, go!t. bond yield, saving

deposit rate, time deposit rates (for 6 months and lto 2 years) were usecl as proxies of interest

?" eenal Dam approach.
'0 l2 monlh LIBOR .ale - ( S ,nfldrron ru,:ng ppt)
-'.Freedoms-were 

measured using the Freedom House,s politicat righls jndex. raken from th€ Table ofIndependent count.ies comparative Measures ofFreeaom. rte ci,ir riuei;es;,ae;,i^d;;ii..""n." 
"",..",was also considered. rhe two indices were found to be highly correlared an; rielde,i ""Jy 

;a-"",;i"r 
"*rt"
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Chqpter 2: Review of Literoture

rate. Result showed that variables were cointegrated but interest rate variable had positive

significant sign. Thus, monetary policy effectiveness does not hold for pakistan

Erden and Holcombe (2005) analyzed the private i.vestment through pooled estimation

procedures for 12 industrial and 19 developing countries including pakistan for the period

1980-1997. They specified real private investment to GDp ratio as a function ofreal interest

rate, real GDP, real public investment to GDp ratio, real bank credit to privare sector,

unceftainty measure! economic freedomr2 and a ragged term of dependent variable. Results

showed that interest rate was insignilicMt. Thus, monetary policy is found ineffective for both

developed and developing countries.

Erden and Holcombe (2006) examined the dete.minants of rear private investment fbr 19

developing countries including pakistan for the period l9g0_1997 using panel cointegration

method. They specified real private investment to GDp ratio as a function of real interest

rate,ll real GDP, real pubric investment to GDp ratio, rear bank credit to private sector and

uncertainty measure.s4 AIr variabres were in logarithmic form. Resurts showed that real

interest rate was found insignificant in both sho( run and long run. Thus, monetary policy is

seen to be ineffective for the period.

Khan and Khan (2007) anaryzed the determinants of private investment for pakistan usins

r: rhi, inaex was comp,red b) G$aflne). L"w.on. dnd samida r2000,-' Rtal interest rate = log ((t+inflarion rarel, (t+nominal interesl ra;). Where, nominat interesr rate js monevharker r",c
'-uncenairg measure is rhe fi,.r principat componenls ofrhe conditional variance oflhe inflation mte based on

::l"l:li:^?lglYI1"r:arexchansertf *!rn:dr,"..'ri,"'i'.[,,i*;-"i"ena;,'i.';;;,"..'. *n....rear e\crange rdle log ie\chdnge mre x {Cpt (u5) ( pt)l
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature

ARDL approach for the period r972-2005. They specified private investment to cDp ratio as

a function ofreal GDp, public investment to GDp ratio, extemal debt to GDp ratio, foreign

direct investment to GDp ratio, inflation rate and real interest rate. AI variables were in

iogarithmic form except interest and inflation rates. Results showed that moder was stable

using the CUSUM and CUSUMSe tests. Furthermore, real interest rate was found significant

but its value is very low. Thus monetary policy is seen to be ineffective.

Ahmed and Qayyum (2008) examined investment function for pakistan for the period 1972-

2005 They specified rear private fixed investment in services sector as a function of real

GDP, real public development expenditure, public consumption expenditure, uncertainty

measure (change in inflation rate based on Cpl) and weighted average rate of retum on

advances. AII variables are in logarithm form. They used Johansen (l9gg) analysis and

estimated ECM. For lag length selection, the AIC and SBC criteria were used. They also

applied the CUSUM and CUSUMSe tests. They found that interest rate variable was

significant but the value is very low - 0.28. Thus, the second condition for the effectiveness of

monetary policy does not hold - in tems ofhigh interest elasticity in investment.

Ahmed and Qayyum (2009) analyzed invesrment function for pakistan for the period 1972_

2005, annual observations. They specified real private fixed investment in large scale

manufacturing as a function of real GDp, real public development expenditurc, public

consumption expenditure, uncertainty measure (change in inflation rate based on Cpl) and

weighted average rate of return on advances. All variables are in logarithm form. They used

Johansen (1988) analysis and esrimated ECM. For lag length selection, the AIC and SBC

5l



Chapter 2: Review Literoture

criteria were used. They also applied the CUSUM and CUSUMSe tests. Result showed that

real public consumption expenditure, real private fixed investment, real CDp and real public

development expenditure were significant. Interest rate variable was insignificant. Thus, the

second condition for the monetary policy eflectiveness, high interest rate elasricity of

investment, does not hold.

2.1.1.3.6 To sum up:

Studies of Masih (1979), Akkina and Celebi (2002), Rittenberg (1991) and Chaudhary and

Ahmed (1996) may be suffered from the following methodological deficiencies: Time series

prope(ies, stationarity, of the variables were not examined. Therefore, regression analyses

based on OLS aegression are misleading - spurious regression.

Study ofTahir (2000) may be suffered from the invalid specification ofmodel. Since, they did

not consider the possibility of multiple cointegrating vectors (Thomas 1997).

This review of literature with reference to pakistan shows that interest rate is not a

determinant ofprivare investmenr. Therefore, Khan (t988), Hasan, Khan and Ali (1996)

Rashid (2005) did not estimate the interest rate elasticities.s5

key

and

rr Iftan (1988) specified private investment as a funclion ofgenerar marker condilions, chanse in bank credit 1,,prilate 
-sector,.public 

iDveshent, one yee lasged term of;rivate inveshent and *. i"ii i"gg.a *r"" "roulpur. He u'ed diflerence ber$een acrurt anJ rend GDp a, d prory otgene.at ma.r., conjirion..
Hasan, Khan and Ali (1996) specified privare invesrnent for ;imulation purposes. They spec ied privale
investmenl as a tunclion of interesl rate on advances, lo1at deposirs (ime deposir plus a..i,a a"poi;t"y to
nominal CDP rario, imporr price index to general price indcx ratio and index ofei"*,ii" i"i*"i*"*".
Rashid 12005, coinregrared fixed pri!ate and pubric investment a1 current prices. Resurls ofIRF and vD showed
thal both rnlestmenrs are comptemenrary Thus he suppored the crowed in hlpothesis for pakistan.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature

This review of literature also incorporated some literature that use real interest rate in the

investment functions (dLle to scarcity ofempidcal Iiterature with reference to nominal interest

rate) but the results are almost the same , interest rate variable, in most of the cases, is

insignificant or has very low coefficient. The second condition for the monetary policy

effectiveness does not hold for Pakistan.

None of the study used any explicit measure that examined the impact of financial

liberalization on investment function for Pakistan. Thus, the present study will differ from

other studies ofinvestment function for Pakistan in the following ways:

l. This study covers sample periods of both pre and post financial liberalization in

Pakistan.

2. This study examines the impact of financial Iiberalization on investment function at

both aggregate and sectoral levels.

3. This study incorporates time series econometrics analysis systematicaliy.
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Chapter 2 : Review of Literature

2.1.2 Money Supply Models6

ln order to assess the monetary policy effectiveness it is very important to know whether

changes in money supply predict changes in other economic variables or vice versa. Thus, this

section rcviews the literature with reference to the exogeoneity of the monetary supply and

the direction ofcausality run from monetary supply to other economic variables.

Sims (1980) estimated the casual relationship between log of current GNP and log of

monetary aggregates (Mo and Ml) through OLS for USA for the period 1947-69. He used

quarterly data that was seasonally adjusted. He regressed eight past lags of monetary

aggregates on output and vice versa. In another model he also used additional four future lags

ofthe variable in the models. Resulls showed that money was not exogenous - money was not

predicting GNP but GNP was predicting money. Thus monetary policy is ineffective in the

determination of nominal GNP.

Kamas and Joyce (1993) used Grange causality test in multivariable framework for India and

Mexico for the periods 1963-75 and 1970 82, respectively. They used industrial production

index, CPI, domestic credit, foreign exchange reserr'es and foreign money supply. American

money supply was used as a proxy of foreign money supply. They found that domestic

monetary policy was not effective in either country. They further supported these results using

Variance Decompositions (VDCs) and Impulse Response Functions (lRFs).

16 Earlier version ofthis seclioD was published in Pakistan Business Review in 2001 (Index€d and Absrracted by
ECONLIT,Indexed by EBSCO,USA. and HEC approvedjoumal (Y))
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Yu (1997) used the Johansen (1991) technique for VECMs for China for the period l979ml

to 1994m12. He used three altemative measures of money supply (Mo, Ml and M2), two

altemative measures ofcredit (the Central Banks credit and overall credit (the Central Bank,s

credit and Credit from Cooperatives), five alternative measures of output ($oss industrial

output, heavy industry output, high industry output, state owned enterprise output and non

state-owned enterprises output), three alternative measures of sales (overall retail sales, retail

sales to household and retail sales to institutions), fixed-assets investment, merchandise

imports, retail price index and exogenous dummy for tight monetary policy. He estimated

several three variable systems- These systems contain a price variable, a non-price variable

(output, sales, investment and import) and a financial variable. He reported that the bank

credit is less impressive than that ofthe monetary aggregates.

Budina, Maliszewski, Menil and Turlea (2006) used Johansen (1988) cointegration process to

identify the relationship between money, output and inflation for Romania for the post

financial liberalization period 1992-2000. VAR (4) was selected using the SBC and AIC

criteria. They estimated Unrestricted VAR (UVAR) with a constant term, four lags ofmoney

(M2 excluded foreign currency), real output (industrial production index) and inflation (using

CPI), four lags of the first difference of the real exchange rate, the two dummieslT and a

measure of administered prices (the second dilference ol the log of the administered price

index scaled by the weight of administered prices in Cpl). Money and output variables were

in logarithmic form. They also estimated the same model with time trend. Furthermore, they

rr An impulse dummy for January 1997: more flexible exchange rate regime_ An impulse dummy ror March
i997r price liberalization.
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estimated the system without specification of exogenous variables in the system.l8 Results

were robust and showed one cointegrating vector. They also estimated ECM. They started

with estimation ofECM with three lags of each dependent variable, the enor correction tem,

and exogenous variables. Then they dropped the regressores those hand significance level

lower than l0olo as indicated by t-statistics in ECM. Chow test also showed that there was no

structure break in the period. Results showed that only real output variable was exogenous.

Thus, monetary policy is found not effective in Romania for the post financial liberalization

period.

Hafer, Haslag and Jones (2007) reexamined the relationship between real monetary variables

and future movements in output through OLS for USA over the period 1960-2000. They

estimated Rudebusch Svensson (2002) model with money as an additional variable. They

specified real output gap (the percentage difference between actual real GDP and the

Congressional Budget Office's (CBO) measure of potential real GDP) as a function of two

lagged terms of real output gap, a lagged terms of real interest rate (calculated on 4-qua(ers

average of the quarterly average of the federal funds rate) and a lagged terms of percentage

change in real money balance (nominal money - Mo, Ml or M2 - deflated by the GDP chain-

weighted index). They used the seasonally adiusted, quarterly data. F test was conducted for

1982q4 as a breakpoint when the Fed was focusing on controlling the federal funds rate as a

policy tool. The stability was rejected in the full sample period, even though all mongtary

variables (money and interest rate) were significant for that period. Thus Sub sampte periods:

196l-1982 and 1983-2000 were also analyzed. Results showed that interest rate variable was

r3 Since the critical values of these tests are only indicative ifsyslem contajns exogenous variables other rhan
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not significant for the sub period, I983-2000, even without lagged terms of Mo or Ml. On the

other hand lagged tems of Mo or Ml were also not significant for that sub period. Thus,

monetary policy was seen to be ineffective with reference to Mo, MI and interest rate for the

period 1983-2000. However, interest rate variable with lagged term of M2 variable in the

model were significant in that sub period. Therefore, they also estimated the model with

monetary base, and money multiplier of lagged term ofM2 which were also found significant

for the sub period. Thus monetary policy (M2 and interest late together) is seen to be effective

in output determination for USA for the period I983-2000.

Favara and Giordani (2009) evaluated the monetary policy effectiveness in terms ofthe output

and inflation determination for USA for the period 1966q1-2001q3. They followed two steps

procedure: First, monetary shocks were identified using a Cholesky decomposition of the

reduced folm covariance matix, where ordering money last that following federal funds mte.

Second, following a shock, the lRFs were analyzed for all variables other than money. The

estimated Vector Autorcgressive with lag length was 4 (VAR (4)) that included real GDP,

output gap (capacity utilization in the manufacturing sector), CPI, the federal funds rate, and

M2. All variables were in logarithmic form except output gap and interest rate variables. They

also examined the relative contributions ofshocks to the variance ofthe k-step-ahead forecast

errors in prices, output, output gap and federal funds rate. Results in the relation to M2

showed that M2 had significant and positive effect on all variables. For the robustness ofthe

results and to check the omitted variable problem they also added other variables. However,

results were almost the same. Furthermore, they also used F-tests for testing the null

hypothesis, that the block ofvariables was exogenous for M2. The test was conducted for the
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VAR (4), where allvariables were in difference form except real interest rate and output gap,

since these two variables were stationary in level form. Results, however, showed that the

block-exogeneity of other variable with reference to M2 is rejected. Robustness of results is

also showed by estimation ofsub period 1980q1-2001q3. Thus, monetary policy is seen to be

effective for USA.

2.1.2.1 Empirical Studies with Reference to Pakistan:

Khan and Siddiqui (1990) analyzed the causality between money, price and output (GNP and

index of industrial production) for Pakistan lor the period 1972 to 1981. They used the test

procedure of Sims. They found that Ml and M2 are caused by output and price is caused by

Ml. Therefore, they concluded that both money supply and prices are endogenous variables.

Thus, money supply is ineffective in determining the output for the period.

Masih and Masih ( I 996) used Johansen VECM method for Pakistan for the period 197lq I to

1994q4. They used CPI, spot exchange rate, industrial production index, market interest rate

and two alternative proxies of money supply (M I and M2). They found that money supply

was endogenous in the models. Thus, monetary policy is seen to be ineffective in Pakistan.

Ahmed (2003) investigated causality among money (M2), interest rate, prices (CPI) and real

output (GDP/CPI) in a multivariate framework for Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan for the

period 1974:q2- 1998:q4, 1967:ql-1996:q4 and 1972:ql- 1997:q2, respectively. Bank rate,

discount rate were used as a proxy of interest rate. They used quarterly data that was not
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seasonally adjusted therefore seasonal dummies were used. If data was not available then he

generated it from annual series using Lisman and Sandee (1964) method. The likelihood ratio

test, AIC and BIC were used to determine the optimal lag length lor each country. Results, in

the case of Pakistan based on standard Granger F-test, showed that interest did not cause to

any variable however it was caused by price and money supply. Price did cause real output.

There was a feedback relationship between money and real output. Multivariate causality test

also showed that only price did cause to all variables in tbe case ofPakistan. Results based on

Block causality test showed that p ce and output jointly did cause monetary variables

(interest rate and M2). Thus monetary policy is seen to be ineffective in tems of real output

and price level determination in the case ofPakistan.re

Tahir (2003) analyzed the monetary policy effectiveness through Johansen's multivariate co-

integating testing procedure for Pakistan for the period 1972-2002. He used an output

variable (real GDP), money supply, interest rate (call money market interest rate), a price

variable (CDP deflator) and the exchange rate (Rs./$)- Ml and M2 were used as a proxy of

money supply. The SBC and AIC were used to determined VAR structure. FPE criterion was

used to determine the lag stmcture of VECM. Results, for the VECM with reference to Ml,

showed that Ml and exchange rate were exogenous in the model. However, in the short run,

F-tests showed that monetary variables (MI and interest rate) did not cause real GDp and

price level. Results, for the VECM with reference to M2, showed that the Iagged enor

correction terms (ECTS) were insignificant in four equations - output variable, money supply

(M2), price variable and the exchange rate. Thus, theses four variables were found to be

rq Results were also conshtent in the case of India bu1 reverse were true in the case of Banola.lesh where
monelary policy was found effeclive.
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econometrically endogenous. However, only interest rate variable was found endogenous

variable. On the other hand, in the short run, M2 and interest rate did not cause real GDp and

price level rhus monetary poricy effectiveness is not established in terms of the

determination ofoutput and price level for pakistan.

Abbas and Husain (2006) reexamined the causal relationship between money (M2) and

nominal income (GNp at current price) and money and price (GDp_deflator with base year

1980-81) for Pakisran for the period 1960_2004. They used standard Granger test and ECM

test, based on Engle and Grange (1987) procedure, for detecting the causality. Lag length was

selected by SBC, AIC and Bayesian criteria. ln Granger's framework they used all three

variables. Results showed that money was caused by output and price, unidirectional

causality. In ECM framework they used only two variables at a time. Results showed that

causality ran from output to money, on the other hand bidirectional causality was exit between

money and price. Thus, monetary policy is ineffective in terms of detemination ofoutput and

price level.

Alam and Waheed (2006) analyzed the eft'ects of monetary policy for pakistan for the period

1973Q1 2003Q4. They estimated unrestricted VAR, where ordering interest rate last, to

derive the IRFs for Pakistan. They arso analyzed the effect ofmonetary policy effectiveness in

terms of real output for the post financial liberalization period 1990-2003. They used real

output, price Ievel (CPI), and call interest rate. GDp, production ofagriculture secror, mining

and quarrying sector, manufacturing production sector, construction sector. wholesale and

retail tmde sector, finance and insurance sector, and ownership ofdwellings sector were used
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as a proxy for real output. Data for quafterly cDp and sectoral outputs were obtained from

Kemal and Arby (2004). Output and Cpl variables were in logarithmic form and seasonality

adjusted. They measured monetary policy in terms of a one standard deviation shock to the

interest rate. Results showed that a shock had negative effect on real output at both sectoml

and aggrcgate levels. The effect on monetary shock was high on some sectoral,s outputi

manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, and finance and insurance sectors. However, other

sectors were not sensitive to the shock, namely, agriculture, mining and quarrying,

construction, and ownership of dwellings. Results for the post financial liberalization period

showed that the effect was seemed to be stronger and transmitted more rapidly. To check the

robustness of the results nominal exchange rate was also used as an additional variable.

Results were remained stable.

Ahmed and Ahmed (2006) used standard Cranger causality test for pakistan for the period

1980-2003. They used monthly data for total bank advances, narrow money (Ml), broad

money (M2), money multiplier (the ratio of broad money and narrow money), and the

quantum index number of manufacturing (elM). AII variables were in logarithmic form.

However, no explicit variable was used to analysis the financial liberalization and they did not

examine the time series properties ofthe variables (stationarity ofvariables). Only bi variant

framework was used. They used VAR (3), VAR (6)...VAR (36), so, rotal twelve models were

used in the two variables framework. Results showed that bidirectional causality was existed

between broad money and QIM for up to eighteen lags and No causality was exist between
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them, as lag length had increased to eighteen.lo Thus, monetary policy is seen to be

ineffective.

2.1.2.2 To sum up:

Studies of Sims (1980), Khan and Siddiqui (1990), and Hafer, Haslag and Jones (2007) may

be suffered from the following methodological deficiencies: Time series properties,

stationarity, ofthe variables were not examined. Therefore, regression analyses based on OLS

reglession are misleading - spurious regre.sion.

Studies ofKamas and Joyce (1993), Biswas and Saunclers (1998), Ahmed (2003), and Abbas

and Husain (2006) may be suffered from the invalid specification of error correction model.

Since, they did not consider the possibility of multiple cointegrating vectors (Thomas 1997).

Studies of Ahmed and Ahmed (2006), Alam and Waheed (2006) and Fava.a and Giordani

(2009) may be suffered from the misspecification problem: Ifvariables are cointegrated then

VAR estimation is misspecified since the model does not include the error correction term.

Thus, the testing for cointegration prior to conducting causality tests is crucial (Engle and

Granger (1987), Erenburg and Wohar (1995)). The VAR estimation is valid ifvariables are

not cointegrated (Erenburg and Wohar (1995).

Only few studies, Masih and Masih (t996), Yu (1997) and Tahir (2003), analyzed the

exogeoneity of monetary policy variables (Ml and M2) and the direction ofthe causality

a0 Other results were not related to monetary aggreSates and output. Thus, this study does nol report it.
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between monetary variable(s) and other economic variables. However, these studies did not

examine monetary policy effectiveness at sectoral level. None of the study analyzed the

financial liberalization impact on the direction of causality and exogeoneity of the monerary

aggregates. Thus, the present study will differ from othq studies of money supply for

Pakistan in the following ways:

l. This study covers sample pedods of both pre and post financial Iiberalization in

Pakistan.

2. This study examines the impact of financial liberalization with reference monetary

aggregates at both aggregate and sectoral levels.

3. Ihis study incorporates time series econometrics analysis systematically.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature

7' Impact on Macro Economy:

This section analyzes the effect of financial liberalization on the monetary policy

effectiveness for some macroeconomic indicators. These indicators are unemployment output,

price level, saving, investment and groMh. This section has following subsection as:

2.2.1 Inflation/ Price level

2.2.2 Unemployment

2.2.3 Financial Libemlization Hypothesis

2.2.1 IDflation/ Price level:

Ahmed and Ram (1991) analyzed the determinants of inflation through OLS for pakistan for

the period 1960-1988. They specified inflation as a function of groMh rate of real GNp,

growth rate of unit value of import, groMh rate of money supply and two lagged terms of

inflation variable. They used groMh rates of Wpl, Cpl, implicit GNp deflator, and implicit

domestic absolption deflatorar as proxies of inflation. Ml and M2 were used as a proxy of

money supply. Results showed that impoft price, first lag terms of inflation and money supply

variables were significant in all equations. Growth rate of real GNp was significant only in

the equation of inflation using WPI. The coefficient of money supply was high among all

other variables except the lag term of inflation. Thus, monetary policy is seen to be effective

for pre financial liberalization period.

a'Fo.this 
deflalor, instead to nominal GNP they used foltowing definition: GNp + export, impor. or privale and

public expenditure on consumption and gross investme.t.
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Dhakal and Kandil (1993) investigated ma.jor determinants of inflation rate for six Asian

countries, namely, Pakistao, Bangladesh, Malaysia, India, South Korea and Singapore for the

period 1970-1988. Quarterly data were used. They applied disrributedlag model which had

current and past changes ofthe variables. This model contained six variables: one year lagged

term of inflation,a2 money supply (Ml), real output (industrial production), domestic interest

.ate (money market rate), impoft price (unit value of import) and foreign interest rates (money

market rate ofJapan, USA and UK). FPE criterion was used to determine the lag length ofthe

variables. Results showed, in the case of Pakistan, that real output, foreign interest rates

(money market rate of UK) and import price were significant. Import price was a major

deteminant of inflation.a3 Money supply variable was insignificant. Thus monetary policy

was ineffective in terms of the determination of inflation for pre financial liberalization

period.14

Hasan, Khan, Pasha and Rasheed (1995) explained the determinants ofprice level using OLS

for the period 1972-1994 for Pakistan. They estimared price model with the help of(i) supply

shock (output gap), (ii) monetary policy, (iii) tax policy, (iv) extemal price and (v)

expectations. They used WPI of food, manufacturing and raw material as a proxy of price

level. Results showed that in the case of manufacturing, monetary policy variable was

insignificant. However monetary policy variable was significant in the case of food and raw

material price equations. However, its coefficient was lower among all other significant

variables. Fuethermore, Supply shock and external price were the key determinants of

" fte) used Lhis definirion ar a pro\) olexpecred inflar:on in rhe ,rud).
" Since ils sum ofcoefilcient ot inflarion had lager value in absolute terms thaD alt orher significant variabtes* Tle) also applied Sargent (19761re$ lor rhe exogeneity ofmoney supply. For rhe tesl inflarion mte, money
supply and domestic inlerest rnte were used. Results showed that money slppl] was exogenous in alt cases.
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inflation in the case of food, and raw material and manufacturing price levels, respectively.

Thus the monetary policy has limited effectiveness in the price level/ inflation determination.

Chaudhary and Ahmed (1996) investigated the determinants ofprice level for pakistan for the

period 1972-92 using OLS. They also estimate sub samples, 1972_92 and l9B2-92. They

specified price level (using CPI) as a function of money supply (M2) and irs two pasr lag

terms, rcal output (GDP), expected inflation (change in Cpl), imporr price (unit value of

impoft) and demand shift element (public debt). Results showed thar all variables including

first year lagged term of money supply were significant except the current and second year

lagged terms ofmoney supply. For the period 1972 1992 and 1982 - t992, the demand shift

element, for period 1972-1982, real output variable were the key determinants ofprice level.

Thus monetary policy is not the main dete.minant of the price level for pre financial

liberalization period.

Khan and Qasim (1996) estimated price level (CPI) as a function of money supply (M2),

import price (unit value of import), real output (GDp) for pakistan for the period 1972-lgg5,

They also estimated price level equations for food and non-food items, where they used

additional variables: value added in agriculture, support price of wheat and utiliq/ price.

Results showed that all variables werc significant. In terms of the magnitude of the

coefficients, money supply variable had large coefl'icient in the case of overall price level

(CPI) however in the cases offood and non-food items real output was the key deteminant of

price level. They also estimated ECM but only price variable equations were estimated. Thus

conclusion regarding the exogeneity for monetary variable could not be draw. Thus, their
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analyses are not adequate to evaluate the monetary policy effectiveness.

Ahmed and Ali (1999) studied simultaneous determination of nominal exchange rate (rupees/

dollar) and price level (CPD for Pakistan for the period 1982q2-1996q4. They used a 2SLS

system for estimation that contained exchange rate, import and expoft prices (unit value of

impons and expofis), money supply (M2), foreign exchange reserves in dollar terms, ourpur

(GDP),45 weighted average indices of import and expo( (using the overall world price indices

of imports and export and their shares in trade volume) and lag terms of Cpl. All variables

were in iogarithmic form. Results showed that money supply, price of import plus exchange

rate, GDP and lagged tems of CPI were significant. The coefficient of money supply was

very low 0.067. Other variables had much lager coefficients than money supply variable.

Thus the main determinants ofprice level are lagged terms ofCpl and output.

Tang (2001) estimated price model through unrestricted eror correction model (UECM) of

Pesaran et al. (2000) for Malaysia for rhe period 1973-1997. He used price level (CpD, impoft

price index (nominal value of import divided by quantity of imporrs), money supply (M3),

bank credit (commercial bank lending), exchange rate (domestic currency/ dollar) and real

GDP (nominal GDP divided by GDp deflator). All variables were in logarithmic form.

lnitially, he estimated pair wise standard Granger causality with 2 lags ofthe variables. This

lag structure was identified using nomality and ADF tests. Results showed thar monetary

variables (M3 and bank credit), import price and real GDp caused Cpl. Therefore, they used

these variables in UECM. Fufihermore, due to multicollinearity problem between M3 and

s^Linear interpolation on the annuar cDp groMh rare with conrinuily condirion was used ro generate quarterly
GDP,
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bank credit,a6 he used one ofthem at a time in the model. Thus, two models were estimated.

Phillips-Perron (1988) test showed that ail variables were stationary at first diflerence excepl

import price which was stationary at level. Thus the choice ofARDL model was appropriate

for the estimation.a? Results, with reference to money supply (M3), showed that money

supply vadable had negative sign that was theoretically inconsistent. Thus, they used other

model where bank credit was insignificant but at least there was no theoretically

inconsistency. Therefore, this model was used to calculate the long run elasticities. Results

showed that main determinant was import price. Thus monetary policy is not found the main

determinant ofthe p ce level for the period.

Chaudhary and Choudhary (2005) examined the determinants of price level for pakistan for

the period 1974-2004 using ARDL approach. They used price level (GDp deflator), real GDp,

money supply (M2) and impod price (unit price of impo(). All variables were in logarithmic

form. For the lag structure, SBC and AIC were used. Results showed, in the long run, that all

three variables were significant. But the main determinant was import price that was followed

by output. In the short run, using ECM money supply variable was not significant. However,

they showed that both models were stable using the CUSUM and CUSUMSe tests. Thus

monetary policy is seen limited effectiveness.

Kemal (2006) estimated price level (CPI) as a function of real output (GDp) and money

supply (M2) using Johansen approach for pakistan for the period l975ql_2003q3. AII

vadables were taken in logarithmic form. Quarterly CDp was taken from Kemal and Arby

a' sincemrrelationcoelficrent. r,sas0.aorhal\a,nrorerhan0.q0.a Hendry ( lgcl) general ro speciii( approach lyas used to oblain UECM. Bardsen (1989) merhod was used ro
calculate the lonS run elasticiries fiom rhe coefficients ofUECM.
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(2004). He also used seasonally dummies. AIC criterion was used to detelmine lag structure

in ECMS. Further more, he also estimated VAR model but VAR model had specification

problem since in the presence ofcointegmtion effor correction term should be incorporated in

the model (Masih and Masih, 1996). Results showed that money supply and output variables

were significant in both short run and long run. But again output was the main determinant of

p ce level. He did not conduct any test for model specification. Policy implications are

constrained by the methodological limitations of estimation.

Khan. Bukhari and Ahmed (2007) identified the determinants of price level for Pakistan for

the period 1973-2006 using OLS. They estimated price level (CPI) as a function of mtio of

government sector borrowing to real GNP, ratio ofprivate sector borrowing to real GNP, real

output gap, import price, exchange rate (rupees/ dollar), ratio ofgovemment ta-xes to nominal

value-added in manufacturing sector, wheat support/ procurement price and one year lagged

telm ofCPI (assumed adaptive expectations). All variables were taken in logarithmic form.

ADF test was used only for testing cointegration, individual series were not analyzed. Result

showed all variables are significant. The main determinants are real output gap and lagged

term of price level. Thus, monetary policy has limited power to control price level.

Furthermore, financial liberalization effect is not considered explicitly.

2.2.1.1 To sum up:

Review ofliterature shows that studies ofAhmed and Ram (1991), Dhakal and Kandil (1993),

Hasan, Khan, Pasha and Rasheed (1995), Chaudhary and Ahmed (1996) and Ahmed and Ali
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(1999) may be suffered from the follorving methodological deficiencies: Time series

properties, stationarity, ofthe variables were not examined. Therefore, regression analyses are

misleading - spurious regression.

On the other hand, Study of Khan, Bukhari and Ahmed (2007) may be suffered from the

invalid specification of error correction modei. Since, they did not consider the possibility of

multiple cointegrating vectors (Thomas 1997).

This review of literature shows, in many cases, that (i) monetary policy was not a key

determinant of inflation/ price level and (i) none of the study used any explicit measure that

examined the impact of financial liberalization on price level for pakistan. Thus, the present

study will differ from other studies of inflation/ price level for pakistan in the following ways:

1. This study covers sample periods of both pre and post financial liberalization in

Pakistan.

2. This study examines the impact of financial liberalization on monetary policy

effectiveness in terms ofdetermining price level lor Pakistan.

3. This study incorporates time series econometrics analysis systematically.
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Chopter 2: Review of Literature

2.2.2 Unemployment:

The previous section contained the literature on inflation or price level. This section reviews

the Iiterature on unemployment.

Benderly and Zwick (1985) estimated unemployment function for USA for the pedod 1955_

1982. They specified unemployment as a function of its own two lagged terms, one lagged

tetm of real money supply (Ml) growlh rate and inflation (growth rate of GDp deflator).

Results showed that all variables were significant except first lagged term of unemployment.

Inflation and real money supply gro\\.th terms had negative and positive signs, respectively.

The coefficient ofreal money supply was significant but it has very low value. Thus monetary

policy is limited effect on reducing unemployment.

Dutkowsky (1987) investigated the effect of monetary policy on unemployment using the

Barro (1981) unanticipated money gro$,th modela8 for USA for the periods 1949-1978 and

1974-1984. He specified unemployment as a function ofcurent and one year lagged terms of

unanticipated money groMh, the ratio of real federal purchases to real GNP, current and past

lagged terms of interest rate volatility and Lilienh (1982) sectoral movement variable for

sectoral shifts in demand. He used non linear weighted least square technique for estimation

of the model. Stabiliq, test of Brown, Durbin and Evans (1975) was also used which

confirmed the model stability. Results showed that both monetary policy variables were

a3 This fiamework is also known as Rational Expectation Hypothesis fmmework. In rhis framework the eftect of
monelary policy on output can be seen in ihe studies of, Darat. A. F.0985). Beladi. Hamid. Samanra and
Subama, K. (1988), Choudhary, M.A.S.. Parai, A. K. (lq9l). Mischkin F. S. ( t98z), and Tahir (2000).
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature

significant. Unanticipated money supply variable had negative sign while interest rate

volatility variable had positive sign. Thus rising interest rate volatility increased in

unemployment but rising unanticipated money supply decreased in unemployment. On the

other hand, coefficient of unanticipated money supply was larger than any other variables,

coefficient. Thus unanticipated money policy is found effective in terms of decreasing

unemployment.

Empirical studies suffer from the following methodological deficiency: Time series

properties, stationarity, of the variables were not examined. Therefore, regression analyses

based on Ol S regression were misleading - spuriou. regre.sion.

2.2,2.1 To sum up:

Conclusion, based on review of literatu.e in terms of monetary policy effectiveness for

unemployment determination is mixed. Fufthermore, these studies did not consider the

financial liberalization impact on the monetary policy effectiveness in terms of reducing

unemployment. None of the study used any explicit measure that examined the impact of

financial liberalization on unemployment function for pakistan. Thus, the present study will

differ from other studies in the following ways:

l. This study covers sample periods of both pre and post financial liberalization in

Pakistan.
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2. This study examines the impact offinancial liberalization on unemployment monerary

model.

3. This study incorporates time series econometrics analysis systematically.

Table 2.2.2: Summary ofEmpirical Studies on Unemploymeni

Author(s)

Country

Period
of
studv

unemploym€nt MP variable Other
Variable(s)

Empiricat
Technique

findings

Benderly
and Zwick
(1e85)
for USA

1955,
t982

Unemployment one lagged
term ofreal
money
supply (MI/
GDP
deflator)

two lagged
terms of
unemployment,

Srowth rate and
inflation
(growth rate of
CDP deflator)

OLS The
coefficient of
real money
supply was
the least
among all
other
significant
variables.

Dutkowsky
(1987) for
US

1949-
1978
and
1974-
1984

Unemployment curent and
one year
lagged terms
of
unanticipated
money
growth

the ratio of real
federal

Purchases to
real GNP,
current and
past lagged
lerms ol
inlerest rate
volatility and
Lilien's (l982)
sectoral

variable lor
secloralshifls
in demand

non linear
weighted
least
square
technique
Stability
test of
Brown,
Durbin
and Evans
(1975) are
used.

Unanticipated
money supply
variable had
negative sign
while interest
rale volatility
variable had
positive sign.
On the other
hand,
coefficient of
unanticipated
money supply
was larger
than any
other
variables'
coefficient.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature

2.2.3 Financial Liberalization Hypothesisae

This section reviews the literature on the relarionship between interest rate, saving, investment

and economic gromh for Pakistan. Financial liberalization is seen as a means for raising the

interest rate in order to stimulate saving, investment and hence glowth. The theoretical

backgound of this policy recommendation is lound in the work of McKinnon (1973) and

Shaw (1973).

2.2.3.1 The Theory: The McKinnon - Shaw Hypothesis

McKinnon and Shaw agree about the general impact of financial repression and the need to

liberalize the financial market. However, the transmission mechanism - interest rate effects

on savings, investment and hence growth - are different. McKinnon,s complementarity

hypothesis consists of two assumptions (i) all investment is self_financed (ii) investment

expenditures are highly indivisible. The complementarity hypothesis states that economic

agents have to accumulate saving before investment can take place - money and physical

capital are essentially complementary.

McKinnon and Shaw50 implicitly assume that prior savings are required to finance investment

(Gibson and Tsakalotos, 1994). Once savings are fofthcoming as real interest rate rises.

investment is assumed to increase automatically and hence groMh also rises. Thus, ibr the

:^E^1..1j:,_",er:to" of rhis iection was published in pakisran Business Review (rndexed and Abstr&red byECO\LIl. lndered bl EBSCO.| sA. ard HFCappro!e. iourndt ly,)'Shaw(lo'I)emph6r/e. lhe rmpoadnce ottndc.dt :l.ermeo,drion...nartrra,illemeo.srres are abte to
reduce the financial costs through economies ofscale, risk diversification, and s" -. eirr,"i"il"r".-"ai"ti"*
can offer attractive interest.ates and betier liquid;ty 1() savers and tow toaD rates t" U"""*".i.
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validity of the McKinnon - Shaw hypothesis, saving should be positively related to the real

interest rate and investment should be positively related to saving. This implies that real

output groMh should be positively related to the real interest rate.

Thus, following conditions hold for the validity ofrhe McKinnon Shaw hyporhesis:

(i) The coefficienr of real

(ii) The coefficient of rhe

and

(iii) The coefficient of real interest rate is significantly positive in the growth equation.

3.2,3,2 Empirical Studies:

Galbis (1979) tested a modified version ofrhe McKinnon-Shaw hypothesis rhrough OLS. He

used annual data for 19 Latin American countries for the period 1962-73. He estimated

private investment to income ratio as a function of inflation (actual GDp deflator) and public

investment to income ratio. He used inflation rate because interest rate variable was not

available. Results showed that the inflation rate had a statistically significant negative sign for

only two cases. Negative sign on the inflation rate variable was consistent with McKinnon-

Shaw hypothesis. On the other hand, he specified real GNp growth as a function of

investment ratio, population growth rate and inflation rate. Results showed that only

interest rate is significantly positive in the saving equation,

sating ratio is significantly positive in the investment equation,
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population groMh rate had significant positive sign. Inflation rate was found insignificant.

Thus, the hypothesis is not established for Latin American countries.5l

Fry (1980) estimated saving functions for seven Asian developing countries under the

assumption of the existence of financial repression through two-stage least squares technique

(2SLS). He specified national saving to GNP ratio as a function of natural logarithm of per

capita real income, gowth rate of real GNP in proportional rather than percentage terms, real

interest rate (in proportional term) nominal interest rate minus expected rate of inflation

using the Almon polynomial technique -, foreign savings ratio current account deficit minus

net factor income from abroad to GNP - and one year lagged national saving ratio. He used

nominal govemment bond yield on short-term loan and deposit rate of interest on 12 months,

time deposits as proxies of nominal interest rates. Results showed that all variables were

statistically significant. On the other hand, he specified private investment ratio as a function

of domestic credit to GNP, and its rate of change, foreign exchange to GNp ratio, ratio of

actual to anticipated price, terms oftrade, growth rate ofreal GNp and one year lagged value

of private investment ratio. He also specified real GNp groMh as a function of real interest

rate. Results showed that real interest rate had significant positive sign. These, results are

consistent with McKinnon-Shaw hypothesis in terms of saving and groMh function _ saving

is positively related to real interest rate and real output groMh is positively related to rcal

interest rate.

5r This sludv also estimated real demand for monev function. But. we are interested lo see the elibct of inle.est
rale liberalization on saving, investment and gro*rh. Thereibre, orher models and their specificarions are not
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Khatkrate (1988) used non-parametric Mann-whitney test, for cross-country evidences for 64

LDCS including Pakistan for the period l97l_g0. He used rate of gromh of real GDp, real

financial assets, saving to income ratio, investment to income ratio and rate of retum on

investment as explanatory variables. He found that there was no significant difference in

pedormance of selected macroeconomic variables on the basis of mean value of real interest

rate. Therefore, the level of the real interest rate has little or no impact on his selected

macroeconomic variables. Hence, he rejects the McKinnon_Shaw hypothesis.

Warman and Thirlwall (1994) resred the McKinnon_Shaw hypothesis for Mexico for the

period 1960-90. They estimated domestic saving - deflated public plus private savings by CpI

as a function ofreal income, real interest rate, standard deviation ofthe monthly inflation

mte (as a prcxy ofuncertainty) and difference between Mexican real interest_aate and the real

retum on US govemment bonds minus the expected rate of dollar depreciation / appreciation

(e). They used a dummy variable for 50 percent declined oil price in 19g5. They also

estimated private saving function with the same specification. Results showed that real

inte.est rate was not statistically significant. On the other hand, they also estimated GDp

groMh as a function ofreal interest rate, public saving ratio, foreign saving ratio and exports.

Results showed that all variables had significant positive signs except real interest rate. Thus,

these results do not support the financial repressionist hypothesis that saving and growth are

positively related to tle real interest rate.
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These empirical studies suffer from the following methodological deficiency: Time series

propedies, stationarity, of the variables were not examined. Therefore, regression analyses

based on Ol S regre.sion were misleading - spurious regression.

Chen (2002) examined the relationship between interest rate, saving and income for China for

the period 1952-1999. He used real interest rate - one year saving deposit rate minus inflatjon

rate (using the retail price index) -, estimated teal interest rate, savings - the log of urban and

ruml residents' savings deflated by the retail p ce index - and income _ log ofGDp deflated

by the retail price index. He also used the dummy variable for the economic reforms in China

- for the period 1979-1999. He estimated the coinregration vector and Bayesian VAR with

dummy variable. He applied the FPE criterion to choose the annually Iagged length of

variables. He found, through BVAR, that saving caused income. But, on the other hand, no

causality was found between interest rates and saving. Thus, the McKinnon _ Shaw

hypothesis was not l'oundralid lorChina.

Agrawal (2004) examined the relationship between financial and real variables for four East

Asian countries namely lndonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and South Korea. He used gross

domestic fixed investment, GDP, interest rate on one year fixed deposit and domestic bank

crcdit. He used ECM procedure. Results showed that investment ratio was exogeneious in all

cases except in the case of Indonesia. In the short run, investment ratio was caused by credit

ratio in Malaysia and South Korea. On the other hand, interest rate did cause change in credit

to income ratio in all four countries. Thus McKinnon hypothesis is paftially valid in short run

for Malaysia and South Korea.
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Pentecost and Moore (2006) examined the financial liberalization hypothesis for India for the

period I951-1999 using Johansen method. He used real broad money stock (money and time

deposits), real GDP, fixed capital formation, domestic credit and real interest mte on deposits.

CPI was used to deflate CDP and the broad money stock. They applied the AIC to choose the

annually lagged length of each variable. Results showed two cointegrating vectoN, one for

demand for broad money and another for the investment to CDP ratio. The first cointegrating

vector showed that the demand for money was determined by the investment ratio, real

income and real interest rate. All variables had a positive signs. The second cointegrating

vector showed that investment was positively related with domestic credit and real interest

rate.s2 Thus they found the validity ofthe hypothesis in tems ofpositive relationship between

interest rate and investment and inveslment and monev demand.

Shrestha and Chowdhury (2007) examined financial liberalization hypothesis for Nepal for

the period l970ql - 2003q4. They used autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model. They

specified aggregate savings - real time deposits held at banks as a function of income real

GDP -, real deposit rate on savings and the average population density per bank branch. On

the other hand, they specified investment the total real bank credit- as a function of

aggregate saving, the real bank lending interest rate, the real refinance interest rate and the

volume of real bonowing from the central bank. All variables were in the log form except

interest rates. The dummies variables were used for structure breaks. They used the AIC and

SBC for the detemination ofoptimal leg structure of saving and investment functions on the

52 He found significant eror co.rection terms in ftoner demand od investment equation thal showed both
variables werenot exoaeneious in the model.
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basis oftheir predicting powers. Results showed that in the saving function only interest rate

variable was found significant and had positive sign. All other variables including dummies

were found insignificant. On the other hand, estimated investment function showed that

saving variable had positive sign but interest rate was not significant. In the difference form

re$ession with ECT term, the lags of interest rate variable had significant negative sign in

saving function. On the other hand, saving and interest rate variables also had negative sign in

investment function. ECT terms were significant in all. Thus, in EC models the McKinnon-

Show hypothesis is not valid for Nepal. However it is partially valid in the level form

regression.

2.23.3 Empirical Studies with Reference to Pakistan:

k'Ian and Hasan, (1998) tested the McKinnon-Shaw hypothesis for Pakistan during the peiod

1980 95 using OLS. They used the following two sets of functions (a) real money balances

and investment function and (b) real money balances and saving function. ln set (a) private

investment to income ratio was specified as a function of real income, real money balance,

real inte.est rate and public investment to income ratio. In set (b) the saving income ratio was

specified as a function of real income, real income groMh, real money balance and

dependency ratio. They used real GNP and real per capita income as proxies ofreal income, 1

to 2 year deposit rate of interest minus expected change in CDp deflator was used as a proxy

of real interest rate. Deflated M2 by GDP deflator was used as a proxy of real money

balances. They also used the real money balance to population ratio as a proxy of real per

capita money balances. Employment to population ratio, current account deficit and national
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saving ratio were used as proxies of dependency ratio, foreign saving ratio and saving ratio,

respectively. Results showed that investment function was not cointegrated. Interest rate was

found insignificant in set (b). Thus, the McKinnon - Shaw hypothesis is nor found valid for

the case ofPakistan.

Ansari and Tahir (2002) estimated saving, investment and groMh functions for Pakistan for

the period 1972-1999 using Engle-Grange method. They specified p vate investment to GDP

ratio as a function of real GDP, real interest mte (nominal interest rate5r minus inflation rate),

saving (national and domestic) to GDP ratio and public investment to GDP ratio. Saving

(national or domestic) to GDP ratios were specified as a lunction ofper capita real CDP, real

inlerest rate and foreign saving (curent account deficit) to GDP ratio. Finally they estimated

real GDP growth as a function of saving ratio, real interest rate, foreign saving ratio and per

capita rcal GDP. Results showed that interest rates were found significantly positive in nation

saving functions. However, interest rates were insignificant in domestic saving functions.

Saving ratios were found significantly positive in investment functions. Fu(hermore, interest

rates were found insignificant in real GDP g.owth functions. Thus the McKinnon-Show

hypothesis holds, weakly, for Pakistan.

2,2.3.4 To sum up:

Studies of Galbis (1979), Fry (1980), Khatkhate (1988) and Warman and Thirlwall (1994)

may be suffered from the following methodological deficiencies: Time series properties,

rr Interest rate on saving deposits of6 months to 1 year and 1 to 2 years were used as proxies ofinte.est rate.
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stationarity, ofthe variables were not examined.

regrecsion are misleading - spurious regre.sion.

Therefore, regression analyses based on OLS

Hasan (1998) and Ansari and Tahir (2002) may be suffered from the

of model. Since, they did not consider the possibility of multiple

(Thomas 1997).

Studies of Khan and

invalid specification

cointegrating vectorc

This review shows that the McKinnon - Shaw hypothesis is

this study examines the impact of financial labialization on

the impact of monetary policy in terms of changing interest

groMh can be examined by testing the financial liberalization

not established in LDCS. Thus,

monetary policy effectiveness -

rate on saving, investment and

hypothesis.
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Chapter 3: Models for Measuring
Effectiveness

the Monetary policy

3.1 Interest Rate Model:

Following the literature, the preconditions of monctary policy effectiveness are (l) the
nominal interest rate elasticity of real money demand shor:ld be iow, and (2) the nominal
interest rate elasticity of investment should be higb. Thcse elasticities can be examined by
estimating real money demand and investment functions in logarithmic form. lhus, to
examine the impact of finMcial labialization on monetary policy effectiveness, this study
estimates the demand for real money balances and investment models and the impact of
financial liberalization on these models for pakistan.

3.1.2 Methodology and Model Specification:

This study uses modem cointegratjon techniques lor estimation purposes. Clt..enfly,
(1988, 1991) and pesaran (1996,2001) are pop,tar cointegration rechniques. Each

has some advantages, disadvantages and some prcrequisite conditions to appiy.

The conditions for selecting appropriate estimatio11 method arc:

Joharsen

approach

(i) If ali variables are I(l) at levet and l(0) at

applicable. This approach provides long

fi$t dillerence then Johansen method is

run infomation. However shoft run
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information can be derived from VECM. This approach has an

provides multiple possible cointe$ation relationships. Morcover. it
dLrmmy variable.

advantage that it

allows exogenous

(ii) iI right hand side variables are l(1) or I(0) or combination of I(t) and I(0) and left

hand side variable is I(l) then pesaran,s ARDL method is applicable. This method

provides both sho run ancl long mn information. This method has an advantage that it
allows both I(r) and I(0) types ofvariabres. Moreover, it arso alows dummy variables

(James, 2005).

(iii) If no cointegration is found then llrst difi.erenced

(Engle and Granger, l9g7; Erenburg and Wohar.

coefficients only.

VAR estimation can be utilized

i995) bur this gives short run

(iv) If cointegration exists but number of variabie is

vectors then OLS is applicable (Rao, 2007).

equal to oumber of cointegrating

Thus, this study adopts the rollowing two steps procedure to estimate the models.

i) The Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF)r test are performed to identify the stationary

properties ofthe variables in the model - variables arc I(1), I(0) or more than I(1) .

t\urr rypothesrs rs series h6 a unrt roor.
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2) Then, one of the above mentioned mcthods is performed as per give conditions of
estimation to identify the long run (cointegration) relationship and the shon run

dynamics.

3.1.1.1 Demand for Rcal Money Model:

This section starts with the specification of the real money demand functiorl for rhe estimation

of interest rate elasticity and the impact ol financial liberaljzation on the money demand

iunction for Pakistan over the period 1972_2010., The specification ofthc reai money demand

takes the following functional relationship as:

MD (t)

Where MD defines real money balance (M1/GDP Deflator or M2lGDp Deflator), yR denotes

real income (CDP at 2005 lactor price level) and i is nominal intercst rate (discount rate, id or

money market rate, i.). These specified variables are consistent with Mangla (1979), Khan

(1994), Khan and Ali (1997) and Tahir (2000).

The first step ofempirical analysis involves testing the stationarity properties of tle variables

under consideratjon. The ADF3 test suggests thal all series are stationary at first dilference

level exccpt real money demand with relilrence to M2 and money market rate, im. Both

=f,= rrrn,il

: Cojntegrahon does nor depend on rhe data fre
a ,a.reri) or monrhr) d" . ;;;;";, ;; ;il";iqknc\ 

Il r" r ir oenerd' or sdmprc 'p"n' 
'r 

nere rore. annLai.
Rr-h.raai:Campb;.tandr*Lr.lnrj, "' " '"' cornreg"rtion andlj..' ,or d gi\en rime period,Hl"dio dd
'Jn the ADF tesr, rhe SBC cnlerion is used t r,,,r),.d b) pr.,,i;;,.;;":;;,.1;;;":l.l;: '*nrrryi1g 

r\e oprimar ra8 'cnnh' runhema'ie cach series i,
,ne.ereu,r-rrervaitabteupon,eque.r 

5ieoprion. 
'.' il ercepr. rri) r,end ano inrer.ept and (iiir none.
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variables are found stationarity at level (Appendix i).

study uses Pesaran,s ARDL5 method to idcntify and to

and short run dynamics ofmoney demand function.

Thus, as per identified conditions.a this

test long run cointegration relationship

Thc ARDL model ofk variables can be specified as:

LY11 = ai + li=ra' Llt 1t Z,)=1a21 Ly2, 1+

"l2lzt-t I ". 1 f 7!t tt * et

Where, A is a first difference operator. v,

normally and independently with zero mean

" + Z')=rari A!k-i + f1!tt't*

Q)

is the error term that is assumed to be distributed

and covariance matrix t.

Equation (l) is estimated by oLS. Then | \ = y t = t 3 - . . . = yk = 0 (hypothesis of no

cointegration) is tested using F/ Wald test. pesaran et al (2001) developed an F/Waid test and

critical values for this cointegation testing. While testing cointegration, foilowing three
possjble cases a.e possible:

1) If the calculated F statistics > the upper level of the bound then in this case

cointegration exists.

4_fxplanalor) 
larjables shoutd ro be l(0) or llt

snourd be l(t). ) 0r combinalions of I(0) and I(l). And left hand side variabte
'Man) recenr studies have usen tlri\ pro(edure tor example Tang (2002), James (2005) and Akinlo (2006).
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2) If the calculated F statistics < the lower level of the bound then in this c.r-se no

cointegration exists.

3) Ifthe calculated F statistics lies some$.hcre bet\leen the upper ievel and lowe.level of

lhe bound lhen lhe decision is tnconclu,i\ e.

Ifcointegration exists, then Elror Correction Model (trCM) can be specified as:

Lyrt = ao r l1l=rag Lltt-i t Z','=rar,6rr,,*...n

tr

Zl=tay1 Lyys-1 + VfcTtl +

Q.i)

ECT,=y.+ brr*brrn n!,tyo

ECM wjth dummy variable can also be estimated in ARDL framework. Since, asymptotic

theory of bound test is not affected by the inclusion of ,,one_oll, dummy va able (James

2005).

Thus, ECM with dummy variable can be specified as:

Lv,, = an + l'j=,a,1 Lvtl + Zi=, a4 Ay2 -j + ...+

Dt+ Et

Zi=1a4 nyrr , + \y$cT*1+

aa
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Where, D, is dummy variable.

From equation (1), Iong run elasticities ofthe variables can be calculated as: multiply wjth a

neSative sign to the coefficient of one Iagged explanarory variables (1u) and divided by the

coefficient ofthe one lagged dcpendent variable (11). From equations (2a) and (2b), thc short

run effects are taken directly by the coofficicnts of first difference variables (ar). The

adjustment towards time series long run equilibrium is provided bv the coefficient of e(or

con'ection term (ECTr-r).

The ARDL model ofmoney demand functjon can be written as lbllows:

LMDt = ao + UT=raj LMDt j +

13it-r * eg

2i=1ttj LYRF j + Li=flj Lit t + .trMDFl+ !2yR,-l+

(3)

Ifcointeg.ation exists, then ECM is specified as:

LMDr= q.+\i=,a1 [.MD; j+ Z,;=1ILj LyRtj + 2i-r,01 ni, j + \y$CTt 1+

aa)
And

AMD,:ao+f a,A MDt 1+lu1 LvRt-1
J=7 j=r

+lo1 t+ 1 + \rrfcfr_1 + Dt + 6r

6A
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EC1; = MDt + lzyR, + l]-i, ancl

D, is dummy variable for capturing rhe

onwatds, 0 elsewhere.

financial liberalization effect. D: I fro1r the 1991 and

3.1.2.2 Real Investment Modeli

This section starts with the specification of the investment

interest rate elasticity fo. pakistan over the period 1 972_20 1 0.

investment takes the follo$,ing lunctional relationship as:

function for the estimation oI

The specification ofthe private

r = f(YR,i,P)

Where I defines real private investment (pdvate investment at cu.rent price divided by GDp

deflalor), YR denotes real income (GDp at 2005 lactor prjce level), p denotes GDp Deflator

at 2005 price level and i is nominal interest rate (discount rate, id, or money market rute, im).

These specified variables are consisrenr with Choudhary and Ahmed (1996) and Tahir (2000).

The fi.,t step ofempirical anarysis is testing the shtionarity properties ofthe va abres under

consideration. The ADF test suggests that all series are stationary at first difference revel

except money market rate interest rate variable, i,,. Money markct inlerest rate variable is
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found stationarity at level (Appendix l). T.hus, as per conditions6discussed in section 3.1.2.

this study uses ARDL mcthod to identily and ro tesr long run cointegration relationship and

short run dynamics of investment function fbr pakistan

The ARDL model ofinvestment function oan be lvritten as lollows:

Llt = ao r Z']-rai L It- j + r;=tttjLyRt-j + ,i1Ai Lit j +
"1;-11-1* yrYRl-1+ y,lr-r * ,fnPr_r * e,

Ifcointeglation exists, then ECM is specified as:

2i-1at LP., +

(1)

Llt=ao+2';=1ajLIFj+

Vrgcfr-1 + €t

.1nd

2i=1t11 LY\ i + Zl=,,,tr1 tit i+ Li=ra;Lpt_i +

Z;-1!jLY& 1+ l'],=,q Li;1 + Zi=$tLpt_i +

(1d)

L\ = ao +Zi=taj AIt- j +

\/1rCI.-1 +Dt+ €t

Where

ECTt=/r+ !.vnr+ b4+ fr,

Dr is dumm), variable.

&a

6Explanatory 
variables shoutd to be t(0) or I(1). And teft hand sjde variable should be t(l).
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3.1.3 Estimated Results:

The first step ofempirical analysis involvcs testing thc stationarity properties of the variables

under consideration. The ADF test has performed in previous section (Appendix i).

This study then focuses on finding the optimal lag length ofeach trst differenced variable in

the model. The SBC criterionT is used lor this. Tables 3_l and 3.2 show the estimated results

of money demand and investment modeis, rcspectively. Computed F statistics are tbund

greater than upper critical value ofthe bound in aI models.B rhus, cointegration relationship

exists in the models. The optimal lag structure in the ECM is determined by Hcndry,s general

to specilic approach (Hendry and Ericsson, 1991). This approach drops the first differenced

variable(s) sequentially if the absolute value of irs t ratio js less than one. Jarque_Bera (JB),e

serial correlation LM (LM)'o and Ramsey RESET (RESET) tests are perfomed. Results

show no model misspecification and serial corelation problems in the models (Appendix 2).

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are the plots of Cumulativc Sum of Recursive ResidLrals (CUSUNo, and

Cumulative Sum of Square of Recursive Residuals (CUSUMSe) tests at 5% significance

Ievel ofthe money demand and investment modcls, respectively.

;r"f ",*""'roundstrshrtymoreerficienrlhanAICcrilerion(CheuncandLie,t99j;ChangandCaudill,

i 3,;,,",."rr "",0r. ., i,iLd, \,tre, d.(,ar.er fi on \-rd).r . r00s,\url h)pothesis olJB resr rs thar rcsrduat norm at disiritrrton, stewress i. zero excess kurosis is zcro.
," 

\ull \) porlesis of I \4 re .t i, rhar there i. no .ena, cJretdriol.\rl, h,porhc-,ol RfSf rre.r i,rhd mode, is.onr.L) .pc.i.ed.
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Long run coefficient estimates:

L,07' ,0.18" 6.53'

Short run coefficient estimates:
AMD AYR ai. Aia ECT-1

o.2sh) 0.09(1) -0.5s' - 0.03

run coelficient estimafes:

1.11' -0.33 11.1'

Short run coefficient cstimates:
AMD AYR ai. Aia ECT,l

0.49" (1)

o.s6'(2)
0.27(3)

,0.s9(1) 0.26 (1)

0.43 (2)

o.2s (3)

-1.26 - 0.001

\.:.: r+-e rrffi
_ - *' renre,en,, t0 percenr.,snificance le\el I iB, *.;" p"*,,".-... ,i. i" .,;r..

r03

Table 3.1: Moncv Demanrl with rcferenceli M1
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Figure 3-t: Plot of CUCUM aI,a CUSUNISQ f";M;y D"*
For Model (MD1 \R. i.)
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For Model (MD Y,id)
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Table 3.1, based on the real money demand (MDl) modcl, shows thal thc long run real

income elasticity coefficient is statistically significant and in the neighbourhood of one. The

coefficients on tle discount rate and money market rate variables are significant, negative and

less than one. The money market interest rate coefficicnt shows that a one percent increase in

inae.est rate leads to 0.18 percent decrease in the demand for rcal money (MD l). The discount

interest rate coefficient shows that a one percent increase in interest mte leads to 0.33 percent

decrease in the demand for real money (MDl). Results are also consistent in rerms of interest

rate inelasticity in the shoft run. Thus, one condition, interest elasticity of real money demand

should be low, for monetary policy effectivencss holds. The dummy variable for p.e and post

financial liberalization is found insignificant in the models of real money di]Inand (MDl).

Moreover, figure 3.1 demonstrate that overall the plots of CUSUM and CUSUMSe of the

moncy demand functions are stable.l2 Thus, financial liberalization does not change the

parameter's value ofthe estimated modols over time for pakistan.

''1 The plor of cuslnllsQ for model
significaDce. otherwise ir is stabte.

(MD. Y, id) is unstabte for the period 2001_200,1 at 5 o/o tevel of

]]1
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'l'able 3.2: Rcal Investmenf- I

cocfficient estimates:Lone run
YRP

7-47' 0.03 -0.r.4"' 5.69'

Short run coefficient estimates:
AI AYR ai. Aia ECT-l D

0.13(1) 1.s3"11) -0,61"'{1) 0.16'(1) -0,5s' 0.01

Lon run coefficient estimates:
YRP

L.73' 0.01 -0.04 9.73'

Short run coefficient estimates:
AI AYR ai. Aia ECT.T D

0.30" (1) 2.96"(1)
0.2x"'(2) 3.67"{2)

2.06"(3)

0.93'(3) -0.37'(3) -1.35' 0.02

xot"' *."p.es"nrs t poc@
* ** represenrs l0 percenr significance revel r;g** ;i, p"*,tr,"-*. *" i"e 

"i-,u"..

I i2
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Figure 3.2: Plot of CUSUM and CUSULSe lbr Investmerrt
l'or Model 0. YR. P. i-)
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Table 3.2, based on real pdvate investment model, shows that the long run real income

coelficient is statistically significanr and lies between l.4j to 1.73. The coelficient ofmoney

market rate is found significant, ncgative and less than one. However, the coefticient of the

discount rate is found insignificant. The coefficjent ofprice level is also found insignificant.

ln the short run. the coefficient ofthe money markct interest rate is fbund significant, positivc

and less than one. The coefficient of discount interest rare is lound significMt, positive and

less than one. Thus, the second condition - interest elasticity of investment should be high,

significantly negative - for the effectiveness of monetary policy does not hold for pakistan.

Furlhermore, dummy variable is lound insignificant. Thus, financial liberalization has no

impact on investment in Pakistan. Moreover, ovemll, the plots of CUSUM and CUSUMSe

show that the investment functions arc stable.l3 Hence, financial liberalization does not

change the parameter's value ofthe estimated models over time for pakistan.

J.l.J Compariron with orhcr srudies:

Estimated results of money demand lunctions sho\\, that these results are consistent, in telms

of positive significant sign of real income and negative significant sign of nominal interest

rate with the studies of Mangla (1979), Khan (1932), Khan and Raza (1989), Khan and

Ahmed (1990), Flossian (1994), Tahir (2000), eayyum (2005) and Husssain et at (2006) for

Pakistan.

l'FAu^. I2 'h." rhar.the ptor oi CUSUMSe of invesrftenr modet (1, yR, p, id) is slishtjy unstable ar 5 %erelol .nrl.dnceldrlhep(r;^o too:-'ao4.orhervi.e . !laol(.

rti
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on the other hand, cstimated results of investmcnt funcrions show that these rcsurts are

consistent, in terms of negative significant sign of nominal interest rate with the studies of

Klran and Khan (2007) and Ahmed and ealyum (2008) for the period 19.72_2005 for

Pakistan.

3.1,4 SectoralAnalysis:

This study analyzed the impact of financial liberalization on preconditions for monerary

policy eflectiveness at aggregate revel. Results show that only one condition for the

effectiveness of monetary policy holds lor pakistan_ Furthemore, the CUSUM and

cusuMSQ aod dummy variable tests show that financiar liberalization does not atlbct

money demand and investment functions. A lurLher logical step is to examine the same

conditions for the effectiveness of monetaiy policy at sectorai level. Three major sectors of

the Pakistan's economy are ag curture, in<rustriar and services sectors. This is not necessary

that ifthe preconditions for monetary policy efl.ectiveness do not hold at aggregate level then

the precondjtions also do not hold at sectoral ]evel. In fact, the preconditions for moneaary

policy elfectiveness might hold lor a particular secior ofthc economy.
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3.4.1.1 Sectoral Demand lor Real Money Model:

Iollowing the literature the specification of fie sectoral real demand

following fu nctional .elationship.

MD

venest

lbr moncy takes the

f (y Rk, i)

Where MD defines real moncy balancc (Ml/CDp cteflator),ra yRk denotes sectoral real

income (sectoral nominal GDp deflated by GDp deflator). Thus, yRk represents yA, yl and

YS as real income of agriculture, industrial ancj services sectors, respectjvely. i is nominal

interest rate (discount rate, jd,or money market rate, in).

As discussed, the first step of empirical analysis is testing the stationarity properties of the

variables under consideration. The ADF tcst suggests that ali series are stationary at first

dillerence level except money market rate, i,.. This variable is found stationarity at level

(Appendix 1). Thus, as per identified conditions,l5 this study uses ARDL method to identify

and to test long .un cointegration relationship and short run dynamics of sectoral money

demand model.

M

The ARDL modei of money demand with

follows:

agricultural rcal income (yA) can be written as

'r\l: 
_GDP-deflnror 

is round I(0). Thus srudJ sues onry Mr/GDp delrator which is r(r). Holvever, MD2 modeli l,T-,led:.ResLrri.ai: 
. 01: Lrefl sirh \,lDt *ou.. -j*" r.r 

" "r"" 
..;,".,.- - -"''.

LxprdndloD vdrdbte. .hou d ro be l,0r or t, L cr.o l.h t.rjd s:Jc \d:dote ,houid be (tl

I l7
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AMDr=ao+1.aj L,UOr-, + ltt, tVl, i +l<11 Air-1 +yrMDt r+.!2yAF1j-t j=7 H

+ l3ir-1 + et

Ifcointegration exists, then ECM is specilied as:

LMD. -ar+U.'t ,a,AMD,-, t ,:-,u AyA.

tt

And

AMDI = o6 +la1 LMDI-1 +
j=7

ll here

ECTs = 142, .t lzYe, + bi,

D' is dummy variable.

+ Zi=tEt L4 t + \|IECTF|+

lr,oro,-, +\o1tit-1
j=1 I=1

+ \/1ECI, 1+Dt+ €r

(3.1)

(j.1a)

(3.1b)

and
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Similarly, the ARDL model of moncy demand funcrion wirh industrial real income (yl) can

be written as follows:

LMD, = ao + Zi=laj L M4_j + Li_ttr1 Lvti
^{2YIt tI .lri6-1* 

e1

,4nd

Where

ECTI = MDt+ 2yt,+ bi,

Dt is dummy variable.

+ li=rrq Lie j + y1MDFl +

(4.1)

LMD = ao + Z';=1aj LM4-, + Ui=lpj Lytt_j + Li=tE j Ai;j + \/1tCIr_1 + €t

(4.1a)

\UlrCIr_1 + Dt +

(4.1b)

AMD, - ao + Lt;=Jj LMDFj + Li=, p1 Lrt,_, + \,]=rrplLir.'1

119

Ifcointegation exists, then ECM is specified as:
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Finally, the ARDL model of money demand lunction with services real

written as lollows:

inoome (YS) car be

LMDt = ao + Z';=raj LM4_ j + Li=rqLVS, ,

1rY56 1* y.i1-1 * e,

llcointcgration exists, then ECM is specified as:

LMDt:

AMD1 = ao +\a1 LMDt-i +
j-r

Llhere

ECTI = MDr+ LVS,+ !.i,

+ }i=rqi Li-i + .tlMDG\+

+ \y $CTt-\ +

+ V1EC7. 1+ Dt + €t

ab)

(5)

Aa)

And

oo-).o,AMD.rt )p, lrs, + F,p,ai,_,'i1 
=ff

\u, ott,-, + \o1 tit-1j=7 j=1

and

Dl is dummy variable.

ll0
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3.1.4.2 Sectoral lleal Investmert Moalel:

Following the literature, the specification of the scctoml real private inv€strnent takes the

follorving functional relationship.

|k: f(YR, i, P)

Where Ip defines sectoral real private investmcnt (private investment at current prica deflated

by CDP deflator). Thus, Ik represents IA, Il and IS as real investment in agdculture, industrial

and services secto6, respectively. yR denotes reai incomel6 (GDp at 2005 factor p ce level),

P denotes GDP Deflator at 2005 price levcl and i is nominal interest rate (discount rate, id, o.

money market rate, i.).

The ARDL model ofagriculture investment flA) can be written as follows:

AIAI = ao + >1;=1aj L IAr_1 + li=rp; LyRt 1+ Zi=,qLi, j + L1;=1.0j Lpt j +

YJAI 1+ Y..YL 1 + y3ir-1 + faPt 7+ q 6)

Ifcointegration exists, then ECM is specified as:

LIA, = a,, + r1!_. a. L tA-

VlECTr 1 + €t

'6 tatiag reat GDp as proxy of real income in
Ahmed and Qaylrm (2008,2009) forpakisran.

+ Zi=1pj LYRFj + ,i=raj Li, j + Lt;=tEjLpii +

(6a)

secloral investment funcrions is co.sislent with the sludies of

r2l
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And

A1,4. = a" + 11 , a. LlA. +

V1'CI.-1 +Dt+ et

Where

ECTI = /et + LYR]' + 5i. +rr Ir

D is dummy variable.

L,llt = a6 +ll=ra1 LllFj + 2i=1pj I,YRF j

f.ll, | | y2YRt r T yJr, r+ t4p,..+ ",

Zi=rq LYn, i + li=,EiAi' j+li-tajLPt j+

(6b)

fet ana

Similarly, the ARDL model ofindustrial investmcnt (ll) can be writteo as follows:

Ifcointcgration cxists, then ECM is specified as;

l.llr=as+li=ra1 LtL j+ 2t;=1pj LyRt.j + ri=lejLit-j +

,.yiCTt-1+ Er

+ }i=,q; A4-i + 2i=1aj LPFj +

2i=r,p1 LP' 
' 

+

(7a)

(7.)

And

LItt = ao + Z1;=1aj Lltrj + Zl=1ttj Ay.Y j
\l/1rcfr 1+Dt+ el

+ ,i=l(p j Ait-j + 2i=1aj LPt j +

(7b)

t22
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lihere

ECTt: /1r + byRr+ bir+ !tp, onrt

D is dummy variable.

Finally. the ARDL model ofservices investment (IS) can be written as foliows:

LIq=a.o+Z';-lajLtst j+ Z;=tttj LyRt j + tilaj Lit_j + Zitoi Lp, i+
"lrlSs-1| yrYRr-, + T3l.-1 + ^lnP1-1* c, 

@)

LI&:ao+rl=tajLISI 1+\i=,p1 ayRt 1+ Zi=,e1 air_1 +ZilqjLp--j+
,1,$CTt 1+ xr 

(Sa)

LIS1: an+l']=ra1 A,tSr-j + li=rp1 LyRtl + Z,]=rq1 Lir_1 + Di=1O1Af, i +
\.,lgcf. 1+Dr+ e, 

6b)

ll.here
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ECTI=15.+ bYRr+ bir+ l-zp, ancl

D, is dummy variable.

3.1.{.3 [,stimated Rcsults:

The first step of empirical analysis is testing the stationarity properties of the variables under

consideration. The ADF test h.6 perlbrmed (Appendix 1).

This study ther focuses on finding the optimal 1ag length of each first differenced variabie.

The SBC criterion is used for this. Tables 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 show the estimated results of

money demaad models. Tables 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 show the estimated rcsults of investnent

models. Computed F statistics is fourld greater than upper critical value ofthe bound in all

models. Thus, cointegration relationship is exists in all models.r? The optimal lag structure in

the ECM is determined by Hendry,s gcnerai to specilic approach. This approach drops the

first differenced variable(s) sequentially if the absoiute value of its t ratio is less than one.

Jarque-Bera (JB), sedal corelation LM (LM) and Ramsey RESET (RESET) tests are

performed. Results show no model misspecification and se al corelation problems in the

models (Appendix 2.1).

Figures 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 are the plots of Cumulative Sum of Recursive Residuals

(CUSUNO, and Cumulativc Sum of Square ofRecursive Residuals (CUSUMSe) tests at 50%

r? Exccpt in rhe case ofagriculrural secror lvhe.e no coinlegratio! is found wirh monev market interesl .ute ar r0oo level o .icnifi.anLe.

r21
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significance level of sectoral money demand models. Figures 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are the

plots ofCumulative Sum ofRecursive Residuals (CUSUM), and Cumulative Sum ofSquare

of Recursive Residuals (CUSUMSe) tests a! 5% significance level of sectoral investmenr

models

Tablc 3,1.1: Monev Demand with refercnce to l\ID1 and yA

Long run coefficient estimates:

YA F6o,,,,aTest

No

Short run coefficient estimates:

Coint€gration 2.51

AMD AYA A i,r ECT.1 D

No Cointegration

Long run coefficicflt estimates:

YA Fro,noTest

t-11'

Short run coeflicient estimates:
0.6;'

8.59'

AMD A YA. Ai- Aia ECT-I D

0.18 (1)
0.43'(2)

0.31"(1)
0.42' (2:)

0.26"G)

- 0.75^ - 0.001

Noie: * represents I pcrce.t si@
* ** represents 10 percent sisnificance lelcl. Figu.es in pa.enthescs are lag number.
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f"Ot":.f.:, Uonev n"-ana ,roit 
"ter"n"" to IVO ana yi

Long run coefficient cstimates:

FroundTcst

0.92" -0.25' 8.12^

Short run coefficient estimates:
AMD AYI a i,. Aia ECT.T

0.37" (r)
0.29" (2t

- 0.62 (t)
- 0.48 (2)

0.14'(1)
0-12""(2)

- 0.81' - 0.02

Long run coefficient eslimates:

YI Fbou"dTest

I.01' 8.16'
0.16""

Short run coefficient estimates:
A }ID AYI ai. Aia Itcl -r

0.10'(l)
- 0.12' - 0.02

I'ot", - .+."*,
i ** .epresents 10 percent s;Enitjcance lelel. r;gr*. i, p"*"rl** 

". i,g,,rlrU"..
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Table 3.1.3: Monev Demrnd with refercnce to NID and YS

Long run coefficient estimates:

YS i- ia Fr,ou,uTest

0.91' -0.25' - 79.5"

Short run coefliaicnt estimates:

A MD A YS A i,,, A iO ECT-I D

0.29""(1) - 0.91(1) 0.1s' (r) - - 0.73^ - 0.01

0.27'" (2) 0.1s" (2)

Long run co€fficient estimatcs:

YS i- iu l'L,o,"aTest

0.g1' - -0.3{" 15.55'

Short run cocfficient cstimates:

AMD AYS Ai- Aia ECT-I D

0.,1r' (1) - r.67'(r) - 0.291') - 1.16', - 0.01

0.s7' (2) -0.9?' (2) 0.38"(2)

o.lo^13) 0.3311)

N.l-.-,q*.""t'1p*,l'i.s"il*eleve1,++represents5percen1significancele!cl,
+ ** represcnrs l0 perccnl significance level. Figures in ptentheses are lag numbcr'
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Chapter 3: Models 1or Meusurin.q the Monetary policv Ellbctivenes:,

Figure 3.,1.1: Plot of CUSIIM and CUSLTMSe for Mone1, Demand (N4D l)
For Modei (MDI. YA. id)

for lr4odel (\1D l. YA- id)
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Charyr 3: Models for Measuring the Monetary poliq, Effectiveness

Figure 3.4.2: Plot ofCUSUM and CUSUMSQ for Money Demand (MDt)
For Model (MDl. YI. im)
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Figure 3-,1.3: Plot of CU@
For Model (MDl. yI. id)
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Iigure 3-4.4: Plot of CUSUU una CUSUUSq fo,l,to*y O",runa 1lAO1For Model (MDl. YS. i-)
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Figrre 3.4.5: Plot of CUSUV una CUSUV-q f* l4*.yD.-*a lt,IOr'1
For Model (MD1. YS. id)
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Iables 3. f. i, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, based on sectorai real money demand (MDl) models, show that

tlat the long run real income coefficient is statistically significant and lies between 0.91 to

I.47. The coefficie[ts of the discounl rate and money market rate variables are signiiicant,

negative and less than one. The value lics betwcen 0.16 to 0.6g. However, no cointcgration is

found in the case of agriculture income with money market interest rate. In the short run,

results are also consistent in terms of interest rate clasticities. Dummy variable is found

insignificant in all models of real money demand. Mo.eover, the plots of CUSUM and

CUSUMSQ show that the money demand modcls are stabler8 for the given sample. Thus,

financial liberalization does not change the parameter,s value ofthe estimated models over

time for Pakistan.

3 FiSure 1.4.4 sho$s that the ptot ofCUSUMSO
rhe pc.oLr 200r-2005 ar 5 % n*, ,.,*,0**","J#fl,,"J"deman 

rodel (MDl' Ys, i.) is sl;shtlv unstable ror

t]]
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Table 3.2.1: Investment with reference to lA

Long run coelficient estimates:

YR P FboundTest

No

Short run coefficient cstimates:

Cointegration 2.42

AIA AYR P ai. Aia ECT.I D

No Cointegretion

Long run coelficient estimates:

PYR Fho,ndTest

_0.51 0.02'

Short run coefficient estimates:

2.09' 9.t t'

AIA AYR a i,, Aia ECT-I D

-t).21 (2) 2.7s(1'
-0.34'^(3) 2.33(3)

-0.0211) 0.s1^11)

0.86' (3)
- 0.21' - 0.17"

\.:":' rrprercnts I pera"ffi
* ** rcpr€senls r0 perccn! sisnificancc levcl. Figures in parenth;"" -" r"g 

",_U"..
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Chapter 3j!'4odels for Measuring the MonetT

Table 3.2.2i Investment with refcrence to II

Long run coelficient estimates:

ld Fbo,.dTest

2-01' -0.01'

Short run coefficient estimatcs:

-0.75' 12,11'

AII a i,. A i,r ECT-I

-0.s0' (1) -s.17^(3)
-0.80' (2) -1.e9 (4)
-0.2s'13)
-0.3r^(4)

-0.02'(1)
-0.02^ Q)
-0.02'(3)

0.7e^(1)

0.6E'(2.)

0.38"(3)

0.3311)

- 1.37' 0.0r

f-ong run coelficient esfimates:

id

2.5) _0.01'

Short run coefficient estimates:

-0.88' 17.29'

AII AYR ai. Aid ECT-T

-0.0211)
- 0.85' 0.01

Note, - .ep."se"
* ** represents 10 percenr significance level. Fisures ; ,"ilil;;;;;;r",.

l3J
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Table 3.2.3: Investment with reference to IS

Long run coefficient estim:rtes:

lLl Fbou.dTest

0.68' -0.02'

Short run coefficient estimates:

-0.05 9.21^

AIS Aia ECT-1AYR P A i,"

-0.32"' (4) -1.12"\1) -0.02',(1)
-0.90 (2) _0.0212)

-3.12'(3) -0.02',(3)

-2.61'(4) -0.0214)

0.0812)
0.0s'(r)

- 0.87' - 0.02

Long run coefficient estimates:

YR F6o,ndTest

0.16' -0.01'

Short run coeflicient estimates:

-0.11 11.85'

AIS AYR A i", Aia ECT-I

-0.83 (2)

2.93'(3)
-0.0r'(1)
-0.01(2)
-0.0113)
-0.01 (4)

0.13 (1)

0.26" (3)
- 0.11' -0,17

Note * rep.esents 1 percertffi
* ** reprcsents l0 perc€nr significance 1evet. Figures nr pareniheses are lag number.
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Figure 3.4.6: Plot ofCUSUM and CUSUMSe lor Sectoral Investmen($
For Model (lA. YR.P. id)
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Chaptgr 3: Models for Measuring the Moneta

Figuie 3.4.7: Plot ofCUSUM and CUSUMSe lor Secroral Invesrment (ID
lor Model (II. YR. P. im)
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Chopter A Models for Measuring the Monetory policy Effectiveness

Figure 3.4.8: Plot ofCUSUM and CUSUMSQ lor Secroral Invesrmcnr 0l)
llor Modcl (ll. YR. P. id)
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9]y4!!3_M"!4!er Measuring the Monetary Poti

Figure 3.4.9: Plot of CUSUM and CUSUMSe b.-;ro.ai ;str""nt 0D
For Modcl (IS. YR.P. im)
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Figure 3.4.10: Plot ofCUSUM and CUSUMSQ for Secroral Investment (lS)
For Model (IS. YR. P. id)
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Chapter 3 Models fgr Meosuring the Monetary policy Effq tiveness

Table 3.2.I for ag culture investment model sho$,s that cointegration does not exist in the

model rvith money market interest rate. In the model with discount rate, income elastioity is

found negative while interest ratc elasticity is found positive. This is theo.etically

inconsistent.l9 In the shofi run, the result is consistcnt in tcrms of interest rate elasticity.

Tables 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, based on i[vestment modeis of industrial aod services sectors. show

that the long run real income coeflicicnt is statistically signjficant and lies between 0.68 to

2.55. The long run discount (ate and moncy market mte coefficients are statistically

significant and lies between -0.88 to -0.14. Thus, tle second condition interest elasticity of

investment should be high - lor the effectiveness of monetary policy does not hold for

Pakistan. Furthemore, dummy variable is found insignificant in the models ofmanufacturing

and services sectors and significantly negative in the case of agriculture model. Thus,

financiai liberalization has no impact on investment in the case of industrial and services

sectors and negative impact in the case ofagriculture sector. Moreovcr, the plots ofCUSUM

and CUSUMSQ show that the sectoral investment models are stable.2o Thus, financial

liberalization docs not change the parameter,s value of tle estimated models over time for

Pakistan.

re theorv assumcs rhat inveshe.t shourd be negativery reralcd 10 interest rate. Thus. inlerest ralc erasriciry torn\e:rl en 'hould oc mo,e rt"r one $r.h ncsJri\e ,ig
" 

1"r,,:,:,_, i:i,::.r"" r0,row rha. he.ot;,. or ( ( sr \lso ri mooet., . \ R. p. ir,.nd,rs. \k. p. rd) tue\.'Enfly D, !rabre dr 5"o {gnrtic.,rcc le\et for rt_. perioJ toSo to.,r dnJ taqo.200t. ,e"pccl\et), orheBr,e.he
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:.1.5 ConcludingRemarks:

Economic theory identifies certain preconditions2r \r/hich determine/constrain the

effectiveness of monetary policy in terms of price levcl, employment, and real output on the

one hand and on the other hand saving and invcstmcnt. This sectjon is concerned to evaluate

the extent to which these conditions - reflected in structuml characteristics of the macro

economy hold in Pakistan.

This study have examined the impact offinancial liberalization in terms ofpreconditions for

the effectiveness ofmonetary policy in pakistan for tjre period 1972 to 2010 by estimating the

interest elasticities ofthe real money balance and rcal investment at both aggregate level and

sectoral level

At aggrcgate level, this is found that the coefficient of interest rate elasticity with respect to

real money balances (MDl) shows that demand lor high-powered money has low interest

elasticity in Pakistan. Sectoral results are also cons;stent in terms of low interest rate

elasticity. Thus at both aggregate and sectoral lcvels the one condition for the effectiveness of
monetary policy is seen to exjst.

On the other hand, this is found that the real investment has low interest rate

Sectoral results are also consistcnt jn terms of low or trivial interest .ate elasticity.

second condition for the efl-ectiveness ofmonetary policy docs not hold fbr pakistan.

elasticity.

Thus, the

:r ThSe prcconditrons are: (t) the nominal iflterr,r,"""",i."r,""."o.",""iil;;;;;;i:il#.T:iiiicJi:ltrlv orred monev demand shourd be row, and (2)
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Iurthermore, dummy variable of financial ljberalization is also lound insignificant at both

aggregate and secto.al 1evels.22 Moreover, overall, the CUSUM and CUSUMSe tests show

that finsncial liberalization does not changc the parameter,s value over time _ parameters are

consistent in both pre and post linea.ization periods. Thus, on the whole. financial

liberalization has no impact on the efLctiveness ofmonetary policy lor pakistan.

" ln the case ofagriculiural invesrrenr model dumrr], variable has significant negative si8n.
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Chapter 3: Models r Measuring the Monetary Poli

3.2 Money Supply Model

In order to assess the effectiveness ol monetary policy it is very important to know whether

changes in monetary aggregates causc changes in other economic variabres or vice versa. In

other words, we have to identify the direclion ofthc causality2r betwcen monetar), aggregates

(Ml and M2) and other economic variablcs (real output, exchange rate and price level) and

establish the exogeoneity of monetary aggregates.',

Our interest is (i) to detem;ne whether Ml and M2 are exogenous, and (ii) to determine the

direction of causality between M1 dnd M2 on the one hand, and real output, exchange rate

and pdce change on the other. Monerary policy will bc considered effectjve if (i) monetary

agg.egates2t are exogenous and (ii) these variables cause significart movement in the price

level, exchange rate and real output variables.

3.2.1 Mcthodology and Modcl Specificationi

Following the literature, the model contains an output

variable (Ml or M2), an interest rate variable (call

variable (GDP deflator) and the exchange rare (t{s./$).

variable (real GDp), a money supply

money market interest rate), a price

'zr Nor( rhdr the causJlir) anatt\is !rud,€d in rhi\
\.du.e. y- simpr) neJ,.,,,cr \ con,a:n. L-e,,;:::ljil,:ll.l:,jl.,x,fl!i:"*"ri1. r-ar i- lhe erpre5sioq

.",ffi::'ffl.1'*:,1":o'Irerd'1 PoiL)\ari'|hreP'c\ou..,,;.,;;;,;;'"".,.,)por,c)eftcc,,\ene$wirh
This section focuses on monetary aggresates (M1 and M2J

l.+5
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Money supply variables (Ml and M2) are used as proxies ofmonetary policy. The use ofthc
Ml variable is consistent with these studies: Khan and Siddiqui (t990), Abbas (1991),

Hussain (1992), Biswa-s and Saunders (1998), Masih and Masih (1996), yu (1997) and Tahir
(2003). On the other hand, the use of the M2 variable is consistent with these studies: Khan

and Siddiqui (1990), Abbas ( r99t ), Masih and Masih (1996), yu (1997) and Tahir (2003).

The first stcp of empirical analysis is testing the stationarity propefties ofthe variables under

consideration. The ADF test suggcsts that all serjes are (i) non stationary at level and (ii)
stationary at firsr diffcrence (Appendix 3). Thus, as per identified conditions in section 3.1.2,

this study uses Johansen,s multivariate cointegrating method to estimate Vector Error
Colaection Model (VECM).26 The Johansen,s method has an advantage over the Engle and

Granger (1987) method that it allows multiplc cointegration relationship(s). The Engle and

Granger (1987) method rest.icts cointegration to only one cointegration relationship.

Foliolving steps are involved in the estimation ofVECM:

the Johansen,s method is performed to identify the cointcgration relationship(s).

Then, VECM is esrimared to identify (i) tle exogenous and (ii) the direction ofthe
causality.

Iflagged error corection term (ECT. r) is significant in VECM rhen rhis significance exprains
thal (i) causaliry runs from all right hand side variables ro Ieft hand side va.jable and (ii)
economerric endogeneity of left hand side variable (Masih and Masih 1996; Tahir 2003)

':6 Many.ecent srudies have been used this procedue for exampte Masih and Masih (i996) and Tahi (2003).

1)

2)

I{6
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This study specifies Vector Auto Regressjon (VAR) model of order k using parameter

notation from Johansen and Juslelius (1990) as:

y,=6+ztry, r+7r2yr2+. , -+7rtt1 k+yt, t=1,2,.,.7 
(r)

Where yr is ar? dimensional vector of left hand side variables yl,y2,...,y".y, is the error

term that is distributed nonnally and independendy with zero mean and covariance matrix r.
The matrices 7\,7r2,. . .,7t k ol the parameters contain the coefficients oflagged variables, and

d is vector of constants. Due to non stationarity of dl variables under consideration at level,

this study expresses the vAR in (1) in first difference form. As cointegration estabrishes the

\ LCV olm rariables can be spccified as:

Lvtt = h + dt&cq-t +iA,,ou, , *i 6,,,or,, , *...*i;,ia!* 
, + r,

-/=1 r=l

^y!,--/r,-q,.ECT 
.i^ 

" Zl, oy , _i6,,or, ,,,
(A)

I_l

^v. 
- p"'o-,rcr ,-i6, ar, iC o, ,.. ,2,0..a", ,",

Which in compact fotm can be riten as:
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Ly. p rECf ,, f,4y,., - f.af, ....f AJ4.,_, 
tA.tl

Where

f,=-{L,-Tz-...-r,) i -1,2, ..., k I and

7t=-(I-1\ tr- ...-rt) where 1is an identity matrix.

The Johansen's methodology consists of testing the rank of r which, establishes the number

ofcointegrating vectors. Three possible cases may arise_ These cases are defined as:

(i) If Rank (r) is 0 then r is a null marrix. ln this case, the classical approach of

reglession offirst difference Vecto. Auto Regression is appropriate.

(iD lfRank (r) is m then n is a full rank marrix. In this case, a Vector Auto Regression in

level form is suitable.

(iiD If Rank (rr) is r < m then r is not a full rank matrix. Thcrefore, the coefficient matrix

can be written as 7r = d.B, where o. and p are each matrices ofdimension m x r.

l.l8
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This study computes the eigenvalues )",, ( i :1, , m) of the matrix :r. ), trace and )" max

statisiics2T are used to identify the number ol cointeSrating vector(s). Johansen establish€d

this statistics in 1988.

This study uses Vector Error Correction modelingrs to identify (i) the causality between

money supply variable and other economic variables and (ii) to establish the exogeneity of

money supply variables.

This study has m :j. Ifcointegration exjsts, then this study specifies 5 variables VECM as:

il r-l ^rLv4 = h+ tt|ECT t+1,0,,^],4-, n7.o,,tu,_, +\v,,t4_, +lal,N,_, +lt,,Le,_, +e,, 121j=t r-t F A

tl . r IM,-A+o.ECT )-Zd.^tB- -Zs oM ir,,.ae -\-- N -1,t,,u, +c., rtti" i ; ";" ,-,

N, p" - a., EC r_, - r O" 
^yB_ 

.)0, oM Lr" tp f,, oi.._ia,t",,r 
",,str-t i=t i.t m 7t

r\.,. /t,-cts EcT +\o. *n -\e- a,rz ip alo , $ar. &._ -ir,,a",, *a, ro)i=i rl ':' 
=', 

'-, f,

\Yhere M represents Ml or M2, yR is real GDp, p is GDp cleflator, i is nominal interesr rate

(money market rate) and e is exchange rate (rupee/ $). Variables are in log form. .Ihis 
study

estimates following two models.

ll ltrace 
(.) = rr',-., h (r,r!D and ). max (r,.+r ) = _r l. (t-L+,)

":.Tfi,:H: 
*--, va.iable is used for capturing rle nnanl;r lrerar;zatton impact that is embodied is
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(i)

(iD

Model-l: Ml, P, YR, i, and e and

Model-2: M2, P ,YR, i, and e.

3.2.2 Results:

The first step of empirical analysis involves

uoder consideration. Thc ADF test shows that

(Appendix 3).

is the stationarity properties of the vadables

all variables are stationary at first difference

This study then focuses on finding the order olVAR. The SBC criterion2e is used lbr selecting

the optimal lag length. The Wald test for leg exclusion is also applied. ltrace and

,1 mon statistics are used to identifying the number of cointegrating .elationships. The

existence ofcointegration also implies that VECM can be estimated.l0

For model-l, Mt, yR, p, i, e, the SBC criterjon chooses VAR (l) as ahe optimat lag length

(Appendix 4). The Wald test for lag exclusion chooses also the same VAR (l) (Appendix 5).

1trace and Lmax tests at 95% critical values identify one cointegrating vectorll (Appendix

6).

:" 
Sequenlral Modified LR Iest Sulisrics (LR),_Final p.ediction Ero. (FpE), Akaike Informarion Cri.€rion' Al' ,. s.nsa,z tlromarion .ritc,ion ,S.. ,"U danrd,.OJ, n r,,r^,." ,"" C. i,,;;;;d,'"i" ,*, ,* ,.u;"goor,nar rrc rcns,h sBc re{ serecr" m:.,,mLm 

"pu".ur ,., t.,,s;. r.,;:.p,,;.r'i;;'f*;;'",]ro roaroia Lrrco-\ (r pxranreterization probtem.' Howe\er. it coinregrarron r\ not estJblishe.l
dfnanncs (tr.enburg and wohar. 1995) 

then the eslimation ofvAR is used to caplure the short run

\onnallzedco:rtgraring\edori,n-eqe ed ir Appcnd.. 12.
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For model-2, M2, \R, P, i, e, rhe SBC crirerion chooses VAR (l) as rhe oprimal lag length

(Appcndix 7). The Wald tesr for lag cxclusion chooses also the same VAR (t) (Appendix 8).

), trace and l max tests at 950% critical values identify two cointcgrating vectors32 (Appendix

8).

Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the results lrom VECM. The optimal lag structure in the VECM is

determined by llendry,s general to spccific approach. This approach drops the first

differenced variable(s) sequentialry ifthe absolute value ofits t ratio is ress than one. JB, LM

aod RESET tests arc perfomed. Results of model_l show no model misspecification and

serial correlation problems (Appendix l0). ltesults of model-2 also show no model

misspecification and serial colaelation problems (Appendix I l).

Tcble .1.-l : VfC\,1\ lr ith refcrencc lo \l I

AM Ai Ae AYR AP ECT,"r

AM

Ai

Ae

AYR

AP

-0.4?^'

-0.18" 0.11"

Note: Only significanr first dirT
'ret.eselr,lper,enLrgni.rcdncete\ct, cp,,SrifiLdn.ele\et

Tablc 3.4 shows that ECTI r is significant in the equation of exchange rate and price level.

Thus, these two variables are found endogenous. Output, money supply and interest rate

-0.80

-0.01

-0.0r

-0.10'

,0.01

0.06^

': Nomalized coinlgrat;ng vecro.s are presentcd in Appendix 12.
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Chapter 3: Models for Meosuri the Monetary Policy E, ENCSS

va ables are found exogenous as ECT!,t is found insignificant in the equation of Ml, output

and interest rate. Hence, Ml, output anCI intere\t rate cause to exchange rate and price level.

Thus, output is not determined by Ml.

On the other hand, in the short run, Ml is caused by exchange rate. However, price leveJ is

caused by moley supply and interest rate in the short run. Thus, monetary poljcy is effective

in determining price level only.

Table 3,5: VECMS with relerence to M2

AM Ae AYR AP ECTII 1 ECT2t-1

AM

AI

Ae

AYR

AP -0.2s'" 0.18"'

,0.0,1'

-0.t6'

0.03

-0.0r"

-0.04"'

0.32'" -0.28'

0.92'

-0.02

0.06

0.1'l

See tootnorc or rauGJ

Table 3.5 shows that ECTI I is found insignificant only in exchange rate equation. On the

olher haod, ECT,-I is found significant in all other four variables, namely, M2, real output

(YR), price level and interest rate_ Hence, these fbur variables including M2 (M2 also

inciLrdes Ml) are found endogenous. M2 does not cause any variabre in the moder. In fact.

exchange rate causes to M2, interest rate, output and price level.
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Chapter 3: Models Lw:ytnglh e 1,! o neta ry pol i Effectiveness

ln the short .un, price level variablc is causcd by M2 and

rate causes to M2 in short run also. Thus, monetary policy

passive role as it is found endogenous.

inte.est ratc. Ilowever, exchange

is only playing accommodating/

3,2.3 Comparison with other studies

In terms of endogeneity of M2. the esiimated results are consistent with the studies of Kha!
and Siddiqui ( 1990), Masih and Mas,h (1996) and Tahir (2003) for the period 1972q1 _
1981q4, 197lql- 1994q4 and lg72_2l01, respectively. In terms ofexogeneity of output, the
cstimated results are consistent with Romania lor the period 1992_2000 (Maliszcwsi. Menil
and Turlea, 2006) and pakisran for the period 19,72-2001 (Tahtr,2OA3)

3.2,4 SectoralAnalysis:

In the previous section, this study analyzed the relationship betwecn the monetary aggregates
and other economic variables in terms o f exogeneity and causality at aggregate level. VECM
has used to identify the impact of financial ]ibcralization3r on elfectiveness of monetary
policy. The error correction terms have derivecl liom Johansen,s multivariate cointegrating
procedurc. A further logical step is to examine thc same issue for three key sectors ofthe
economy, namely, agriculture, industaial and ser!.ices.

3rExogenous 
dunmy is us"o 

" "*iu." ,n" ,.nu", o, unancialliberatizarion

r5l



Chapter 3: 14odels for Measuring the Monetary Policy Effectiveness

Following the literature, the model contains an output variable (agriculturc CDP, yA, or

industrial GDP, YI, or services GDP, YS), a money supply variablc (Ml or M2), an interest

rate variable (call money market interest rate), a price variable (GDp deflator) and the

exchange rate (Rs./$).

As discussed, the first step of empirical analysis is testing thc statjonarity properties of the

variables under consideration. The ADF test suggests that all se es are (i) non stationary at

level and (ii) stationary at first difference (Appendix 3).Thus, this study uses Johansen,s

multiva ate cointegrating method.

This study identifies (i) the causality berween money supply variables and other economic

variables including sectoral GDPS and (ii) to establish the cxogeneity ofmonetary aggregares.

3.2.{.1 Agriculture Sectoral Model

For agriculture sector this study has ,z = .r. If cointegration exists, then this study specifies 5

variables VECM as:

l5{
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t rl

^i. 
- 5" . /), LCr, | ,,i0, 

^yA, !L,,,a.lr . - s,".M _Sr, a,. ., $n. ,,r ; A,av , r Laa,^rt ,+Lq|,^t, + L04,Le,,+€4,00)

^i, 
= ir4+ B4OCr,-j +> e",Ay,41 , +Ut/.,, 

^V, 
+la,{,+la,,ar , nip,,oq , r 

"n,1rr1t=t ,=r ;

where M rcp.esents Mr or M2, yA is real agricurture GDp, p is GDp deflator. i is nominar

interest rate (money market.ate) and o is exchange rate (rupee/ $). Variables are in log folm.

This study estimates two models with rererence to agricultural sector. Moder-r: M1, p, yA, i.

and e and model-2. M2, P, yA, i, and e.

3.2..1.2 Industrial Sectoral Model

Ior industrial sector this study has,z = 5. If cointegration exists, then this study specities 5

variables VECM as:

Where M represents Mi or M2, yl is real industrial GDp, I, is GDp deflator, i is nominal

interest rate (money market rate) and r: is exchange rate (rupee/ $). Variables are in log form.

LYI. = 6t + BtlDCr,-t +iq,tn, , niv, tu, , *i., t r,_, *2n,,ti, , +f6,te,_, + e,,ltz)

^M, 
= 61 + pl€ct,, tir,or,,, *jv,tu, *i', t/,, ti,l,,ti,, +f,,,,te,-, + e,,{t3)

^p,=63+p,pcr,,*f n.or,,,*ir,or, *ir.,,*, +in,ti, +i6,1e, , + e,,(.t4)

^il= 
6!+ ti$Ecr,_\+iu^,on nir, or,, *!,,.,a4 *ia.,a i,,+i6,,t",,+",,ttsy

Le, = 6, + p,,ECr,_, +E ,,or, - *7r'*, , *i,,,or,-, *ir,,ti, , +1./,,te, ,+ e,,1a1, , :-i 7' ?
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Chopttr 3: Models for Meosurinq the Monetory policv EffecLiveness

This study estimates tu,o models with refercnce to industrial sector. Model-l: Ml, p. yI. i.

and e and model-2: M2, P, YI, i, and c.

3.2.4.3 Ser\ ices Sectoral Mo.lct

For services sector this study has m - J. If cointegration exists, then this study specifies 5

variables VECM as:

\llere M represents Ml or M2, yS is real scrvices GDp, p is GDI deflatot i is nominal

interest rate (money market mte) and e is exchange rate (rupee/ $). Variables are in log fo.m.

This study estimates two models with reference to seNices sector. Model_l: Ml, 1,, yS. i. and

e and model-2: M2, P, YS, i, and e.
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Chapter 3: Models for Measuri the Moneta Policy Effecttveness

3.2.,1.4 Scctoral Results

The first step of empirical analysis involves testing the statjonarity properties ofthe varjables

under consideration. The ADF test shows that all variables are stationary at first difference

(Appendix 3).

As discussed. this study then focuses on finding the order of VAR. The SBC criterjon is used

lor selecting the optimal lag length. The Wald test lor leg exclusion is also applied. ,1 trace

and 2 mar statistics are used to identil,ing the number of cointegrating relationships. The

existence ofcointegration also implies that VEClvl can be estimated.

For all models the SBC criterion chooses VAR (1) as

The Wald test lor lag exclusion chooses also the samc

7 max tests at 95%o ctitlcal values identify number

r3.3)

the optimal lag length (Appendix 13.1).

VAR (l) (Appendix t3.2). l tr7.ce and

of cointcgrating vector(s)la (Appendix

Table 3.,1.Ia and 3.4_3b show the results lrom \IECM. The optimal lag structure in the \ECM

is determined by Hendry's general to specific approach. JB, LM and REsEl.tests are

perlormed. Results are presented in Appendix 13.4.

ra Normalized cointgrating ve.r.re are alro prcsented in App.ndix 13.3.
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Chapter 3: Models for Measuri the Monet7ry Policy Effectiveness

Table 3.4 : VECMS ofAgriculture Scctor with refercnce to NI1

AM Ai Ae AP ECT1( I

AM

Ai

Ae

AYA

AP

-0.46**

-0.25*"

0.0r

0.30

-0.0.t+

-0.01

0.01*+,i0.10$**

Sce lootnot'e ofTable 3.4

Table 3.4.1a shows that in the short run agriculturc output and Ml are caused by exchange

rate. The price level is causecl by Ml aod interest rate. On the other hand, Eclt,r is found

significant in the equation of exchange rate and price lcvei. Trrus, these two variables are

found eodogenous. Agriculture output, M1 and interest rate variables are lound exogenous as

ECTt-r is found insjgnificant in the equatjon of money supply, output and interest rate. Thus,

Ml, inteaest rate and output cause to exchange rate and price level. Thus agriculture oueut is

not determined bv Ml.

Table 3.4.1b: VtrCMs of Agricult'ure Sector {,ith refcrence to M2

AM

Ai

Ae

AYA

AP

-0.24*

0.64*

-0.08

0.31*

-0.01

-0.05*

0.05

0.03***

0.o4*

-0-01

See footnote oI Table 3.4
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Table 3.4.1b shows that in the short run, output and price lcvel are caused by j\,{2 and interest

rate variables in the model. And M2 is caused by exchange rate and interest rate in the shoft

run. On the other hand, ECTI_1 is ibund insignificant only in price equation. EC_I.r 1 is found

significant in all otier four equations. Thus, these lour va ables including M2 variables are

lound endogenous. Thus, price level causes to other variabies. Thus, monetary policy is

ineflective in detcrmining agriculturar output and other economic variabrcs in the model.ls

Table 3.4,2a: VECMs of Indusrria

AM Ai Ae AYI ECTI t_r

AM

Ai

Ac

AYI

AP -0.20** 0.10**

-0.03

0.20

-0.34*

_0.32** 0.12**

0.13**

-0.18**

0.25**

See footnote ofTable 3.4

Table 3.4.2a shows that in the short run, exchange rate causes to money supply. The price

level causes to industrial output. The price level variable is caused by money supply (M1) and

interesl rate. On the other hand, Mt and interest rate variables are exogenous as BCTrI is

found insigrificant in the equation of money supply and interest rate. ECTr-r is significant in

the equation of industrial output (yl). cxchange rate and price level. Thus, these three

variables are found cndogenous.

:^r-11:l::ll1 s lonsidenl $irh asereeare nludel in.lerns of endoseneiry ofM2 and rhus ineffediveness ofnoreGry policy ir dere-r:nine oU,t ,,. pri. e ,e\ -l 
"n
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Table 3.4.2b: VECMS oflndustrial Sector with reference to M2

AM Ai AYI AP ECTI r,r

AM

Ai

Ac

AYI

AP

0.33**

-0.38+

-0.001**

-0.001

0.001*

-0.0r*

-0.002

0.71***

-0.22*** 0.12**

See lbotnote ofTable 3.4

Table 3.4.2b shows that, in the short run, there is ieedback relationship is found between M2

and price level. Price causes to industrial output_ Interest rate causes to price. Exchange rate

causes to M2. M2 causes to interest rate. fhus monetary policy is effective in detgrmining

price level in the short run.l6 On the other hand, ECTI I is found significant in M2, exchange

rate and industrial output equation. ECT1_1 is found insignificant in p.ice and ioterest rate

equation. Thus exchange rate and indush.ial output varjables ;ncluding M2 (M2 includes Ml)

are found endogenous. Interest rate and price level jointly determining industrial output,

exchange rate and M2. Thus, monetary policy is inelfective in terms of price and industrial

output determination as M2 is found endogenous.rT

16 This result is consislent witb agaregate lnoder in tems ofeffecrivcness of monerary poricy with reference top-rice le\e tletcrminauon in rhe 5horr run.
rhis re.ull i . co1(isrenr in Lcrm- ot enJogqrei.y ot I!t2 $:lh dggrcEate moJet.
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Table 3.4.3a: \rECMs of Services Sector with reference to M1

AM Ai Ac AP ECTl r-rAYS

^.M
Ai

Ae

AYS

AP

-0.18** -0.01

0.r3

-0.r3*

0.36**

0.10*

0.2q***

-0.23** 0.09**

See footnote ofTable 3.,1

Table 3.4.3a shows that, in the short run, Ml is caused by exchange ratc. lnte.est rate and Ml
cause to price level. Thus, only price level is detomined by monetary policy in short run.ts

on the other hand, ECTr-r is found insignificant in intcrest rate and Ml equation. And ECTI r

is found significant in the equation of sen.icc. output (yS), price level and exchange rate.

Thus, these three variables are found endogenous.

Table 3.,1.3b: VECMS ofservices Sector with reference to M2

AM

Ae

AYS

AP

-0.33** -2.8**

0.78+

-0.09

0.11*

0.24**

-0.11**

-0.29**

0.04***

-0.r6**

0.05**

-0.03*

-0.05**

See footnotc olTable 3.J

r3 The resujr is consistent in terms ofp.ice level deierminarion with aggreqate modet

l6l

__ a vr a i I " .r vs 
--e 

p-- nCrr ,.i ncTr
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Table 3.4.3b shows that, in the short run, services output and price level are caused by M2.

M2 is caused by exchange rate. Thus exchange rate is playing the crucial role in determinitg

M2. Moreover, ECT,r is found significant in all fivc variables. Thus, all five variables

including M2 (M2 also includes Ml) are lound endogcnous. Monetary policy is only playing

accommodating/ passive role. Thus, monetary policy is lound ineffective in Johansen,s

VECM framework while the impact of financial liberalization is incorporated.re

3.2.5 Conclusion:

This study in this section attempts to discem the eflectiveness ofmonetary policy for pakistan

for the period 1972 - 2010. Vector error_correction model is used to identify the impact of
financial iiberalization on ellectiveness ofmonctary policy. These error corection terms har,e

been derived from Johansen,s multivariate cointegrating procedure while exogenous clummy

variable for financial liberalization is used. Monctary policy will be consjdered effective if
money supply variables are on the one hand exogenous and on the other hand these variables

cause significant movements in the pricc level, exchange rate and real output variables.

VECM (with refererce to Ml) shows that Ml causes price. On the other hand, Mt does not

cause real output. This shows that Ml behaves in the classical fashion _ not causing output or

employment levcl but detennining only pice level at aggregate level. Thus, money is neutral.

These results are further supported by the sectoaal analysis. Results of agriculture sector are

consistent in tems ofboth reai oulput and price variables money is not causing output level

l,.I!.::l-l,ll :*':.*r wilh aggresate model in ierms of ineffeciiveness of monerary poricy in detenninsoLrtp!t. pnce ievel ud exchanse rare.

l6l



9!apter 3: Mo_dels f-or Meqsuring Lhe Monetory policy Effectiveness

but causing price level only. Horvever, results of industrial and serviccs sectors are consrstenl

in terms ofprice variable money causingprice level.

On the other hand (VECM with refercnce to NI2), this study finds M2 (which is commercial

bank's money plus Ml) to be endogenous variables. Mongtary assets does not causes real

output and price levers. Monetary assets are round to be cndogenous variabre in the model at

aggregate level. This shows that sBp prays a passivc accommodarive role within rhe

monetary systcm of Pakistan. These results are further suppofied by the sectoral analysis.

Thus, monetary policy under financial liberalization is ineffective in influencing price level,

exchd rge rale and real output in paki5lan.
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Chapter 4: Impact on Macro Economy

This chapter examines tho impact of liberalization on monetary policy eliectiveness in terms

ofthe price level, unemployment, saving, investment and GDp growth determination.

4.1 Price Ieyel determination:

Theoretically the classjcal school of thought identifies that price level (or inflatjon) is

determined by mone1, supply.l Empirical literaturc, howcver, identifies some other

determinants of inflation (demand puil and cost push inflation) that are depetdent on the

skucture of the economy. Among all these lactors, monetary policy is considered to be

effective ifprice level or inflation is determined by monetary policy.

Monetary policy will be considered elfective ifmoney supply variables are (i) exogenous and

(ii) these va.iables cause the price level sigaificantly.

:1.I.1 Nlcthodology and Nlodcl Specification:

Following the literature, the model contains an output variablo (real GDp), a money supply

vadable (Ml and M2) and a pricc variable (GDp deflator).2

r fhe uua tirJ Theory olMone)
' Tl e.c \rr'colc dedl.ocon.rn(nr wirlj rhe.L-n...r ,heo,) 

^r hon.).

-
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Ihe fiIst step ofempirical analysis involves resting the stationarity propertics ofthe variables

under consideration. Th() ADF test suggests that all selies are stationary at first dilferelce

tevel (Appendix 3). Thus, as per idenrified conditionsr in section j.1.2, this study uses

Johanscn's multivariate cointegrating method to estimate Vector EIIor Cofiection Model

ryECM4,

this study uses Johansen,s multivariate cointegrating method to estimate Vector Error

Corection (VEC) model (VECM) as discusscd in chapter 3.

This study uses Vector Error Corrcction modelingr to identify (i) the causality between

monetary policy variable and price variabie and (ii) to establish the exogeneity of monetary

policy variable.

This study has m = J. Ifcointegration exists, then this study specifies 3 variables VECM as:

;

^M. 
-p.,ct).ECT,t-LO. oy ,_lo nV. -f p,M.,_c,t)t

M -p."o tcr.t+>rt y -i6 r\/ - )ru M _c, r.lr
-

Wheie M represents both Ml and M2, y is real GDp, p is cDp deflator. Thus.

estimatc two modets - model I: Ml, p, and y and model-Il: M2, p, and y.

this study

r 
Erpldnatory variabtes shoutd to be l(0) or lrt j ,

I y ;, ,-"*,',a;". i,,";;;;';,1;."1;o^"0'ert rdrd "rde 'ld-i.bre -hoJrd oe r' r,
.rog.1o,'durn,v\arirbre,^,nlDc:3,r","fj:i:,:.'11"'Iar'rr200r)rndKemr''006'
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4.1.2 Results:

The first step ofempirical analysis involves rcstjng the stationarity properties of the variabies

under considcration. The,A.DI tesl shorvs that all variables are stationary at first difference

(Appendix t4).

This study then focuses on finding the order of VAR. The SBC criterion is used tbr selecting

the optimal lag lenglh. Thc Wald test for leg exclusion is also applied. Ttrace and

lmai statistics are used to identifying the number of cointegrating relationships. The

existence ofcointegration also implics that VECM can be estimare.l 6

For model-I, Ml, y, p, the

(Appendix t5). The Wdd rest

16). 7 trace and 2 ?r?4n tests

vectorT (Appendix l7).

SBC c(itedon chooses VAR (1) as rhe optimal lag length

lot lag exclusion chooses aiso thc same VAR (l) (Appendix

at 95% critical values identify one number of cointeg.ating

For model-Il, M2, y, p, the SBC critedon chooses VAR (1) as the optimal lag length

(Appendix l8). The Wald test for lag exclusion chooses also the same VAR (1) (Appendix

l9). 7 trace and ,1 max tests at 95% critical values idcntify one numbcr of cointegrating

vectorE (Appendix 20).

i;mHmm,:urabr'|shed then the estimation of vAR is used ro caprure the shorr run dynamics

s 
\o-mdli/e ' . oinr.sraIng vecror is pro, ided rn Appendrr 2 i.]rm.l.ad coinremaling \ L or i, p o\ roed in \ppen-.\ a
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Table 4.1 and 4.2 show the results from \IECM. The optimal lag structure in thc VECM is

detcmined by Hendry's general io specific approach. This approach drops the first

diffcrenced variablc(s) sequentialiy ifthc absolutc value ofits t ratio is lcss than one. JB, LM

and RESET tests are perfonned. Results ofmodel I show no model misspecification and serial

correlation problems (Appendix 21). Results ofmodel II also show no model misspecification

and autoco(elation problems (Appendix 22).

Table ,l.l i VECX{S with refercnce to NIl

,JM Ay AP ECTl

AM

Ay

AP

0.25

-0.19" 0.18 0.24"'

0.21""

-0.15"

-0.17"

\o'e. rep,e.ent- I pe,cenr si!n,,:c_r. c .;f {*,sil*trn. i*"k,.1

AM AP ECTl

AM

Ay

AP

o.31"

0.29^'^

o.48^

0.02

-0.28'

s"e roornot" orr"6l i

-0.22"

t67

Table ,1.2 i VECMS with rcference to M2
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Table 4.1 shows that ECT-I is significant in al1 equations. Thus, all three variables including

'M1 are found cndogcnous. However, in the short run. price level is caused by MI and its one

lagged term. But the coelficient of Ml is less than the cocfficient price level term. Thus.

monoy suppl),, M1, is not deterrnining price level donlinantly in the short run.

lablc 4.2 shows that ECT1 is significant in price level and money suppiy, M2, equations.

Thus, these two variables including M2 aro lound cndogenous. Real output is found

exogenous in the model. Flowever, in the short run, price levcl is causcd by M2. But the

coelficient ofM2 is less than the coefficient price levei. Thus, money supply, M2, is not

determining price level dominantly in the short raln also.

,1.1.3 Comparison with other studies:

In temls olendogeneity ofmoney suppry, the ostimated resurts are consistent with

of Khan and Siddiqui (1990), Masih and Masih (1996) and Tahir (2003) fo.

1972q1 1981q4, l971qt- 1994q4 and 1972_2001, rcspectively.

the studies

thc period

4.1.:l Conclusion:

In this section we examine that (i) does monetary policy determine pricc level dominantly and

(i;) does financial liberalization impact on the monctary policy elfectiveness in tc.ms ofprice
level determination. For this VECM based on Johansen,s method is used to identify the

eflectiveness ofmonetary poricy with exogenors dummy ofrinanciar liberalization.
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Monotary policy will be oonsidered effective _ money supply is cxogenous and causing to

othcr variables - if ECT terms are insignificant in money supply models and are signilicant in

price and output models.

ECTs in both VECMs are lound significant in both money supply equations. I,.urthermore,

shoft run analysis also shows that mooey supply (MI and M2) is not influencing price level

dominantly. Moreover, money supply is found enciogenous in the moders. Thus monetarv

poijcy is inef{ective in determining price level in pakistan.
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:

1.2 Unemployment

The elfectiveness ofmonctary policy is high ilit influences unemplo),ment dominantly

1.2.1 Methodology and Modet Specification:

Iollowing thc literature the specification

relationship as:

lor thc unemployment takes the lollowing functional

Un, -.f hn, p1

Where Un defincs unemployment, m denotes money supply

dcnotes inflation €te (percent change in GDp Deflator).

consistent with Benderly and Zwick (19g5).

growth Iate (Ml and M2) and p

These specified variables are

The first step ofempirical analysis involves testing the stationarity properties ofthe variables

under consideration. The ADF test suggests that all series are stationary at level except

unemployment variable (Un). Unemployment variable is found stationarity at first dilference

(Alpcndix 1). Thus, as per given conditionse discussed in chapte.3, this study uses ARDL

metilod 10 estimate the unemployment function for pakistan.

'!Lxplanatory vaiiabtes sholid ro be r(0) or r(1). And telt hand side variable should be I(t).
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The ARDL model can be u,ritten as lollows:

LUnr= o-o+l']=ra1 ls IJn, 1+li=rp1 Lmt 1+Zi1q1 Lp, j +.tpnt 1+ ^t2mt_1+

Y:Pr 1-l €r (l)

lfcointegration exists, thcn ECM is specified as:

A.Uns = a6 + l')=ra1 A.Ury-i + l,]=1p1 Lmt 1+Zi_1,9;Lp,_, + v$CTt_t+ €_t (ta)

And

LUnt=60+\i=ra1 L,un1 1+ l,)=rp1 Lm, i + Zi=raiapt-i + vlrcrr_1 +Dt+ €r

tb)
lltltere

ECTI = U4t' + bm, + Lp, und

D is dummy variable for captlrjng the financial

onwards, 0 elsewhere.

liberalization effect. D = I lrorn the l99l and

11,2.2 EstimatedResults:

The first step ofempirical analysis involves resting the stationarity properties ofthe va.iables
under consideration. The ADF test suggests that arl series are stationa.y at first ditference
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level or second differencc level and tle left hand variable is

(Appcndix 25).

slationary at first dillerence levcl

'Ihis study then focuses on finding the optimal leg length of each first dil.ferenced variable.

Th< \B( crilerion is used "or this purpo,e.

Table 4.2 shows the estimated resuli\ ofARDL model. Computcd F statistics is found greater

than upper critical value ofthe bound.ro Thus, cointegration relationship exists. lhe optimal

lag structurc in the ECM is determincd by Hcndry,s general to specific approach. This

approach drops the first diflerenced variable(s) sequentially ifthe absolute value of its t ratio

is lcss than one. JB, LM and RESET tests are performed. Results show no model

misspecification and serial conelation problems in the models (Appendix 26).

Figurc 4.2 is the plots of CUSUM and CUSUMSe tests at 5% significance level. This figure

sho$,s that the parameters of estimated functlons of unemployment are stable for the time

period 1972-2010. Thus, financial liberalizatjon does not change the parameter!s value ofthe
estimated models over time _ during per and post financial libemlization periods.

rocointegration 
is found wiah reference to ]lI2 Ilowcver, no coinregrarion is found with reference Mt
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Figure 4.2: PIot ofCUSUU.na CUSUffSQ tor i,,empfoymelt
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Table 4.3 shows that dummy va.iable is insignificanl in the model. In the long run the money

supply growlh and jnflation cocfficients are statistically significant. The inflation coeilicients

shows that one percent jncrease in intercst rate leads to 2.g4 percent increase in the

unemployment while the inflatjon cnofficients shows that one percent increase in money

supply gro\ ,1h leads to 1.81 percent decrease in thc uncmpioyment. However, in the short run.

the coefficient ofmoney supply is more than the coelficient ofinflation.

'Iable 4.3: Unemplovment. L!

2.84' -1.81' 6.80'

Short run coefficicnt estimates:

coelficient estimates:

-0.21(1)
-0.16 (2)

,0.03'(1)
- o.o2'12)

0.21'(1)
0.08 (2)

0.o7

,r,2.3 Conclusion:

The elfectiveness of monetary policy is high if ir influencos unemployment dominantly. This

study is interested to identiry the impact of financial liberalization on monctary policy
elllctiveness in terms of unemployment determination_

l'11
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This is found that inflation and money supply growth coeffioients arc significant in rhe model.
Moreover, in the long run, the coefficierLt of inflation is more than the coefficient of moneysupply growlh. However, duurmy variable of llnancial liberalizafio" ,. ,; ;;,
insignificant Moreover, the GUSL'M and cusuMse tests show that financiar riberarization
does not change the paaameter,s value over time. Hence, parameters are consistent in both pre
and post linearization periods. Thus.

elrecriveness of monetu.1, pori"y in euti.tuJlnancial 

liberalization has no impact on the
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4.3 Saving, Investment and Grorvth in pakistan: Tests of Financial

Liberalization Hypothesis

This section is concerned with fie relationship between saving, investment and economic

$owh in Pakistan. Iinancial liberalization is seen as a means for raising the interest rate in

order to stimurate saving, investment and hencc groMh. The theoretical backgound ofthis
policy recommendation is found in thc work of McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973).

Following conditions should for the validity ofthe McKinnon _ Shaw hypothesis:

1)

2)

The coefficient ofreal interest rate is

The coefficient of the satiog ratio is

and

significantly positivc in the

sjgniticanlly positive in the

saving equation,

investment eqliation,

3) The coefficient ofreal intercst rate is significantlJ, positive in the growth equation.

4.3.1 Methodology and Mortel SpecificatioD:

This study is interested to test the impacl of financial labializafion on saving, investment and

gro*,th. Thus the impact offinancial liberalization on moneta.y policy in terms ofinterest mte
changes can be examined by testing ofthe McKinnon _ Shaw hypothesis.
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4.3.1.1 Saving Model:

!-9! U:!,-!! p ! c!! n Wr o E c o n o my

This study estimates the saving, investment and groq.th functions, for the period

to tesi the McKinnon_Shaw model. Variables ofthe saving function are consjstent

and Hasan (1998) and Ansa.i and Tahir (2002).

1972-2010,

with Khan

The specification for the long_tcrm saving takes fie following lunctional .elationship as:

Sa=-f (s. y, r$, M)

Where 56 is domestic saving to GDp ratio, y denotes per cap;ta real income, g is real GDp_
growth and, r is real interest rate (average saving intercst rate minus inflation rate based on
GDP deflator), M2 is real per capita money balances with reference of M2 definition of
money supply and S.is forcign saving currenr account deficit - to CDp ratio.

The first step ofempirical analysis involves testinS tho stationarity properties ofthe variables
undcr consideration. The ADF test suggests that all series are stationary at level except per
capita real income and domestic saving ratio variables. per capita real income and domestic
saving.atio are lound stationarity at first difference level (Appendix 2i). Thus, as per given
conditionslr discussed in chapter 3. this study uses ARDLI2 method to idcntify and test long
run cointegration relationship and short run dynamics of the domestic saving rirnction for
Pakistan.

[\p]anxrory \arjabtes \horid;be r(0)or lrt )

. \ Jn),.re.. s,ud,e. hdve beer, .",, ",..1|:i'1: :lo 
inc \r,dbie shou,d be r, r,

Ar,,nj-; Gil'A#f 
oeen used th,s procedure ro. e*"mpre e"man; o,iooeelni r"m- rroost u,a

|t1
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'fhc ARDL nTodel can be uritten as follows:

LS4 = an + 11,1=ra1 LSar_,+ l1]'=rqAgy ; + li=,AiL!t-i + Ll=1,j LrFj +

Li=rni LSft j+>i=:.Ej LM2t j + ./1s,it 
1 | ^lzgr-r* 'y3yt-L+ r4rt , * yrslr_. *

"/ 5M2r rl e; 0)

A54, : a6 + ll=ra. Lfir-, + Li=,pi Lg, t + \itai Ly,-i + Z|=1a.j L\-j +

).i=rn1 tSt, j+2i=10jLM2F + \u1tCI. 1+ Er (ta)

And

LS.tt -40+r;=\ajAsdrj+ti=lpjLg, t + Zi=rAtLh-1 + Z,j=ra; Lry;+

Zi=1Aj LSft_ +Zi=t?i LM2, , + \r1tCI, 1+ Dt + Et' (lb)

Where

ECt = 5a, * tz s, + ft, + 
ft+ + fs,, + '-t M,, and

D is dummy variablc_
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4.3.1.2 Invcstment Nlodel:

This study estimates the investment function, lor the period 1972_2010, to test the McKinnon_

Shaw model. Variablcs ofthc investment lunction are consistent qrith Khan and Hasan (199g)

and Ansari and Tahir (2002).

The specification for the long-term invcstment takes rhe following functional relationship asi

I, =f (y, l1:, S;,, Iu)

Wherc Io is private investment to GDp .atio, y denotes per capita reai incomc, g is reai CDp-

groMh and, r is real interest rate (average saving interest mtc minus inflation rate bascd on

GDP deflator), M2 is rear per capita money barances with reference of M2 definition of
money supply, Ib is public investment to GDp Etio, Sd is domestic saving to GDp ratio, Sf is

foreign saving cu(ent account deficit to GDp ratio.

The first step ofempi.ical analysis involves testing the stationarity properties ofthe variables

under consideration. The ADF rest suggesls thal all serics are stationary at level cxcept private

invcstment to GDp ratjo and domestic saving ratio variables. private investment to GDp ratio

and domestic saving ratio are lound stationarity at first diflerence level (Appendix 27). Thus,

as per given conditionsr3 discussed in chapter _1, this study uses ARDLIa nethod to identifv

F ErpJanatory rrriabtes shortd lo be Il0) or Irl )'. var,. re.enr qudre" hare b.er,""o., .,o.n.ono'"'n,nd.de.Jriaoresaourdber,r'
\hheddrdOa)Jur(.?00o '-'"cdlrcior 'Gmoe B3nmdn''o\\ooee:rd RehmM,2005'and
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and tcst long run cointegration relationship and short run dynamics ol the pai1,ate investment

lunction lor Pakistan.

i he ARD[- rnodel can be rvrirlen as lbllows:

LIet = a() + Zt;=taj LIt, ,* 2']=1p1 a.y, t +2i=r71 aurr- +r,i-ajLSdt j+
2'l=ro1 L11-1 + Z1;=1pj Llbt. j t ./rtrr_r* ,12!t-ri ^tuM2r_r* .yaSar-rl yrr,_,

"l6lt', ,* es

Ifcointegration exjsts, then ECM is spccified as:

+

O)

Alo, = ao + l|-rot 6lrr. , i Z'j=r,p, Lyr ,

Ll-11 Lrr-, + 2'].=t tL1 Ltl,r- + t,JCTt_1

+2i=1Pj LM2t 1+Z,j=1A1 ASar_, +

* tt ea)

And

ll4ere

Llr, =ao+l\ ra Ahg_1+ Z';ae1L,yr-t + Zi_r B1 L M2r_, + L,)=ra1 LSor-, +

}i=,ai Lr,-, + Z'i=r tL1 Lt6r_, + ty\EcTFr+Dt+ et eb)

ECTI : /r, + ft, + lurr+ |so, + ;., + f+,
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D is the dummy variable.

d.3.1.3 G''o* th Model:

This study estimates the gro\.vth function, for thc period 1972-2010,

Shaw nodel- Variables of the groMh function are consistent with Fry

Tahir (2002).

to test the McKinnon-

(1989) and Ansa.i and

The general specification for the long telm grou,th (gr) takes the ibllowing functional

relationship as:

e:.1 6t 4

Where g is .eal GDP-growth, r is real interest rate (average saving interest rate minus inflation

rate based on GDP dcflator) and Slis foreign saving - current account deficit to GDp ratio.

The first step ofempirical analysis involves testing the stationarity properties ofthe variables

under consideration. The ADF lest suggcsts that all series are stationary at level (Appendix

27). Since left hand side variable is 1(0). Therefore. pesran,s approach is not valid.

Fufthermore, Trace statistics also shows that number cointegration vectors is equal to number

of variables jn the model (see Appendix 31). Thus, OLS method can be applied (Rao 2007).

Thus this study uses OLS mcthod for the estimation ofgrowth function lor pakjstan.
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Follo\\,ing gro\llh functions are estimated using OI-S:

gr = 10 +Y1Sr. + 12rr + sr (3)

(3ct)gr = Yo +Y1S/r+ lzrr + VlDt + ct

And

And

,1nd

\!here, D, is the dummy variablc.

8r : 10 -f 7151, * 12rr * Dt + €r

8t ='/6 *YrSyr* 12r. *D+ VlDt + .t (3U

(3c)
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4,3.2 EstimatedResults:

'lhe firct step of empirical analysis involves testing the stationarity properties ofthe variables

uoder consideration. The ADF test suggests that all series are stationary at first difference

level or second difference level and the left hand variable is stationary at first difference level

(Appendix 27).

This study focuses on finding the optimal leg lengh of each first differenced variable The

SBC crite on is used for this. Table 6 and 7 show the estimated results of ARDL models'

Computed F statistics is found grcater than upper critical value of the bound in saving and

investment models. Thus, cointegration relationship is exists in the models. The optimal lag

sffucture in the ECM is determined by Hendry's general to specific approach. This approach

drops the first differenced variable(s) sequentially if the absolute value of its t ratio is less

than one.

JB, LM and Reset tests are performed. Results ol saving function show no model

specification and autocorrelation problems in the models (Appendix 28). Results of

investment function show no model specification and autocorrelation problems in the models

(Appendix 29). Rcsults of growth function show no model misspecification and

autoconelation problems in the models (Appendix 30)

Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 are the plots of CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests at 5%o significance

level. The figures show that the estimated parameters of investment and growth lunctions are
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stable lor the timc period lg12-2OIO. Thus, estimated paLameters a(e consistent in both pre

and post financial liberalizatiotl periods. Howcver, plot oi CUSUM test shows that saving

function is unstablc in post financial liberalization period alter 2002'

'fable 4.4 based on domestic saving model shoNs that all va ables are co-integrated'

Iurthennoro, GDP growth, per capita money balance and foreign saving ratio have significant

negetile signs in the domestic saving function. On thc other hand, real interest rate has a

significant positive sign. Ho\^-ever, in thc shofi run intercst rate and CDP groMh have

signifioant negative and positive signs, respectively. Moreover, the magnitude of the

coofficient ol interest rate is less than the coefficients of loreign saving and $owth variables.

Dummy variable is also found insignificant.

Table 4 ,l: Domestic saying to GDP ratio, Sd

Long run coefficient estimates:
sr

-0.s7"" 0.005' -1X10-5' -0.12',0.007 45,7"

Short run coefficient estimates:

ASd ASr AMz Ar. Ag Ec' ' D

-6.30'(1) -axj05"'(1) - 0.01"

-0.93'(3) -1.3x10"(3) - 0.001

-0.63'l4l -s.8x1o6',14)

- o.ooo1'(1)
.o02'(1)

-0.25' -0.013(1)
'(3)

o.o03'(2)
0.004'(3)

Notei i represcnts I percent significance lclel. *i *p."s""a S p.,." ienif."n"" i"""1- -- ."p."r"ri. r0 p"l. n farenthcscs arc tag nunrber.
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Figure ,1.3: Plot of CUSUM and CUSUMSQ lbr Domestic Saving

For Domestic saving to CDP ratio. Sd
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Table 4.5: Pril/ate Inycstment to GDP ratio.I!

Long run coefficient eslimates:
Sd NI: Fr,o,naTest

-0.24- _0.04

Short run coefficient estimates:

-7x10 6 5x1o'" 12.33'0.0002

AIo A Io ASa A }I: Ar' EC, rAy

0.6s'(r) 0.46'(1)
0.5r12)

- 0.1r" (r) -.001'(2) 0.00112) r.tx10s'(1) -1.10' 0.002

Notes: Irigures in parenlhesis are Iag rumber. *** Shorys signifi.xnt at 10 percent Ievel.
** Shons signincnnt at 5 present lcyel. * Shows significant rt 1 Dercent Ievet.

Table 4.5 shows that in the long run the coefiicients of rcal per capita and public investment

mtios have statisticaliy significant positive and ncgatjve sign, respectively. Oo the other hand,

the coetlicient ofreal intcrest rate, domestic saving and real money balances are insignificant.

ln the short run, interest rate is found positiveiy significant but again the size ofthe coefficjent

is less than the value of the cocfficients oi public, private investment and domestic saving

ratios Furthermore, domestic saving ratio is lound significantly negative in both short run and

long run. Moreover, dummy variable is also lbund insignificant. Thus, investment model does

nol suppoft the predictions ofthe libcralization hypothesis.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of CUSUM and CUSUMSQ lor Investment

l-or Privetc Investment to GDP ratio. 1p
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Tablc:1.6: GDP erorvth, g

Long run coefficient estimates:
r'D rsx D Sl F-Test

0.07

0.0,1

0.05

0.01

0.05

-1.6.1*

_1.89"

-2.t)6

-2.34'

-2.55^

-0.03

-0.0s

-1.07

-I5.,1,1

-24.69"

-26.17"

,21.10"^

1.69

1.26"

3.93^'

0.17

5.25'

5.,19"

,r5
1.21

Note: * rep.esenls 1 percent significance level. ** represenls i percenr signiflcance Ie\,el
* ** represents 10 percent significance level rigures in parenthes.s a.c Iag number

't l'u tru" .pace only the plors of CUSUL and CUSI-\ISe tcsts of this growttr modet and other iest are
repofied. Allresulrs arc consisicnr. Alt orhermodcl.s ptots and tcsr results are ai,alable upon request.
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Figurc 4.5: Plot of CUSUM and CUSUNISQ for GDP Gro\lth
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Table 4.6 based on growth model shows that the cocfficients of real intere\t rate is

insignificaflt and foreign saving is significantly negative This coefficient of dummy variable

is found significantly negative in all models Thus, financial liberalization is adversely

affecting real GDP growth in Pakistan.

4.3.3 Comparison with other Studies:

In terms of insignificance of real inlerest rate in groMh functions, results are consistent with

the studies ofGalbis (1979), l'hir.wall and Warman (1994) and Ansari and Tahir (2002)'

4.3.4 Conclusion:

This study is interested to test the impact of financial labialization on saving, investment and

growth. Thus the impact on monetary policy in tems of interest rate changes of financial

labialization can be examined by testing ofthe McKinnon Shaw hypothesis'

This study found that the coefficient of real interest rate to domestic saving ratio is positive'

But the coefficient of domestic saving ratio in private investment ratio equation is

insignificant. Furthermore, thc coefficient ofreal interest rates is not positively related in real

output growth. These results show that the hypothesis of financial repression has weak

validity for Pakistan. Moreover, dummy variable is found significantly negative in all models'

Thus monetary policy based on liberalization is secn to be incffective in tems of investment

and real oulput gro*th delemination in Pakistan.
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Chapter 5: Alternative to Financial Liberalization:

This study has shown in chapter 3 and 4 that financial liberalization has no impact on

monetary policy effectiveness in terms of GDP, price level, investment, u[employment and

GDP growth.

In Pakistan economy, the primary role of State Bank of Pakistan must be that of development

promotion. This caonot be left to the market. A low level equilibrium trap must be avoided

and this requires that macroeconomic stability be sought while enabling key national

economic units to realize their full productivity potential.

This potential is likely to be realized if the following structuml chaDges are made in the

existing policy framework as proposed by Meenai and Ansari (2006):

1. Firstly, key sub-ssctors with maximum development potential should be identified and

national champion fims should be selected in each sub-sector.

2. Realislic productior, investment, prccurcmert and expo targets should be established

1br each national champioo firm for a six-month period through consullaliol between
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the management of the fims, financial institutions, the State Bank and Minist es of

Commerce, Finance and Planning.

3. A credit requirement for each national champion fim should be worked out on the

basis oI these targets.

4. Credit requirements of the entire economy should be determined in a manner whereby

achievenrent of lhe targets by the national champion iirms may be achieved within a

relatively stable domestic macroeconomic environment.

There must effectively be a two-tier credit policy; one segnent concerned with the

maintenance of macroeconomic stability and the other with supporting the national champion

firms in a manner whereby overall macroeconomic stability is not jeopardized.

Individual financial institutions should have access to State Bank support and subsidization to

the extent to which they contributc to the achievement, investment and export targets of

production. 
.

The success of the system depends upon:

a) A correct selection of national champion firms;

b) Rigorous imposition of penalties on fims that fail to achieve stipulated investment,

production, expo and procurement targets;

19).
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c) Periodic revision of the list of national fims to exclude under performers and include

outstanding performeN ftom the market.

Thus direct credit planning is an alternative to financial liberalization This credit plandng

had been used in Pakistan successfully.

'.'he volume and distribution of bant credit are to be regulated with a view to ensuring

accelerated growth and equitable distribution among key seclors as:

Determinants ofCredit allocations for the public sector:

Credil allocations to the public sectoi are determined on the bases of:

(a) Estimates of budgetary support derived from the consolidated budgets,

(b) Estimates for qedit for commodity operations developed on the bases of the govemment's

procurement and pricing policies, and

(c) Estimates of credit requiremeflts (both fixed and working capital) ofpublic coryoratiom'

Determinants of Credit allocations for the private sector:

Credit allocations to the private sector should be determined oo the basis of investment and

production targets for diflerent sectors specified in the annual plan. Domestic bank fixed

credit requirements are estimated by suirg following identity

BC.,= 7P - (Ri + Fc + NBFIi)

Where, BC.i= Bank fixed credit requirement of sector i, IFi=TotaI fixed investment of sector i,

Ri=Own re-investible linancial resources of sector i, FC =Foreign Credit available to sector i,
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NBFIi = Non bank financiat institufional long telm credit available to sector i. Working

capital requirement for private industry was estimated on the basis of growth in valuc added.

Credit targets are established for commercial banks first for agriculture alld small business

and then for investment lending. The system also envisaged concessionary (i.e. subsidised

interest) financing foi:

(a) Ircally manulactured machinery purchase,

O) Export refinancing, and

(c) Production by small farmers.

Subsidised credit litres are also provided to ADBP and FBC.

Pedodic targets (supposed to be closely linked to the Annual Development Plans (ADPS)) are

sel for credit allocations for agriculture and small enterprises by the scheduled banks. An

attempt was made to align the rate of monetary expansion closely to the rate of growth of real

GDP and sectoral output growth.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

This study explores the impact of tinancial liberalization on monetary policy effectiveness in

tems oI real GDP growth, investment, exchange rate' price level and unemplo]'rnent

dcreimination for Pakistan for the period 1972-2010'

Modern estimation techniques, namely, Johansen (1988, 1991) and Pesaran (1996' 2001) are

utiLized. Dummy va able test applied to analyze the effect of financial liberalization on

estimated function tbr moretary policy effectiveness Morcover' the CUSUM and

CUSUMSQ tests also applied to examine the changes in parameter stability of the estimated

models due io financial liberalization.

Rosults show lhat impacl of financial liberalization can be explained in telms of monetary

policy failure. This faiiure .equires that we look closely at some structural characte stics of

the macro economy and of the linancial system. These stncture charactedstics are examined

in chapter 3. Chapter 3 examined preconditions for the effectiveness of monetary policy in

Pakislan for the period t9?2-2010 by ostimating interest elasticity of demand for real money

balancc and real investment functions. Chapter 3 showed that that the interest elasticity of real

money balances was low. One condition for monetary policy effectiveness thus exists'

However, the interest elasticity of investment was also low or insignificant both at aggregate
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and sectoral levels. Thus, the second precondition for monetary policy effectiveness does not

hold for Pakisran.

Monetarists expect a unidirectional relationship from changes in money supply to changes in

noninal GDP. Using the Johansen methodology chapter 3 of this study found that M1 afld

interest rates do not cause GDP at aggregate level. Furthermore M2 is found to be an

endogenous variable within the Vector E.ror Correction Model. The result is consistent with

sectoml analysis. M2 (which is commercial bank's money plus M1) does rlot cause output and

price levels. This shows that SBP plays a passive accommodative role withir the Pakistan

monetary system. Thus, monetary policy is ineffective. Empidcal evidence of insignificance

dummy variable for financial libemlization exists to substantiate the claim that monetary

policy in the post financial liberalization period remains accommodating and reactionary in

the sense that it oily adjusts monetary aggregate to fiscal and international policy prcferences

and initiaiives. Moreover, using ARDL, chapter 4 of this thesis identiiies that neither price nor

unempioyment levels are domimntly irfiected by monetary aggregates.

A jacking up of interest rate (called an end of financial repression) was expected to lead to

higher saving, investmenl and GDP growth. This hypothesis of financial liberalization was

tested in chapter 4. Results showed that no evidence of a significant association between

interest rate variations and investment and GDP growth were found. Moreover the impact of

finarcial liberalizatiol on GDP growth was foufld negative (chapter 4),

Thus, market based monetary policy should be stopped and Pakistan now shifts to monetary

policy based on credit planning.
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Appendix:

Appendix 1: ADF Tests

Variable
P

p value

YR
p value

p value

YI
p value

YS

p value

ia

p value

i.
p value

Ip

p value

IA
p value

II
p value

IS

p value

MD1

p value

MD2
p value

ADF (0)

-2.7 t4445
0.2368

-1. r69134

0.9027

-2.07

0.54

-1 .7',7

0.69

-t.57
0.78

-2.980599

0.1514

-3.40495'F*

0.0168

-2.78698

0.2108

-2.14

0.503

-t.43

0.83

-2.90

0.12

-3.2t2615
0.098

-3 .'7245s7 * *

0.033

ADF (1)

-4.214441*

0.0021

-4.48456',t*

0.001

-5.954

0.001

0.001

-4.25*
0.001

-5.2't3263*

0.0001

-4.9t6294+
0.0003

-6.644051*

0

-6.r0*
0

-5.09*

0

-6.08'i

0

-4.83338*

0.0004

-4.600645*

0.0007
** Shows significant at 5 resent level. * Shows



Afrp*Ait Z, .lr.qr"-Bera (JB), LM s€ri'l correlation (LM) and RamseY RESET

(RESET) otMoney Demand and Invcstment Models

Money Demand Model (MDr.YR. i,,).

JB

P

0.52

0.75

Breusch-Godficv Serial Corrclalion LM Tcst:

F-slatistic

Obs*R-squared

1.,+848

1.610',7

Prob. F( 1,32)

Prob. Chi-Square(l)

0.21l9

0.2002

Ramsev RESET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio

2.6E-06

3.0E-06

Prob. F(1,32)

I'rob. Chi-Squarc(l)

0.9987

0.9986
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Appendix

Moner Demand Model Model (MDr.YR. i,rl

JB

P

0.49

o '71

Breusch-(iodfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F-stalistic 0.5(:721 l'rob. F( I.25) 0.458,1

0.3182Obs*R-squared 0.116557 Prob. Chi-Square(l)

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio

0.073'712

0.1030,15

Prob. !(1.25)

Prob. Chi-Squarc( I )

0.7882

0.'7182
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Appendix

inves,..rent \iodel (l!. YR. P. i,,i
JB

l
5.21

().OIJ

Breusch-Godf'rev Serial Correlalion LM Test:

F-statistic

Obs*R-squared

1.592951 Prob. F(1,31)

1.808345 Prob.Chi-Square(1)

0.2163

0.1787

RamseY RESET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood Iatio

2.678259

3.0660r5

PLob. F( 1,31)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.lr l8

0.0799

lnvcstment Model (l!. YR. P. idl

JB

P

t.9t

0.34

Ramse)' RESET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio

4.102926

0.500067

Prob. F( 1.28)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.s307

0.4'795

Breusch-GodLey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F-statistic

Obs*R-squared

0.071588 Prob.I(1,28)

0.089257 Prob.Chi-Squa.e(1)

0.791

0.7651
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Appcndix 2.1: :iB, LM and RDSIT T fests of Scctoral Moncy Demand and Investment Models

Sectoral Mone! Demand l\4ode] 1:MD1. YA. idl

.IB \.9/
0.3'7

Breusch Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F-statistic

Obs*R squared

0.389037 Prob. F(1.27)

0.,19714,t Prob.Chi-Square(1)

0.538

0.4808

Ramsey RESBT Test:

F-stetislic

Log likelihood ratio

0.002874

0.003725

Prob. F(1,27)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.9576

0.95r l

SectoraL Monev Demand Model il\,fDl. YI. im)

JB t.t4
0.56

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Coffelation LM Test:

F statistic 0.323834 Prob. F(1,27) 0.574
Prob. Chi-

Obs*R-squared 0.426661 Square(l) 0.5136

Ramsey RESET Test:

F statistic 0.0'72A36 Prob. F(1,27) 03904
Prob. Chi-

Log likelihood ratio 0.09592 Square(t) 0.7568
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Appendix

Seclor..l l\io;lev llcmand \'todel aNil)]. YI. id)

Jll
P

0.51

a.'77

Bieusch Codfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F statistic

Obs+R squared

2.088662 Prob. f(1,33)
2.242435 Prob.Chi-Square(l)

0.I -i78

0 titS

ilamse\ P.LSET Test:

F-sniinic
Log iiielihood ralio

r.082549

t.194392
trob.l(1,3:)
Prob. Chi-Squarc(l)

0.3057

0.2744

Sccioral\,Ionev Demand Model aMDl YS.im)

JB 0.4'7

0.78

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlarion LM Test.

F-naiisiic

Obs+lt squared

0.922229 Prob. f(1,2E)
1.141914 Prob. Chi Square(1)

0.3451

0.284

Ramsey RISET Test:

f-slatistic

Log likelihood ratio
0.098052

0.1258,17

Prob.I(1,28)

L']rob. Chi-Sciuare(l)
0.7565

0. .1228

222.



Sectoral Monev Dcmand Model fMD l. YS. id)

JB 1.0i

0.6

Breusch Codfic,"- Serial Colrclation L\4 Test:

F-statistic

Obs*R-squarcd

0.015724 Prob. F(I,21)

0.022916 Prob.Chi-Square(1.)

0.9013

0.8797

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio

0.479304

0.692091

Prob. F(1,24)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.4954

0.4055

Sectoral lnvcsiment (lA) Model (lA. YR. P,--i!)

JB 192

0.38

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlatjon LM Test:

F statistic I.533531 Prob. F(1,24)

Obs*R-squared 2.\02082 Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.22-16

0.1471

Ramsey RESET Test:

I:-steristic

I-og Iikelihood ratio
7.5E261/

9.609123

Prob. F( 1,2,1)

Prob. Chi Sqlrare( 1)

0.0111

0.0019
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: (ll \lod rLYD D.: )

]B 2.72

0.25

Breusch Godfrcy Serial Correlation LM Test:

F statistic

Obs+R-squared

2.2).0342 Prob. F(1,l8)
3.'718474 Prob.Chi-Square(1)

0.1544

0.0538

Ramscy RiSET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio
0.001082

0.002044

Prob. F(].18)
Prob. Chi Squere(1)

0.9711

0.9639

Sectorallnvcstment (ID For Model (II. \,R. P. id)

JB 0.0l

0.99

Breusch-Godtiey Serial Correlatior LM Test:

F-st3dsllc

Obs+R squared

0.378936 Prob. F(1,33)
0.420044 Prob.Chi-Square(1)

0.5424

0.5169

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio
0.204831

0.22895

Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. Chi-Square(i)
0.6538

4.6323
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S.cloral hrvcstnicur fIS) For Modcl ilS. YR.P. !]1)

]B 0.99

0.6

Bre.isch-Godfrey Se.ial Corelarion LM lesli

F sratistic

Obs+n-squarcd

1.8027E3 Prob. r(1,20)
2.811321 PIob.Chi-Square(1)

o 1944

0.0936

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic

1-og likclihood ratio

'7.411316

10.79198

Prob. F(1,20)

Prob. Cli-Squdre(1)
0.0128

0.001

Sectoral Investtncnt (lS) For Model aTS. Yl{.P_ idl

JB

p

0.82

0.66

Breusch Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Testl

F-staristic 6.342508 prob. F(1,21) O.OI|2Obs*R-squarcd '7.349245 prob. Chi-square(l) 0.0067

Ramse), RESET Test:

F-stalistic 13.18712 prob. F(1,23) 0.00t1
Log likelihood ratio t5.40911 prob. Chi-squarc(t) 0.0001
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Appendix 3: ADF Test

Variable

p value

IA

p value

I1

p valLre

IS

p value

P

p value

E

p value

id

p value

p value

M2

p value

M1

p value

ADF IO)

1.169134

o.9021

-2.11

0.503

-1..13

0.83

,2.90

0.78

-2.714445

0.2368

,1.89052

0.6398

2.980s99

0.1514

-3.40495*

0.0661

3.063ss4

0.1298

2.44L51

0.3537

ADF (1)

-4.4a4561*

0.001

-6.10*

0

-5.09*

0

-6.08*

0.001

-4.27444L*

0.0021

-4.471405*

0.001

-5.273263*

0.0001

-4.9L6294*

0.0003

-4.927204*

0.0003

5.931291*

0

Notes: I:igures in parcnthesis are lag number +*+ sho*s sicnificant al I0 percent lelel
*t Shows significant al5 prcscnl le!el. I Shows significxnt al ! percent lcv.l.
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Appendix

Appcrdin :r: Lag Sclcction Tests for Model l: NIl, P, y, id, c:

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria

Lag LogL LR FPE AtC SC Hq

o 53.3224t NA 4.35E 0B 2.76730 2.5391 2.6846

L 303.3/43 414.37 1.15E-13 15.62L3 -14.288* -15.161*

2 379.9994 22.8 2.O4E-13 15.1428 12.698 _74.299

3 362.4793 46.055* 9.7e 4* 16.138* 12.583 t4.gl1
' nd;cates ldg order selected by the criter|ol

LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)

FPE: Final prediction error

AIC: Akaike information criterlon

SC: Schwarz information criterion

HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion

.{ppendix 5: Wald test ior Model I - NIl, p, }, i,,, e.

VAR Lag Exclusion Wald Tests

Chi-squared test statistics for lag exclusion:

Numbers in J I are p-vaiues

LM1 LtD LRGDP LGDPDO5 tE Joint

Lag 1 4.168153 16.88531 2s.03302 18.12891 15.79025 B0.3934

[ 0.s2s4] [ 0.0047] [ 0.ooo1] la.ao2j) [0.0074] [9.9e,08]
Lag 2 7.29421,t 2.686993 7.SL28ia 7.646727 5.42g77g Z4:tg}t4

[ 0.93ss] 10.74871 [ 0.18s2] to.89ssl I o.36s7l 10.4141.)
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Appendix

Apperdix 6: Cointegration Tests for Model I - M1, P, ], id, e.

Exogenous series: DIJM

WarninB: Critical values assurne no exogenous series

Lags interval (in first differences): 1to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration R3nk Test (Trace)

Hypothesized

No. of CE(s)

None *

At most 1

At most 2

At most 3

Hypothesized

No. of CE(s)

None +

At most 1

At most 2

At most 3

Eigenvalue Statlst c

0.688124

0.442269

4.2t5441

0.062595

0.001102

Eigenvalue

0.688124

4.442269

o_215441

0.062595

0.001102

0.05

Critical Value Prob.*+

69.81889

47.85613

29.79141

15.49471

3.441466

0.05

Critical Value Prob.**

33_87681

21.58434

21.13762

14.2646

3.841466

Trace test indicates l cointegrating eqn(s) at the O.05level
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at the O.O5 level
**MacKinnon Haug Michelis {1999) p,values

tJnrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maxinrum Eigenvalue)

Max-Eigen

Statistic

76.93064

34.98s29

13.96s68

2.366164

0.039711

41.94535

21.O1961

11.59892

2.321053

0.039711

0.0121

0.4488

o.8426

0.9883

o_842

0.0044

o.215

0.5875

0.9812

0.842

lVax elgenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
+ denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 evel
*+MacKin!on-Haug-Michelis (1999) p,vatues
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Appendix 7: Lag Selcction Tests lbr Model II - NI2, P, y, id, e.

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria

LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ
Lag

0 65.09662 NA 2.22E 08 3.434093 -3.2719 33s7392

1 316.0174 415.9111 5.5E-14 -L6.3472a -5.0141+ -5.8870*

2 346.s393 47.77626* 4.4e-L4* -16.65939 -74.21s27 -15.81568

3 374.3568 30.20191 4.91E-14 -6.8203* 13.26531 -15.59318

' i.d catF\ lag or der selected by the crirerion

LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)

FPE: Final prediction error

AIC: Akaike information criterion

5C: Schwarz information criterion

HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion

Appendix 8: Wald Test lor Modet II - M2, P, y, ia, e.

VAR Lag Exclusion Wald Tests

Chi squared test statistics for lag exclusion:

Numbers in [] are p-values

LM2 LID LRGDP LGDPDo5 LE loint

Lag
33.27122 15.65422 20.74645 23.95648 16.02713 117.55

1

[ 3.32e-06] 10.007901 [0,00117] [o.ooo22] [0.00676] [s.9e_14]

Lag
12.51658 2.579564 5.333195 1.333706 4.a47539 36.57494

2

[ 0.02835] |0./6446) [0.376s8] [0.93142] [ 0.43ss2] t0.06331l
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r{pi}endix 9: Cointcgr:rtion Tests for Model II - N{2, P, y, [, e.

SeTies: LM2 LID IRGDP LGDPDO5 LE

Exogenous series: DUM

Warning: Criticalvalues assume no exogenous series
Lags interval (in first differences)t 1to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized

No. of CE(s)

None *

At most 1 +

At most 2

At most 3

Hypothesized

No. of CE(s)

None *

At rnost 1 *

At most 2

At most 3

At most 4

EiEenvalue

0.680843

0.579963

0.369646

0.116808

0.089398

Eigenvalue

0.680843

0.s79963

0.369646

0.116808

0.089398

Trace

Statistic

96.797 54

55.68292

24.456L1

1.843061

3.31139

Max Eigen

Statistic

41.11462

31.22681

16.61305

4.4-t1671

3.37139

0.0s

CriticalValue Prob.**

69.81889

47.85613

29.19707

15.49411

3.841466

0.0001

0.0078

0.1818

o.4823

0.0663

Trace test indlcates 2 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at the 0.05level
+*MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p vatues

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

0.05

CriticalValue prob.**

33.87687

27.58434

27.13162
14.2646

3.841466

0.0058

o.4162

0.1911

0.8065

0.0663

Max elgenvalue test indicates 2 cointegrating eqn(s) at the O.05 level
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis atthe O.05level
'rMdcK,nnor Haug \,4(helis (19qql p vd,Jes
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Appendir 10: JB, LM and Reset Test for ECN{sl of Motlel I - M1, P, y, id, e.

JB. L\1 and l{eset Test for ECMs oi e of Modei I ]\.fl.P.y.ia,g

]B 13.36

0.001

Breusch Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F-statlstic 0.001724

0.001985

Prob. F(1,33) 0.9671

0.9645Obs*R-squared Prob. Chi-Squarel1

Ramsey RESET Testi

F statistic

Log likelihood ratio
16.56988

15.45128

Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.0003

0.0001

lB. LN{ and Resct 't est tbr ECMS of P of Model l - Ml. P. y. idJ

JB 32.3

0

Breusch Godfrey SerialCorrelation LM Test:

i-statlstic

Obs*R squaredE

4.a28727

0.033186

Prob. F(1,32)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

0.866s

0.8554

Ramsey RESETTest:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio
1.95607

2.195214

Prob. F(1,32)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

4.7716

0.1384

rTo sare spacethc results ofECMS where eror conecrion rcrm is found sigDificant a.e reported.
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Appendix 11: JB, LM and Resct Test for ECMS of Modcl II M2, P, y, id, e,

JB. LM and Reset Test lor ECMS olM2 ofN4odel ll l\'12.P. v. idJ

JB 1.2

P 0.53

Breirsch Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F statlstic

Obs*R-squared

3.2La632 Prob. F(1,30)

3.488125 Prob.ChiSquare(1)

0.0829

0.0618

Ramsey RESETTeSt:

F'statistic

Log likelihood ratio
4.565797

o_6t2633

Prob. F(1,30)

Prob. Chl'Square(1)

o.4518

o.4127

JB. Llvl and Reset Test for EC\4s olidllLlo-delII iU2.P.v. i,r,!

lB 1.99

P 0.36

Breusch'Godfrey Serial Correl-tion LM Test:

F-statistic

Obs*R squared

0.0s0816 Prob. Fl1,31)

0.060552 ProbChi-Square(1)
0.8231

0.8056

Ramsey RESETTest:

F'statistic

Log like ihood ratio
0.006156

o_aol347

Prob. F(1,31)

Prob. ChFSquare(1)
0.938

0.9317
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iB. LM apd Reset Test fbr F,CMS olv ofModcl II - Ni2. P. v. id,!

iB 0.29

P 0.86

Breus.h-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F statistic 0.005483 Prob. F11,31) 0.9415

Obs+R squared 0.006543 Prob. Chi-Square(1) 0.93Ss

Test Equation:

Rarnsey RESETTeSt:

F'statistic

Log likelihood ratio
3.952s03

4.440706

Prob. F(1,31)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

0.0557

0.03s1

JB. LN{ and Reset Test for ECMS ofP ofModcl II l\{2. P. v. id, e

)B 34.46

PO

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F-statistic

Obs+R-squared

0.8s0204 Prob. F(1,30)

1.019686 Prob.Chi-Square(1)

0.3639

0.3126

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic

LoS likelihood ratio
2.231477

2.6546

Prob. F(1,30)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

4.7451

0.1033

2:i
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Appendix 12: Normalized Vcctor for Model I: M1, p, y, i,r, e:

Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)

M1 Id Y P E

7 0.019347 2.653764 1.3981s9 1.538404

,0.1623 -0.40034 -0.2169 -0.26767

Appendix l3: Normatized Vector for Model Il: M2, p, y, i1, e:

Nornialized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in parentheses)

M2 id

-0.01436

0.30286

5.184063

1.58228

P

0.88924

-4.2t275

0.61936s

-1.10835

e

-0.70814

0.18987

3.47681

0.99r91

Appcndix 13.1: Lag Selection Test (Scctoral [,Iodels)

Las Selection Tests for Model I: Ml. p. yA. id,g

VAR Lag OrderSelection Criteria

Lag LoEL LR FPE A]C SBC HQ

0 52-31861 NA 4.61E 08 2.1O3g2 2.48n2A -2.62122
7 279.7349 376.a612 4.44e-13+ -14.21A56 -12_937* -13.810*
2 293.38!2 1,a.7gg 9.32E 13 !3.6277A _t1.77766 72.77aO7
3 335.2208 45_42592* 4.60E,13 14.58405+ _1J.A28g1 13.35583

* indicates lag orderselected byth€ criterjon
LRrs€quenualmodified LR tesrstatistic (each test at 5% tev€t)
FPEr Final p.ediction error
AIC: Akaike inforhation .riterion
SBC: Schwarz information criterion

HQ: Hannan Ouinn lfformation criterion
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I-aq Sclcction Tests lor N4ode1 II: M2. P. YA. i.r. e:

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria

Lag LogL LR AC 5BC NQ

0

1

2

3

64.9143 NA 2.248 08 a.423614 _3_201482 -3.346973

293_7568 319.24\3 1.99E 13 [.A1239 _13.73923* -14.61218+

322.4!99 39.29564* 1.77E 1.3 -15.28113 12_a3702 -1.4.4374i
354.9445 35.31253 1.49€-13* -!5_11,11,2t -1,2_15604 14.4839

r in.jicates lag order selecied by the crirerion
LR: sequential modlfied LR teststatistic {ea.h test at 5% telel)
FPE: Fin.l prediction error

AIC: Akaike information criterion

SBC: Schwarz information.riterion

T-aq Selection Tests for Model i: Ivll. P. yl. iJt:

VAB Lag Order Selection Criteria

0

7

2

3

s4 16516

215.1631

2E8 611l

325 4875

366.7228

18.07496

41.08830i

4.15E 08

s.6e 13*

1.22E t2
7.57E 13

2.809438

14.02648

-13.3510

14.085*

2.587245

,12.693*

10.90691

!4.52992

-2.132137

13.566+

\2.50732

-12.a5779

+ indlcates lag orderselected bythe crtterion
LR:sequentialmodified LB test statistic (ea.h test ar 5%

EPE: Final prediction error
AlCr Akaike informarion criterion

5BC: Schwarz information criterion

HQ: Hannan-Quinn lnformation criterion
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Las Scicciion lesls tbr Modcl 1l: ,\'{2. P. Yl. i,r,!

VAR Lag OrderSelection C.iteria

Lag LogL LR FPE AIc sBc HQ

o 57 _65773 NA 3.40E-08 3 00901 -2.786821 _2.9323!1

1 291.0061 386.6915t 2.33e 13+ 14.91463* -13.58148* -t4_45443+

2 3Aa_2644 23.66853 3.98E-13 !4.4723 -!2.02AL3 13.62854

3 337.6964 3!.95477 3.99E 13 -14.7255 1,!.11043 ,13.49829

'indicates lag orderselected bythe criterton

LR: sequ€rtial modified LR test statistic (€ach test at 5% levet)

FPE: Final prediction eror
AIC: Akaike information criterion

5BC: Schwaz ifformation criterion

HQ: Hafnan Quinn information crlterion

Las Selection Tests for lr,lodel I: Ml. P. YS. id,!.

VAR Lag Order 5e ection Criter a

Lag LoBL LR FPE A]C SBC HQ

0 49_29335 NA 5.48E-08 -2.531049 ,2.308856 -2.454348
1, 296.3897 409.4739 1.71e 13* -tS_22227 13.88911+ 1,4.762A6+
2 311.9528 2!.34369 3.23E 13 -14.68302 12.2389 ,11.a3931

3 350.1071 41..42472+ 1.96E 13 15.43469* _11.87961 _14.20.,4.a

* indic.tes lag orderselected bythecriierion
LR: sequential modified LR resr statisuc (each rest at s% tevet)

FPE: Final prediction etror
AIC: Akaike :nformation criterion

SBC: Schwa.z informatlon crirerion
HQ: Hannan-Quinn if formaUon crtterion
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Lag Selection I esrs lor tr{odel 1l: M2.P.YS.i,r.g

VAR LaE Order Selection Criteria

Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SBC HQ

0

2

3

61.96956 NA 2.65E 08 -3.2554A4 ,3.033211 -3_178703

311.8366 414.0653* 7.09e,14* 16 10495* 14.77729r $.044i44
335.4061 32.32391 8.45E-14 16.0232 13.57909 15.17949
3s4.1169 20.96599 1.51E-13 1s.69811 \2.!4302 14.470a9

+ indlcates :g orderselected by the criterion
LR: sequential modified LR t€ststatlstic (e.ch test at 5% tev€l)

FPE: Final prediciion error

AlCr Akaike information criterlon

5BC: Schwarz information crtterion

HQr Hannan Quinn lnformation criterion

,{ppendix 13.2: Wald Tcst (Sectoral Nlodcls)

Wald Selection Tests for Model I: M1. p. yA. i,j,L

VAR Lag Exclusion Wald Tests
r,Jumbec ln [] are p,values

LM1 LID LE

Lag 1 15845.85 102.919j 8442.015 16529.09 4650.819 435E4.34
I0.00001 [0.0000] I0.00001 10.00001 t0.00001 10.00001

525
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\Jald Selection Tests for lvlodel II: M2. P. YA. id'l!

VAR Lag Exclusion Wald Tests
Numbers in tl are p v.lues

LM2 LID

2a225_55 106.a472

[0.00c000] | 0.0000001

8633.364

[ 0.000000]

5

14138.15

[0.000000]

5272.564

I0.0000001

5

Joint

68979.16

I0.0000001

25

LaC 1

VAR Lag Exclu5ion Wald Tests

N!rmbers ln [] are p-values

LM1 LiD LE Lp Lyt loint

la81 18773.3 91.15937 6205.835 !6647_6A 7A44.6L6 6a3gg.7

I 0.00001 I 0.00001 I0.oo00l {o.ooo0l I 0.oo00l t0.00001

df5555525

VAR Lag Exclusion W.ld Tens

Chi squared test statGucs for ta8 exctusion:

Numb€rs in [] are p-vatues

LM2 LtO LE Lp Lyt Joint

Lag 1 36788.6 9s.7911 6301.07 14682.08 8589.3s6 96L4a.2A
I 0.0000001 I 0.0000001 I0.0oooool I o.ooo0oo] t o.ooo0ool I o.ooooool

dfs5s5525
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Wald Sclcction Tcsts for Model I: lvt1. P. f!-i6.9

VAR Lag Exclusion Wald Tests

Chi squared test statistics for lag excusion:

Numbers in [] are p'values

LMl LID LE LP LYS ]OiNt

Lag l 16403.33 9a-96727 66A3774 $640.13 33842.t 76582.73

[0.000000] [ 0.000000] [0.000000] [0.000000] [0.000000] Io.000o0oi

df5s55525

VAR Lag Excluslon Wald T€srs

Chi squared ten 5tatisti.s for ldg excluston:

Numbers ir []are p-values

LM2 LID LE LP LYS Joint

Lig l 32432s1 91.97026 6559.503 14353.8 35791.36 ag775.24

J 0.0000001 I0.0000001 [0.oo00oo] [ o.ooo000] I 0.0000001 Io.o000ool

dfss5552s

Wald Selection Tests lor Model II: M2. P. YS. id.!i
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Appendix 13.3: Cointegration Tests aDd Normalized Vector/ Equation (Sectoral Models)

Cointe:rration Seleclion Tests tbr Model I: Ml. P. YA- id. e:

Unrestrict€d Cointegration Rank Test (Tr:ce)

0.05

CritlcalValue Prob.++No. of CEG) Eigenvilue stitist c

0.674492

0.502893

0.194031

0.10329

0.001522

77.5739?

31.!2438

11.96219

4.19662

4.277421

69.81889

41.E56!3

29.79141

15 49417

3.841456

0.0105

0 3417

0.9332

0.887

0.6021

Trace test indicates l cointeSrating eqn{s)arrhe 0.05 teve
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis:t the 0.05 tevet
**MacKinnon-Haug Michetis (1999) p-value5

Unrestricted Cointeg16tion RankTest {Maximum Etgenvalue)

No. ofCE{s) Eigenvalue

4.671a92

0.502893

0.194031

0.10329

o-0o7522

Max Eigen

Statistic

44.44954

25.16219

7 765511

3.924A

o.?7!827

005

CriticalValue Prob.**

33.87687

27 58434

2t.t3'162

14.2646

3.841466

0.0071

0.099

0.9175

4.8672

0.6021

Max eigenval!e test indlcates 1 cotntegrating eqnG) at the 0.05 evel
* denoies rejectionofthe hypothes s at the 0.05 teve
**Mac( nnon-Ha!g Michetts (1999) p va ues

1 CointeErating Equation{s}l Loglikellhood 285.1532

Nornralized cointegraring coefficiefts Grandard arror :n parentheses)

LM1

1

L]D LE

2.456224

-4.76
6.939422

'7.67229

,0.755165

o.47374

4.732124

0.82628
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Cointeqration Scleclion Tcsrs for N{odel Il: M2. p. yA. i . e:

Unrestricted Colntegration Rank Test (Irace)

Hypotheslzed

No. ofCE(s) Elgenvalue

At most3

No. of CE{s) Eisenvalue

Trace test indlcates 2 coint€grating €qn(s) at the O.O5 tevet
r denotes rejectlon ofthe hypothesi5 at the O.05 tevet
*+MacKinnon Haug-Michelis (1999) p vatues

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (lvtaximum Etgenvatue)

4.746403

0.6492s3

0.368469

0.259567

0.04503s

4.7464A3

0.649253

0.368469

4.259s61

0.045035

116.1326

66.74032

29.A214a

!2_47759

1.658883

Max-Eigen

St:tistic

49.39231_

37.7\6a4

16.54589

10.8187

1.658883

0.0s

CriticalValue

69.81889

47.85613

29.79701

75.49471

3.841466

0.05

33_87687

21.58434

?1.73162

74.2646

3.841466

0

0.0003

0.0612

0.1354

0.1978

0.0004

0 0018

0 1945

0.1635

o.t9/a

Max-eigenvalue test indicares 2 coinregrating eqn(s) a he 0.05 tevet
+ denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at rhe O.05 level

'*MacKinnon Haug-Michelts (1999) p-vatues

2 Cointesratins Equation(s): Log tiketihooct 322.6137
Normalized coiite8rating coefftctent, {standdrd error n parentheses)
LM2 LID

10
LE

0.257081

0.081s8

0.98s664

-0.08218

-0.55911

2.095514

-4.767/

3.525233

t.14223

7 244fi77 0]65974
0.55567
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Coinlcqration Selcction Tests lbr Model I: M l. p. yI. id. e:

Unreitrl.ted Coin!esraiion Rank resr (Trice)

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue

0.652654

4.4426L

0.235984

0.012532

0.001209

Statistic

66.80183

2a.7142

10.187s5

a_497562

0.043555

Max Elgen

No. ofCEls) Eigenv.tue Sr:tistic

lcointesratin8Equation("r, 
fi5,n"*

00s
Cr ti.... prob.."

69.61889 0 085

47 85613 0 7808

29.79107 A 9771

15,49477 1

3.841466 A.8341

005
Cr tl.a. Probtl

285.0198

Trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0,05 tevet
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis atthe 0.05 tevei
**MacKinnon Haus Michetis (1999)p vatues

Un r€st ricted Coinregratio n Banklest (Max mum Eisenvaluel

None + 0_652654 38_067G3 ,_876a7 0.0149
At most 1 0.4a2 18.54665 2j.5a!;,4 0.4503
At most 2 A.235984 9.G89987 2t_13!62 0.7-/32
At nrost 3 0.0j.2532 0.454007 14.2646 1
At most4 0.001209 0.043555 3.841466 0.8347

Max-eigenval!e test indicates l cointegr.ting eqn(s)at rhe 0.05 tevet
r denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at rhe O.05 tevel
+*Mac(lnnon-Haug-Mjcheti, 

11999) p va !es

Norm.lized cointegrating coefficients (standard error n parenthese,
Ltr'tt LiD LE LY]
1 0.101739 0.649753 1.271161, 1.455539

0.06998 0.11875 ,0.125s1 ,0_14245
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Cointeeration Selection Tests lor Model il: M2. P. YI. id,g

Unrertricred Cointegration R.nk Test (Trace)

No. ofcE(s) Eisenvalue

0.646183

0.497151

0.334569

0.082362

0.022381

Hypothesized

No. ofCE{s) Eisenvatue

0.05

CriticalValue Prob.**

0.0052

0.1239

4.524

0.9107

0.3667

0.05

CritlcalValu-" Prob.'l

Trace test indicates 1 cointegraunE eqnG) ai the 0.05 levet
+ denotes r€jection ofthe hypothesjs at the 0.05 tevet
r'MacKinnon-Hau8 Mtchetts (1999) p vatues

Unrestrlcted Cointegration Rank Test (M.ximum Eieenvatue)

Statisti.

44.76a27

43.36518

14.51274

3.909181

0.814879

Max'Eigen

Stathtic

37.40308

24_79244

14.66356

3.094302

0.814879

69.81889

47.85613

29.79747

15.49471

3.841466

33.47687

27.5a434

21.131,62

14.2546

3.841466

0.646183

o_497761

0.334559

0.082362

0.022381

0.0182

0.1093

0.3132

0.9402

4.3667

Max-elge nvalu e rest itldicates 1cointegrating eqnG)atthe 0.05levet

'denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis atthe 0.05levet
**MacKinnon HauB-Michetis (1999) p_vatu€s

l coinrcsratins EquationG): Log I kelhood 299.5046

Normalized cointegrating coefficients Gtandard error in parentheses)
LM2 LID LE

1 34.0411 -2A.47A22 20.98166 21.8541
8.22579 14.5029 15.0473 16.9045
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Coinlesation Seiection lests for Nlodcl I: N41. p. yS. id,l:

Unrestricted Cointegrarion Rank Test {Trace)

Hypothesized

No. of cE(s) Eigenvalue

0.685992

0.416054

0.298916

0.125202

0.002079

Statistic

78.7411

37.04103

L7.67195

4.890379

0.074931

0.05

Crit cal Value Prob.+*

69.81889

47.85613

29.79747

75 49411

3 841466

0.0082

0.3456

0.5901

0.820.{

4.1843

Trace test indlcates 1 cointegratingeqn(s) atthe 0.05 tevet
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis atthe O.Os tevet
++MacKinnon HauS-Michelis (1999) p vatues

Unrestrlcted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenva ue)

No. ofCE(r)

At most 3

EigenvalLre

0.585992

0.416054

0.298916

4.125202

o-a02a19

Mox'Eiger

Statistic

4110047

19.36608

1,2 78457

4.815448

a.aA93L

0.05

Critica Value Prob.**

33.87687

27.58434

21_t3162

14.2646

3.841466

0.0048

0 3857

4.4723

0.1649

0.7843

Max eigenvalue tesr indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at rhe 0.05 tevet
+ d€notes rejection ofthe hypothesjs at the 0.05 tevet
**Mac(innon Haug Michetis {1999) p-vatues

1 Cointegrat,ng Equation(s): Logiikelihood 304.0283

No.iraiizcd coinre8rating coeff cienls Gr:ndarJ etror ii p.rentheses)
LM1 LID LE

1.0E3315

0.20574

LY5

2.062425

-4.25046

1 0.101626 0.969498

0 188940.11394
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Cointcsation Selectio[ Iests lor Model II: M2. P. YS. id.!:

Unrestricted Cointegrarton Rrnk Test (Trace)

No. ofcE(, Eigenvalue St.tistlc

106.9967

66.51452

27.49916

!1.47148

2.925523

0.05

CritlcalVr ue Prob.*i

At mosi 2

0_674645

0.658469

0.366392

0.211315

0.07805

59 81889

47.85613

29.19107

15.49471

3.841466

0

0.0004

0.0815

0.1841

0.0872

Irace test indicates 2 coinre8rating eqn(, at the 0.05 tevet
+ denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at the 0.05 tevet
++MacKinnon-Haug Michelis (1999) p vatues

Unresiricted Cointegrarion

No. ofCE(s) Eisenvalue

R.nk Test (Maximum Etgenvatue)

Max-Eigen

Statistic

40.42221,

38.67536

t6.4216a

8.545962

2.925523

0.05

Critica Value Prob.**

At most 2

At most 3

0.574645

0.658469

0.366392

0.211315

0.07805

21.5A134

21.13162

t4.2646

3.841466

a.oo12

0.0013

0.2008

0.3259

a.oa72

Max'eigenva lue test indicates 2 cointegratjng eqn(s)ar rhe 0.05levet
+ denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis arthe 0.05 tevel
+*MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p vatues

2 cointesrating Equation(s): Log ltke[hood 340.0088

Normalized cointegra tinS coefficients (standard error in parentheses)
LMz LD LE

-0.392778

0.13753

1.340043

-o.s6792

LP LYS

,0.83138

-0.15445

-0.541636

-019364

0.092218 2 62A923

0.63?32 4.19942

2t5
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Appcndix 13.,1: JB, LM and RESET Test ol DCMs (Sectoral Modcls)

JIl. LM. RESET Tests for Modcl I: Ml. P. YA. id. el

Deperdcni variable:P

Dcpendent vlriable: E

JB 10,5

P 0.005

Breusch codfrey Serial Coff elation LM Test:

1.609122

1.883555

Prob. F(1,30)

Prob. Chi square(1)

0.2744

0.1699

Ramsey RESETTest:

Log likelihood ratio

1.215921

7.914953

Prob. F(1,30)

Prob. Chi-Squ:re(1)

0.0117

0 0047

Breusch codfrey Serial Co.retation LM Testl

Obs*R-squdred

0.369605

0.408645

Prob. F(:I,34)

Prob. Chi Squarell)

0.5473

0.5227

2.486573

2.263293

Prob. F(1,34)

Prob. Chi square(1)

0.1578

0.1325
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JB. LN{. RISET Tests for Modcl ll: M2. P. yA. ir31

BreLrsch Godfrey SeriaICoreta!on LM Test:

0.42424

0.030065

Prob. F(1,29)

Prob. chi square{1)

0.8774

0.8623

Ramsey RESETTest:

Log likellhood
0.198847

0.246003

Prob. F(1,29)

Prob. Ch,square(1)

0.6s9

0.6199

DependcDi variablei E

Breusch Godf.ey Sertat Corretation LM Test:

0.009176

0.470252

Prob. F{1,34)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

4.9243

0.9193

Log likelihood
raiio

2.774379

2.355642

Prob. F(1,34)

Prob Chi Squ.re(11

0.1495

0.1248
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.lB. I-\1. RESET Tests for Model I: Ml. P. Yl. ic"!:

JB. LM. RESE'I'Tests lor Model II: M2. P. YI. is.9:

Dependent variable: M2

;reuscr Godfre\,5er a Corre !tion LMTest

1.451451

1.558822

Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. chi-square(1)

0.2369

0.2118

R:msey RESETTeSt:

Log likelihood r3tio

0.00c815

0.000915

Prob. Fl1,33)

Prob. Chi square(1)

o.9774

0.9759

Ereusch Godfr€VSer a Correlation LM Test

1.776733 Prob. F(1,31)

1.31s907 Prob. Chi square(1)

0.2865

0.2513

Ramsey RESEI Test:

Log likelihood ratio

0.379049

0.437516

Prob. F(1,31)

Prob. Chi-square(1)

0.5426

0.5083
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Breusch codfrey seri.l Correlation LM Ten:

0.199056

0.221845

Prob Fi1,33)

Prob Chl"Sq!;r€(1)

0.6584

0.6376

Ramsey RESETTest:

0.395166

0.441541

Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. ch -squ.re(1)
0.5334

0.5064

DepcnCint va.iable: YI

Breusch Godfrey S€rialCotretaiion LM Test:

Obs:R squar€d

1.985593

2_09992

Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

0.1682

4.1473

Ramsey RE5ETTesr:

Log likelihood ratio

0.250253

0.290654

Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. Chi-square(1)

0.6133

0.s898
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JB. I-\4. RIISET Tests for \Iodel I: N,ll. P. YS. id,q

JB. LM. RESET Tests for Modet II: M2. p. yS. !1,e:

Breusch Godfiey Serial Correlation LM Tesr:

0.000868 Prob. F(1,33)

0.000999 Prob. Chi Square(i)

4.9161

0.9748

Ramsey RESETTeST:

Log likellhood ratio

17.56353

16.21548

Prob. F(1,33) 0.0002

Prob. Chi Squar€(1) 0.0001

B reusch-codfrey Se riaJ Corre laU on LIVt Test:

3.426261,

3.690075

Prob F{1,30) a.q4
Prob. Ch sq!are(1) 0.0s47

Ramsey RESETTest:

Log iikellhood ratio

0.419432

0.499833

Prob. F(1,30) 0.s227
Prob. chi square(1) 0.4798
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DeDeid;ni mriable i P

8relsch codfrey Serial Correlation LM Testi

1.446425 Prob. F(1,31)

1.649418 Prob. chl square(1)

0.2382

0.199

Ramsey RESETTeSt:

Los lik€lihood ratio

3.9A5237

4.390038

Prob. F(1,31) 0.0571

Prob. Chl-square(1) 0 0361

Bre!sch Godfrey Serial Correlaiion LM Test:

0.164394 Prob. F{1,31) a.6a79

o.t9s!77 Prob.chisquare(1) 0.6s86

Ramsey EESETTest:

F statlnic

Log likelihood rrtio
1.65581s

t.925322

Prob. F(1,31) a.2071

Prob. chl Square(11 0.1653
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D.Dcnd.nt v?iable: ID

tsreusch-Godfrey 5erlal Co.relation LM Test:

0.079128

0.094201

Prob. F(1,31) 0.7804

Prob.Chi-square(1) 0.7s89

Ramsey RESETTest:

Log likel hood ratio

0.432474

0.038739

Prob. F(1,31) 0.8s82

Prob. Chi square(1) 0.844

2.52
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Appendix 1;r: ADF Test

Variable

p vaLLre

P

p vaiue

M2

p value

M1

p value

ADF {O)

-1.L69134

0.9421

2.714445

0.2368

3.063554

0.1298

-2.4415L

0.3537

ADF I1I

4.484561

0.001

4.27444L

0.0021

4.927204

0.0003

5.931291

0

^.ppcndix 
15: Litg Selection Tests for Model l - M1, p, y:

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria

Lag LogL LR FPE AIc sBc HQ

0 77.534 NA 8.OOE-O5 0.8074 0.6755 0.76!4

L 206.77 335.24* 4.OOE_07 _10.783 _10.25* _10.599*

2 214 12.-727 4.OOE 07 _1.0.72 -9.7988 _10.4

3 22s.1655 16.118 4.e 09* 0.842* g.s22g _10.381

*:ndicates lag order serected by tl^e crirer:on

LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)

FPE: Final prediction error

AlCr Akaike information criterion

5C: Schwarz information criterion

HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion

2il
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Appendix 16; Wxld Test lor Model II - M2, P, y:

VAR Lag Exclusion Wald Tests

Chi squared test statistics for lag exclusion:

Numbers in [] are p

values

IGDPDO5 LM1 LRGDP Joint

Lag 1 16892.86 16s60.87 34r19s6 19101".75

[0.000000] [0.000000] {0.0000001 [o.o00ooo]

df3339



Appendix 17: Cointegration Test for Model I - M1, P, y:

Series: LGDPDoS LM1 LRGDP

ExogenoLrs series: DUM

Warning: Criticalvalues assume no exogenous series

Lags rnterval (in first differences)r 1 to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0-05

No. of CE{s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Vaiue Prob.**

None'
At most 1

At nrost 2

None *

At most 1

At most 2

Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
*+MacKinnon-Haug Michelis (1999) p-values

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum EigenvalLre)

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05
No. of CE{s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value prob.**

0.512063 30.08542 29.791A7 0.0463

0.062858 3.535394 1s.49411 0.9374

0.030166 1.133319 3.841466 A.2A11

0.512063 26.5s002 21.13162 0.0078
0.0528s8 2.402a14 A.2646 0.9784
0.030166 1.133319 3.841466 0.25'77

I\4ax eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at the 0.O5level
**MacKinnon-Haug Michelis(1999) p-values
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r\ppendix 18: Lag Selcction tcsts Test for Model II - \{2, P, y:

Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ

0 33.288s2 NA 3.73E 05 -1.68269 -1.5506 -1.63663

1, 278.3697 329.033 2.1,1,E-09 11.46498 -\0.937* -11.2805

2 232.3649 22.547* 1.62e 9* 71-.7429* -10.8781 -77.4200*

3 239.2826 9.99234 1.87E-09 -77.62687 -70.3012 -77.1662

I i.1dicates ldg order selected by rhe criter.on

LR: sequential modified LR test statistlc (each test at 5%

leve )

FPE: Final prediction error

AIC: Akaike information criterion

SC: Schwarz information criterion

HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion

Appendix 19: Wald Test for Nlodel II N{2, P, y:

VAR Lag Exclusion Wald Tests

Chi-squared test statistics for lag exclusion:

Numbers in ll are p-vaiues

LGDPDoS LM2 LRGDP loint

LaCT 75811.24 35399.79 31936.88 a4A4O.43

[ 0.000000] [ 0.000000] [ 0.00000] | 0.0000001

df3339
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Appendir 20: Cointegration Tests lor N{odel tI - M2, l" y.

Series: LGDPD05 LlM2 LRGDP

Exogenous series: DtJM

Warning: Critical values assume no exogenous series

Lags interval (in first differences): 1to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05

No. ofcE{s) Eigenvalue Statistic CriticalValue Prob **

None +

At most 1

At most 2

0.604266 44.s4315 29.79701 0.0005

0.205995 10.24424 15.49411 0.2624

0.045154 1.709505 3.841466 0.191

Trace test indicates 1 colntegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at the 0.05level
| 
'MdcKinnon-Haug Mi, hplis (I9q9) p valJes

unrestricted cointegration Rank Test (Nlaximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized Max tigen 0.05

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**

None + 0.604266 34.2995\ 21.13162 0.0004

At most 1 0.20599s 8.534631 14.2646 0.3269

At most 2 0-045154 1.709605 3.841466 0.191

l\4ax-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesls at the 0.05level
I rN4a. Kinnon H;Lg Mr( l'ehs (1999) p valJes
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Appendix

-{.ppendix 2t: JB, LM and Reset Test for ECMS ofNlodel I - M1, P, y.

JB. LNl and Reset Tesl for ECMS oiP ofNlodel I Ml.P.r.

JB 15.5

0

EreLrsch-Godfrey Serlal Correlation LM Test:

F'statlstic 4.14714 Prob. F(1,31)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.4088

0.36s7Obs+R squared 0.818336

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic 3.24701,5 prob. F(1,31) 0.0813

Log likelihood

ratio 3.685652 prob. Chi,Square(1) 0.0549

JB. LN{ and Reset Test for ECX{S ofv oflltodel I - M1. p. vi

JB

P

2.71-

o.24

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F-statistic 0.004816 Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.9451

, 0.941-4Obs*R squared 0.005399

Ramsey RESET Test:

F statistic

Log likelihood ratio

0.239061

0.267072

Prob. F(i,33)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.6281

0.6053



JB. LII and Reset Test for ECNIS of NII ol Nlodel I - l{1. P. yl

JB

P

0.46

0.17

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Testi

F-stailstic 0.012049 Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.9133

0.9075Obs*R-sqLrared 0.013505

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic 0.046959 prob. F(1,33) 0.8298

Log likelihood

ratio 0.052613 prob. Chi Square(1) 0.8186

.lB

P

Breusch-Godfrey Seria Correlaflon LM Test:

F statistic Prob. F(1,32)

Prob. Chi-Squareil)

0.2426

o.2486Obs*R-squared 1.331382

Ramsey RESEiTest:

F-statistic

Log Jikelihood ratio

1.50724

1.696323

o.2294

0.1928

Prob. F\1,32)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)
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Appendix 22: JB. LNI and Reset Test for ItCNIs of p olModel II- M2. i. v.

2.65

0.28



Appendix

.lB. L\l and Reset Test for ECMS olv olModel II- NI2. P. v:

JB

P

0.49
0.7

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F statlstic 0.1111.74 Prob. F(1,31)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

0.3848

0.3415Obs*R-squared 0.90484

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio

0.020894

0.02493

Prob. F(1,31)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.886

0.8745

JB. Lll and Reset Test for ECMs ofNI2 oI Nlodel II- 1,I2. p. v:

JB 1.95

0.38

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F'statistic 0.086309 prob. F(1,33) 0.7708

Obs*R-squared 0.096519 prob. Chi Square(1) 0.756

Test Equation:

Ramsey RESET Test:

F-statistic

Log likelihood ratio

7.485762

7.629442

Prob. F(1,33)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

0.2315

0.2018
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Appendix

Appendix 23: Normalized Vector for Nlodef I _ Mf J, fr

Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standard error in pire ilGj
p M1 y

1 :.016153 r.292552

0.L2771 -0.36733

Appe dix 24: Normalized Vector for Model II _ NI2, p, y:

Normalized cointegrating coefficients (standurd 
"rro. 

tn p*iilliig-
p

1

M2Y
0.981186 7.077768

-0.06195 -0.18619
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Appendix

Appendix 25: ADI- Test for Unemploymcnt

Variable

m19

P values

m2g

p values

P

p values

Un

p values

ADF {O)

5.760673*

0

,4.557139*

0.0009

3.973233*

0.004

-2.294567

0.426

ADF {1)

5.87 44s9*

0

Appcndix 26: JB, LM and Reset Tests for ECNI of Unernploynrent

JB

P

7.s9

0.03

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Testj

F-statistic

Obs*R sqLrared

0.01345 Prcb. Fl.7,22)

0.018941 Prob.Chlsquare(1)

0.9087

0.890s

Ramsey RESETTest:

F-statistic 11.24s1,3 prcb. F 1",22) o.o004

Log likelihood

ratio I-7.94233 prob. Chi-square(1) 0
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Appendix

Appendix 27: ADF Test for M-S Model

variable

v

p value

p value

p value

lp

p value

M2

P value

lp

p value

G

p value

Sr

p value

ADF IO)

-t.87 4776

o.6476

-3.722305*

o.0077

-L.67504

o.4352

-2.570201

o.2952

-3.43053s**

o.0627

-5.052574*

0.0012

,4.501571*

0.0009

4.579377*

0.0041

ADF (1)

-4.Lt2556*

0.oo27

-7.430147*

0

7.389486*

0

-5.135648*

0.001

-4.L5782*

0.0025
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Appendir 28: JB, LNI rfld Reset Tests for Sal ing f'unction:

IB

P

o.29

0.87

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Testl

F statistic

obs*R-squared

4.174085

7.183905

Prob. F(1,15)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

0.059

0.0074

Ramsey RESETTeSt:

F-statistic

LoB likelihood ratio

0.006228

0.013699

Prob. F(1,15)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

0.9381

0.9068

Appeldir 29: .rB, LI,I and Reset Tests lbr Investment lr'unction:

JB

P

0.65

0.7

Breusch Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F statistic

Cbs*R-sqLrared

1.40805

1.866164

Prob. F(1,25)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

0.2465

0.1779

Ramsey RESET Test:

F statistlc

Log likelihood ratio

L.491A6

2.036585

Prob. E(1,25)

Prob. Chi-Square(1)

o.23)4

0.ls36
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Appendix 30: JB, LNI and Reset Tests lor Growth Function:

usch-Godfrey Serial Correla|on LM Test:

*R-sqLrared

0.200431

0.23653

Prob. F(1,32)

Prob. Chi Square(1)

msey RESET Test:

F statistic 0.041079 Prob. F{1,32)

0.04875 Prob. Chi,Square(1)

0.840

likelihood ratio 0.
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Appendix

.\ppendix 3i: Tracc and max Tests for Cro*.th Function:
Model: g. rs

Exogenous series: DUM
'J.'o. ,in.: Cfll.Lalvrlues atsume no p\ogenous gptrer
Lags intervaJ {in first differences): 1to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Tr.rce 0.05
No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value prob.'+

None + 0.387918 3184E7I t5.4g4:t 0.0001
At most 1 * 0.325509 14.fi66a 3.841466 0.0002

Trace iest indicates 2 cojntegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejeciion ofthe hypothesis at the 0.05 tevel
**[,4acKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p values

Unrestricted Cointegrat,on Rank Test lMaximum Ejgenvalue)

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05
No. ofcE{s) Eigenvalue StatisUc CriticalValue prob.**

None * 0.387918 L1.6:203 14.2646 0.0139
At most 1 * 0.325509 14.17668 3.841466 {J.0002

Max-eiSenvalue test indicates 2 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at the 0.05 ievel
" Mr( hinnon-Haug-Mtchelis (t999) p-vatJe\
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Model: g. r,.&

Exogenous series: DUM

\ryarningi Critical values assume no exogenous series

Lags interval {in first differences): 1to 1

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05

No. ofcE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic CriticalValue Prob.**

None *

At most 1 *

At most 2 *

None *

At most 1 *

At most 2 *

Trace test indicates 3 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon'Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized Max,Eigen 0.05
No. ofcE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic CriticalValue prob.**

0_546117 56.30851 29.19101 0

0.349883 21.86676 15.49411 0.0004

0.290698 12.36508 3.841466 0.0004

a-546111 2a.44175 21.13162 o.OO39

0.349883 15.50169 14.2646 0.0317
0.290698 12.36508 3.841466 0.0004

Max-eigenvalue test indicates 3 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection ofthe hypothesis at the 0.0S level
**MacKinnon Haug-Michelis (1999) p,values
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